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Preface

What this book is and is not

The purpose of this book is to get you through your first interviews for quant
jobs. We have gathered a large number of questions that have actually been asked
and provided solutions for them all. Our target reader will have already studied
and learnt a book on introductory financial mathematics such as "The Concepts
and Practice of Mathematical Finance." He will also have learnt how to code in
C++ and coded up a few derivatives pricing models, and read a book such as
"C++ Design Patterns and Derivatives Pricing."

This book is not intended to teach the basic concepts from scratch, instead it
shows how these are tested in an interview situation. However, actually tackling
and knowing the answers to all the problems will undoubtedly teach the reader a
great deal and improve their performance at interviews.

Many readers may find many of the questions silly and/or annoying, so did
the authors! Unfortunately, you have to answer what you are asked and thinking
the question is silly does not help. Arguing with the interviewer about why they
asked you it will only make things worse. For that reason, we have included
many questions which we would never ask and think that no one should ask.
That said, if the questions are too silly then you may want to consider whether
you want to work for the interviewer.

How to use this book

We strongly advise you to attempt the questions seriously before looking
at the answers. You will learn a lot more that way. You may also come up
with different solutions. We have included a number of follow-up questions
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Website

Structure

Inevitably, readers will have plenty of questions regarding 白is book's contents.
For that reason, there is a forum on www. markj oshi. com to discuss its content.
In particular, if you think a solution is wrong, or want a solution to a follow-up
question, then this is the place to ask. There are also a lot of additional resources
such as recommended book lists, discussion of problems, job adverts and career
advice on that site.

IXTl租 PUBLICATION OF THIS BOOK

With this approach to publishing, the book is printed and bound after the
order is made. There is therefore no overhead but the final product is of equally
high quality. We hope that you will support this publishing revolution with your
purchases and the books you write.

The publica柱。n of this book

C忡， and brainteasers. We then discuss how to handle a "soft interview" , that is
a non-technical interview, and list possible questions. We finish with a list of ten
of the most popular questions from quant interviews.

The reader may be curious to know how this book has been published. We
decided not to go with conventional publishers for a number of reasons. The 自rst

is simply that the authors lose all control; once you have signed on the dotted
line all the understanding and reassurances from your editor become worthless.
A second is timing, a conventional publisher can easily take two years to get a
book from draft to release. We have therefore gone with print-on-demand direct
sales.

PREFACEVll1

without solutions in the answers , which mayor may not have been asked in a
live interview. Tackling these will help you refine your skills. Some questions
come up time and time again, so if you have actually learnt all the answers then
there is no doubt you will eventually get some duplicates, but that is not really
the point; it is more important to be able to tackle all the types of questions that
arise and to identify your weaknesses so you can address them.

Eventual片， of course, the interviewers will buy copies of this book to make
sure that the questions they use are not in it. However, in the meantime, you can
make the most of your comparative advantage...

Many candidates at their initial interviews seem to have a poor idea of what
is required. If you find the questions in this book unreasonably hard, you are
not yet ready. If you think that you will never be able to do them, then now is a
good time to think of an alternative career. If you are on top of these sorts of
questions, you should have no problem getting an entry level job. So use this
book to judge when you are ready. If possible, get a friend, who is experienced,

to give you a practice interview when you think you have reached that point.

This book is structured as follows: we start with a discussion of the interview
process in Chapter 1 including how to get one as well as how to conduct yourself
dUring one. We then move on to actual interview questions; each chapter contains
some general discussion, a set of questions from real-life interviews, and then
solutions with follow-up questions. We divide these into topics by chapter: option
pricing, probability, interest rates , numerical techniques, mathematics, coding in
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CHAPTER 1

The interview process

1.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we look at how to get a job interview and then what happens
once you have one. We also discuss the types of interview, the general process
and what happens afterward. It is important to realise 出at how you behave in

and approach the interview can have a marked effect on your chances. We round
off with a discussion of the different roles , areas and types of employers.

There are, of course, many sorts of interviews and many ways for the
interviewer to conduct it, but ultimately the interviewer wants to find out two
things:

• Do you have the technical ability to do the job?
• Will you behave reasonably? That is, will you do what you are asked

and get on with others.

The first will be assessed via a barrage of technical questions, and the second by
observing your behaviour and on how you respond to general questions.

Most interviews focus largely on technical ability, since most candidates fail
at this point. However, on the rare occasion there are multiple candidates who
are good enough technically, other factors do become important.

1.2. Getting an interview

For many candidates, the biggest problem is getting the interview in the first
place. There are many ways to get that far. The first thing to remember is that in
hiring "like attracts like."
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A much-discussed and di组cult to answer question is how many firms to
use at once. My inclination is to start with one or two and see how it goes. As
long as they are getting you plenty of interviews, there is no point in registering
somewhere else. But if they aren't, then it is time to try another firm.

An important fact to realise is that headhunters are paid by commission
(e.g. 20% of your first-year package) on a placement basis. The motivations and
incentives are therefore a lot like real estate agents:

• they really want to place you (good);
• they want you to get a high salary: commission is a percentage (good);
• they would much rather place you quickly in any job than slowly in a

better one (not so good);
• they will be unhappy if you accept a job through someone else (no

commission == no fee == very unhappy);
• they mayor may not be interested in a long term relationship; you will

be worth five times as much in five years to them.

Do you know anyone with a similar background who's now working in the
City? If so, ask if you can come down for a chat. This may translate rather
quickly into a job offer. If a PhD student the year above you is applying for jobs
in finance, make sure to make friends with him before he leaves. Keep in touch
and when the time comes make use of the contact. Once you have exhausted
all the people you know with similar backgrounds, try the ones with different

backgrounds and then friends of friends.

Some places, for example BarCap, now have quantitative associates pro
grammes and you apply via the bank's web-site, otherwise interviews tend to
come via recruitment consultants also known as "headhunters." Some recruitment
firms now even map out the PhD classes in mathematics and physics departments
at top universities: if you are looking for someone to sponsor your social events,

they are a good place to start!

Headhunters generally call you down for a meeting to make sure that you
are presentable. They then send you to a couple of interviews to see how you
do. If you do well they will get very enthusiastic and then send you to lots of
places. If you do badly they will quickly lose interest and it is time to find a new

headhunter.

31.3. THE STANDARD INTERVIEW

• you arrive dead on time: being early really irritates, and being late
displays disorganisation;

• you wear a suit and are looking well groomed;
• you know and remember the name of the person you are meeting;
• you have a copy of your CV with you , and do not expect them to have

seen nor read it;
• you have had plenty to eat and are not suffering a sugar low since that

will destroy thinking power;
• you switch off your mobile phone.

The most common interview consists of arriving at the bank's offices, you
ask for some person whose name you have been given, you sit in the lobby and
wait. Eventually someone comes and gets you, you are then shown into a meeting
room. There may be one or several interviewers present. You have already had
several chances to mess up. Make sure that:

1.3. The standard interview

A headhunter's business is relationships and information. They are therefore
keen not to damage their reputation and also to get as much information as
possible about who you know and who is doing what. Always bear this is mind
when talking to them. Once you actually get a job, you will regularly get calls
from them fishing for information and seeing if you are interested in roles they
won't be keen to tell you much about until you are firmly their client. It is OK
to talk to them but do NOT under ANY circumstances discuss any of your
colleagues; this could get you fired. (For similar reasons, never ever talk to
journalists but refer them to corporate communications or your boss.)

Two headhunter firms that have their own guides to becoming a quant and
have good reputations are:

• Paul and Dominic. The "Paul" is Paul Wilmott the financial mathemati
ciano They have the advantage of actually understanding the job they
are trying to place you in.

• Michael Page.

1. THE INTERVIEW PROCESS2



Their expectations of you will be affected by your c.v. For example, if you say
that have read the interviewer's book then you had better know it well. (Authors

• Do not argue with them about why they asked something. If they
asked, they want the answer. Disputing will make you look difficult and
weak technically.

• The thinking process counts as well as the solution, so talk about how
you are tackling it.

• They do not expect you to be able to do everything without help.
• If you are unsure of what they want, ask for clarification. For example,

for a numerical or coding problem, do they just want a short solution,

or do they want an optimal one?

Arriving dead on time is an art: the only way to do it is to arrive with half
an hour to spare, and then go and find a cafe where you can have something to
eat or drink. Having a lemonade is a good idea to keep sugar levels up. Don't
drink too much, however, or you will be rushing to the 100 in the middle of the
interview. Also try to assess how long the queue at reception is. If it is looking
long you may need to join it ten minutes before your scheduled arrival time.

The interviewer mayor may not be the person who fetched you from reception.
When the interviewer arrives he (or she) will typically give you the chance to ask
a few questions. Whilst it is good to ask a little, e.g. what the team does, where
it sits, how many people are in it, what sort of role you are being considered for,
it is best not to drag this part out since if you do badly in the technical interview
it is all rather irrelevant. In addition, the interviewer may 自nd too many questions
at this stage annoying. There are often two or more interviewers rather than one,

one will typically take the lead, however.

You will then be asked very technical questions and typically be given either
a whiteboard or a sheet of paper to work through them. If you get stuck, the
interviewer will generally help you out, the more help you need the worse you
have done. Some interviewers always ask the same level of questions, others
will make the questions harder if you get them right, and easier if you get them
wrong. Sometimes the interviewer will vary the questions to try and find what
you are good at, if anything.

Important points to remember are:

51.4. THE PHONE INTERVIEW

are very vain about their books so do not say anything critical about it either.) If
you say you are an expert in a coding language, e.g. C++, then be sure you can
back the statement up.

At the end, if you have done poorly, accept this graciously and ask for advice
on what to read and how to improve. Do not get into an argument with the
interviewer about what happened; just notch it up to experience and resolve to
do better next time.

Banks in the UK tend not to bother with paying expenses and particularly
not for first interviews. In the US , they will sometimes pay depending upon the
length of the trip.

If you know that you will be there all day, it is worth taking some refreshments
in your bag. Sugar lows and dehydration will badly affect your ability to think.
Don't assume that it will have occurred to them that you need to eat and drink,

just because you are there from nine to five. Goldman Sachs is most notorious
for grilling you across long days by several people. They really do want you to
meet everyone and if you cannot take the pace of the interviews, you won't be
able to cope with working there.

Phone interviews are generally used when it is not convenient to see the
candidate in person. They are often a pre-screen to check whether a proper
interview is worth the effort when travel is involved. When a team is international
then they are used by the overseas part of the team. You will never get a job
without a face-to-face interview so this can only ever be one stage of the process.

The process is not hugely different from an in-person interview. Generally,
there is only one interviewer and they ask you a series of questions and chat
with you a little. The nature of the questions tends to be a little different since
they need to work over the phone. For that reason, the fraction of brainteasers
are higher than normal.

1.4. The phone interview

1. THE INτERVIEW PROCESS4



1.6. The exam

The written exam which is not take-home is becoming more popular. Some
banks are even setting a general exam for a large number of candidates at once
and then taking the highest performers. This has the virtue of clarity and fairness.
It also favours people who are good at exams rather than interviews, for better

or worse.

This again is used to decide whether it is worthwhile to bother with a proper
interview. 丁he questions will largely reflect the interests of the hiring manager so
they may focus on one tiny aspect of applied mathematics or probability theory

or even physics.

Generally, they will e-mail it to you and expect a response within some set
time period, e.g. , 24 hours. Do not try to negotiate the time available to do it,
since this gives the impression that you are weak mathematically and generally
difficult. It is acceptable to ask that the start time be moved, e.g. , to a Saturday

so that you can devote yourself to it.

IT you decide to copy out solutions from a book, try not to be too blatant
and make sure you copy out the right material. One candidate copied out the
code for a vanilla call option from the interviewer's book when asked to code
up an Asian option pricer. His application was not taken further.

The presentation of the answers matters as well as correctness. So make sure
your handwriting is clear and your steps are clearly explained.

71.7. FOLLOW-UP

If you know you will be doing a written exam, then find out what the rules
are. For example, is it open book? How long will it last? Are you allowed to
use a calculator? Make sure to bring your own calculator - sitting in a room on
your own with a defective calculator (or none at all) can be very stressful.

1.7. Follow-up

Most places will not give you feedback on the spot, but some occasionally
will. IT you got the interview via a recruitment agent, (i.e. , headhunter) it will
generally come that way. Otherwise, expect an e-mail a few days afterward. If
you do not hear anything for a week or two, then it is perfectly reasonable to
politely ask what is happening. IT you have done well, they may move very
quickly since very few really good candidates come along.

Bear in mind, that if they do not want you for the job, it does not mean that
they think poorly of you. The first author of this book is in touch with quite a few
people he met when turning them down for a job - often it just means that the
preparation was not quite right or there was a better candidate. These candidates
showed some potential and are now leading successful city careers after taking
the feedback that they were given seriously. Related to this, remember that the
quant circle is not very big so you will come across the same people repeatedly 
don't destroy any relationships unnecessarily. Indeed, it is not unusual to find that
after a takeover, you are working for the person who rejected youa year before.

It is very rare to get the job after the first interview. Instead, if you do well
they will invite you back to meet more people. If they are organised and keen
you may have several interviews in one day, or they may get you back again and
again, until you have met everyone. After two or three rounds of this they will
make a decision.

Generally the more times you are invited back, the keener they are. However,
it can just reflect an inability to pool information. Going to ten interviews and
then being told you are not getting the job because the second interview went
badly is not unknown.

The main problem is that the questions tend to reflect the background
of the setter rather than relevance to the job. However, this is no different
from interviews.

1.5. The take-home exam

1. THE INTERVIEW PROCESS

• use the best phone line you can, (which is generally not a mobile;)

• speak loudly and clearly;
• do not give the impression that you are looking things up in a book or

on the web;
• have pen and paper handy.

The important points to remember are:

6



1.9. When to apply?

• Could you get "N.' in an exam on the contents of "the Concepts and
Practice of Mathematical Finance" [6] ?

• Have you coded up some models in C十十? (e.g. the computer projects
at the end of that book.)

• Are you on tωop of the contents of
Pricing" [7] ?

Most entry-level quants are hired because a specific team has a need for
someone. This means that they want someone to start now and they want someone
who will be productive quickly.

This means that you should not start applying unless you can start within
the next two months. You should also wait until you are well-prepared. This
is doubly the case in smaller places. In London or New York, you can learn
the hard way that you are not ready, but in Melbourne or somewhere similar,
there may be only two or three possible employers so you had better be sure you
perform at your best from the start.

How can you tell if you are ready? Here are some indicators:

91.9. WHEN TO APPLY?

• do ask about the group you'll be working in:
- how much turnover is there?
… where people go when they leave?
- how many people are in the team?
- when can you meet the rest of the group? (only ask this if an offer

appears imminent; if you can't meet the others, this is a big red
flag: what's wrong with them?)

- how old the group is?
- what's the team's raison d'etre?
… is it expanding or contracting?
- what would a typical working day be?

• don't get on to the topic of money early in the process;
• don't be cynical about what bankers do;
• don't accept an offer made under pressure.

1.8. Dos and don'ts

1. THE INTERVIEW PROCESS

• don't be late;
• don't be early;
• don't argue with the interviewer about why they've asked you something;

• do appear enthusiastic;

• do wear a suit;
• do be eager to please (they want someone who will do what they want,

you must give the appearance of being obliging rather than difficult);
• don't be too relaxed (they may well conclude that you aren't hungry

enough for success to work hard);
• don't tell them they shouldn't use C++ because my niche language

is better;
• do demonstrate an interest in financial news;
• do be able to talk about everything on your CV ( also known as resume)

-have a prepared 2 minute response on every phrase in it;

• do bring copies of your CV;
• don't expect the interviewer to be familiar with your CV;
• don't say you've read a book unless you can discuss its contents;

particularly if they've written it;

• do be polite;
• do ask for feedback and don't argue about it (even if it is wrong try to

understand what made the interviewer think that);
• don't say you want to work in banking for the money (of course you

do, but it's bad form to say so);
• do say you want to work closely with other people rather than solo;
• don't say that you think that bankers are reasonable people - they aren't;
• do take a break from interviewing and do more prep if more than a

couple of interviews go badly;
• don't use a mobile for a phone interview;
• do be able to explain your thesis - work out explanations for different

sorts of people in advance;
• don't expect banks in the UK to pay for interview expenses;
• don't spend more on expenses than has been agreed;

Here's a checklist of things to do and not do:

8



1.10. The different roles

The rules t妇at apply to quantitative associates programs are different, since
they will generally only be open at one point in the year. In these cases, find out
what they want and what flexibility they have. Also, find out if failing one year
will count against you the next year and take that into account too.

It is 垃nportant to realise that there are many different types of quants who
do different sorts of things. There are pros and cons of each and it is worth
considering what sort of role you want, and communicating that to potential

employers. A brief list is:

111.10. THE DIFFERENT ROLES

A research quant tries to invent new pricing approaches and sometimes
carries out blue-sky research. These are the most interesting quant jobs for those
who love mathematics, and you learn a lot more. The main downside is that it is
sometimes hard to justify your existence.

Quantitative developers are programmers who generally implement other
people's models. It is less exciting but generally well-paid and easier to find a
job. This sort of job can vary a lot. It could be coding scripts quickly all the
time, or working on a large system debugging someone else's code.

The statistical arbitrage quant works on finding patterns in data to suggest
automated trades. The techniques are quite different from those in derivatives
pricing. This sort of job is most commonly found in hedge funds. The return on
this type of position is highly volatile!

A capital quant works on modelling the bank's credit exposures and capital
requirements. This is less sexy than derivatives pricing but is becoming more
and more important with the advent of the Basel II banking accord. You can
expect decent (but not great) pay, less stress and more sensible hours. There
is currently a drive to mathematically model the chance of operational losses
through fraud etc, with mixed degrees of success. The biggest downside of going
into this area is that it will be hard to switch to derivatives pricing later on.

Por扩olio theorists use 自nancial mathematics in the sense of Markowi钮's

portfolio theory rather than derivatives pricing and Black-Scholes. It is less
technically demanding but there is certainly plenty of money in the area. There
is a certain commonality between this area and capital modeling. Again it is
hard to switch from this to derivatives pricing.

People do banking for the money, and you tend to get paid more the closer
you are to where the money is being made. This translates into a sort of snobbery
where those close to the money look down on those who aren't. As a general
rule, moving away from the money is easy, moving toward it is hard.

1. THE INTERVIEW PROCESS

• Can you do the interview questions in this book without too much

difficulty?
• Can you tackle the supplementary questions in this book?
• Have you successfully completed a practice interview?

A desk quant implements pricing models directly used by traders. This can
mean either very short term projects or longer term ones depending on the way
the outfit is setup. The main advantage is that you are close to the real action
both in terms of things happening and in terms of money. This is also a possible
route into trading. The downside is that it can be stressful and depending on the

outfit may not involve much research.

A model validation quant independently implements pricing models in order
to check that front 0自ce models are correct. It tends to be more relaxed, and less
stressful. The downsides are that model validation teams can be uninspired and
far from the money. Also in some places, the quants spend their time running
other peoples' models rather than coding their own which can be quite frustrating.

(1) front 0面ce/desk quant;
(2) model validating quant;
(3) research quant;
(4) quant developer;
(5) statistical arbitrage quant;
(6) capital quant;
(7) portfolio theorist.

10



There is quite a lot of variety in terms of sorts of employers. We give a

rough catalogue:

• commercial banks, e.g. , RES , HSBC;
• investment banks, e.g. , Goldman Sachs, Lehman Brothers;
• hedge funds , e.g. , the Citadel Group;
• accountancy firms;
• software companies.

Each of these has its pros and cons.

Large commercial banks tend to have large trading operations, but are
influenced by the culture of the rest of the bank. τhe effect of this is that they
tend to be less tough but also less exciting in terms of products and projects
compared to investment banks or hedge funds. The advantages are shorter hours
and better job security. The main disadvantage tends to be less money!

Investment banks, particularly American ones, tend to expect longer hours
and have a generally tougher culture. They are much readier to hire and fire. If
you want an astronomical bonus, howev町" they are the place to go.

Hedge 旬nds tend to demand a lot of work. They are very volatile and have
been a big growth industry in recent years. They have, however, been badly hit
by the credit crisis in 2008; they may, or may not, emerge well. The packages

tend to reflect very large risk premia.

In general, American banks and firms pay better but demand longer hours

than European ones.

The big accountancy firms have quant teams for consulting. The main
disadvantage is that you are far from the action, and high quality individuals tend
to work in banks so it may be hard to find someone to learn from. Some firms
are very good on external employee training, however, and will send employees
on Masters courses or regular training courses.

There is an increasing move towards outsourcing quant modeling by pur
chasing off the shelf software models. One option is therefore to work for the
software company instead. The issues are similar to those with working for

131.12. WI王ERE PEOPLE GO WRONG

1.12. Where people go wrong

• mistaken ideas about the knowledge required;
• inability to code;
• personality defects;
• non-possession of appropriate degrees;
• lack of ability at mathematics;
• misperception of own ability.

A certain number of people try and fail to get quant jobs; it therefore hωa
reputation as a tough area to get into. The biggest reasons for failure are:

If none of these apply, and you have done your preparation then it is actually
quite easy to get a job, and you will be snapped up within weeks if not days.

What if some do apply? This book should make it clear what is required
and how to acquire the necessary knowledge. If you don't know how to code,

then you simply have to learn by picking up the books and coding some models.
If you can't do this, try a different career.

If you have personality defects then well done for recognising the fac t. Quant
jobs are not an area where personality counts for a lot at entry level. Try reading
a few books in the "self-help" section of the book-shop and work on your people
skills. You only have to appear normal for a couple of hours to get the job.

The simple truth is that if you apply for quant jobs without something that
says you are really good at maths in your c.v. then you won't get interviews. You
therefore have to get a degree that demonstrates the ability and knowledge you
claim, or do something that shows the requisite skills in other ways.

If you simply aren't that great at mathematics then this is not the career for
you. Even if you manage to get that first job, you will be working day in, day out
with people who love mathematics and can't imagine doing anything else. You
will not thrive in that environment, better to find something you have natural
talent in.

accountancy firms. The growth in availability of open-source financial software
such as QuantLib may hit these companies in the medium term.

1. THE INT巴RVIEW PROCESS

1.11. Sorts of employers

12



Inability to assess one's own ability quickly shows up when you think you
are on top of everything and you start bombing the interviews. If you keep failing
the interviews, it is a strong lesson that you need to reassess yourself. Getting a
friend who is already in the quant area to do a practice interview is a good way
to assess your ability. Working through the problems in this book and seeing

how many you can do without help is another way.

Ultimately, there aren't really that many people who are very strong at
mathematics. If you are one of those people, the quant career is very attractive

and easy to get into; if you aren't then it is hard.

14 1. THE n守TERVIEW PROCESS

CHAPTER 2

Option pricing

2.1. Introduction

The majority of work for quants in a bank is focused on the pricing of
options. It is not surprising then that a large section of this book is dedicated to
option pricing questions. Before even looking at 岳nancial models however, one
needs to understand some of the more fundamental properties of option prices,
such as no arbitrage bounds. For example, how does the price of a call option
vary with time? What happens as volatility tends to infinity?

The classical model of Black and Scholes is almost certain to come up in
any interview, so make sure you understand this model. You should be able to
derive the pricing formula for at least a European call option and be able to
extend it to different payoffs. It is also worth understanding the Greeks: what
they mean and what they are in the Black-Scholes model.

Another key aspect of financial modeling is hedging and replication. Having
a good understanding of what replication is and how you can replicate an unusual
payoff with vanilla options is a valuable skill. Some banks manage to make large
sums of money by replicating an exotic option with vanilla options, and you
will be expected to have a good understanding of replication: both static and
dynamic.

We briefly mention a few introductory books on option pricing. We also
refer the reader to a much longer list, which is occasionally updated, on
www.markjoshi.com.

This book of interview questions can be viewed as a companion book to
the first author's book on derivatives pricing: "The Concepts and Practice of
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2.2. Questions

Mathematical Finance." For those who wish to have some alternatives, here are

some standard choices:

2.2.1. Black-Scholes.

QUESTION 2. 1. Derive the Black-Scholes equation for a stock, 8. What

boundary conditions are satisfied at 8 = 0 and 8 =∞?

QUESTION 2.2. Derive the Black-Scholes equation so that an undergrad can

understand it.

172.2. QUESTIONS

rnax(8子 -K， O)

QUESTION 2.6. In the Black-Scholes world, price a European option with a

payoff of

2.2.2. Option price properties.

QUESTION 2.8. Sketch the value of a vanilla call option as a function of spot.
How will it evolve with time?

QUESTION 2.9. Is it ever optimal to early exercise an American call option?

What about a put option?

QUESTION 2 .10. In FX markets an option can be expressed as either a call

or a put, explain. Relate your answer to Question 2.9.

QUESTION 2.11. Approximately how much would a one-month call option

at-the-money with a million dollar notional and spot 1 be worth?

QUESTION 2.12. Suppose a call option only pays off if spot never passes

below a barrier B. Sketch the value as a function of spot. Now suppose the

option only pays off if spot passes below B instead. Sketch the value of the

option again. Relate the two graphs.

QUESTION 2.13. What is meant by put-call parity?

QUESTION 2.14. What happens to the price of a vanilla call option as volatility

tends to in岳nity?

QUESTION 2.15. Suppose there are no interest rates. The spot price of a

non-dividend paying stock is 20. Option A pays 1 dollar if the stock price is

above 30 at any time in the next year. Option B pays 1 if the stock price is above

30 at the end of the year. How are the values of A and B related?

QUESTION 2.16. How does the value of a call option vary with time? Prove

your result.

QUESTION 2.7. Develop a formula for the price of a derivative paying

rna;x(8T (8T - K) ,0)

in the Black-Scholes model.

at time T.

2. OPTION PRICING

QUESTION 2.3. Explain the Black-Scholes equation.

QUESTION 2.4. Suppose two assets in a Black-Scholes world have the same

volatility but different drifts. How will the price of call options on them compare?
Now suppose one of the assets undergoes downward jumps at random times.

How will this affect option prices?

QUESTION 2.5. Suppose an asset has a deterministic time dependent volatility.

How would I price an option on it using the Black-Scholes theory? How would

I hedge it?

• J. Hull, "Options, Futures and Other Derivatives," - sometimes called
the "bible book." Gives a good run-down of how the markets work but
is aimed at MBAs rather than mathematicians so the mathematics is

quite weak.
• T. Bj凸此， "Arbitrage Theory in Continuous Time." This book is on the

theoretical side with the author having a background in probability

theory, but he also has a good understanding of the underlying finance

and he is good at translating intuition into theory and back.
• S. Shreve, "Stochastic Calculus for Finance Vols I and II." A careful

and popular exposition of the theory.
• P. Wilmott, various books. Good expositions of the PDE approach to

finance, but not so good on the martingale approach.
• M. Baxter and A. Rennie, "Financial Calculus." A good introductory

book on the martingale approach which requires a reasonable level of

mathematical sophistication but also has good intuition.
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at time T. If the volatility of 81 increases, what happens to the value of the option?

QUESTION 2.27. In the pricing of options, why doesn't it matter if the stock
price exhibits mean reversion?

QUESTION 2.28. What are the limitslboundaries for the price of a call option
on a non-dividend paying stock?

QUESTION 2.17. A put and call on a stock struck at the forward price have
the same value by put-call parity. Yet the value of a put is bounded and the value
of a call is unbounded. Explain how they can have the same value.

QUESTION 2.18. Suppose we price a digital call in both normal and log
normal models in such a way that the price of call option with the same strike
is invariant. How will the prices differ?

QUESTION 2.1 9. What is riskier: a call option or the underlying? (Consider a
one-day time horizon and compute which has bigger Delta as a fraction of value.)

QUESTION 2却. If the stock price at time T is distributed as N (80 ， σ2) what
is the expected value of an at-the-money European call expiring at time T?

QUESTION 2.21. Assume 出at the price of a stock at time T is N(80 ' σ2)

where 80 is the price now and that we know the price of an at-the-money
European call expiring at T. How could we estimate σ?

QUESTION 2.22. A stock 8 is worth $100 now at t = O. At t 工 1 ， 8 goes
either to $110 with probability = 2/3 or to $80 with prob 113. If interest rates
are zero, value an at-the-money European call on 8 expiring at t = 1.

QU巴STION 2.23. Sketch the value of a vanilla call and a digital call as a
function of spot. Relate the two.

QUESTION 2.24. Price a 1 year forward, risk free rate = 5%, spot = $1 and a
dividend of $0.10 after 6 months.

QUESTION 2.25. What is the fair price for FχEuro/dollar in one year? Risk
free rates and spot exchange rate given.

QUESTION 2.26. An option pays

2. OPTION PRICING 192.2. QUESTIONS

2.2.3. Hedging and replication.

QUESTION 2.32. What uses could an option be put to?

QUESTION 2.33. Suppose spot today is 90. A call option is struck at 100
and expires in one year. There are no interest rates. Spot moves log-normally
in a perfect Black-Scholes world. I claim that I can hedge the option for free.
Whenever spot crosses 100 in an upwards direction I borrow 100 and buy the
stock. Whenever spot crosses 100 in a downwards direction I sell the stock and
repay my loan. At expiry either the option is out-of-the-money in which case I
have no position or it is in-the-money and I use the 100 dollar strike to payoff
my loan. Thus the option has been hedged for free. Where is the error in this
argument?

QUESTION 2.34. Team A plays team B, in a series of 7 games, whoever wins
4 games first wins. You want to bet 100 that your team wins the series, in which
case you receive 200, or 0 if they lose. However the broker only allows bets
on individual games. You can bet X on any individual game the day before it
occurs to receive 2X if it wins and 0 if it loses. How do you achieve the desired
pay-out? In particular, what do you bet on the first match?

QUESTION 2.35. Suppose two teams play 自ve matches. I go to the bookmakers
and ask to place a bet on the entire series. The bookie refuses saying I can
only bet on individual matches. For each match I either win X dollars or lose
X dollars. How wouldI construct a series of bets in such a way as to have the
same payoff as a bet on the series?

QUESTION 2.36. You want to bet $64 at even odds on the CWS winning the
World Series. Your bookmaker will only let you bet at even odds on each game.
What do you do?

QUESTION 2.29. What is the value of a call option for a 98th percentile fall
in the stock price?

QUESTION 2.30. What is the price of a call option where the under与ring is
the forward price of a stock?

QUESTION 2.31. Prove that the price of a call option is a convex function of
the strike price.

otherwise,

if 81 > 82,
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2.2.4. The Greeks.

QUESTION 2.39. What is pricing by replication?

QUESTION 2.44. How does the Gamma of a call option vary with time?

212.2. QUESTIONS

2.2.5. General.

QUESTION 2.56. Current stock price 100, may go up to 150 or go down to
75. What is the price of a call option based on it? What is the Delta?

QUESTION 2.57. Explain the Longstaff-Schwartz algorithm for pricing an
early exercisable option with Monte Carlo.

QUESTION 2.55. Monte Carlo versus binomial tree - when shall you use one
or the other?

QUESTION 2.53. Follow-up: given that we have seen that trinomial trees do
not lead to unique prices, why do banks use them to compute prices?

2.2.6. Trees and Monte Carlo.

QUESTION 2.54. Consider the following binomial tree. There are two identical
underlying assets A and B with the same prices and volatility. If all were the
same except that research suggests company A will do better than company B,

how would the option prices compare?

QUESTION 2.50. A stock is worth 100 today. There are zero interest rates.
The stock can be worth 90 or 110 tomorrow. It moves to 110 with probability p.

Price a call option struck at 100.

QUESTION 2.51. At the end of the day, a stock will be 100 with probability
p = 0.6 and 50 with probability 1 - p = 0.4. What is it trading for right now?
Value an at-the-money European call option expiring at the end of the day. What
if the actual stock price is 75 right now?

QUESTION 2.52. A stock is worth 100 today. There are zero interest rates. The
stock can be worth 90, 100, or 110 tomorrow. It moves to 110 with probability
p and 100 with probability q. What can we say about the price of a call option
struck at 100.

QUESTION 2.48. How accurate do you think a pricing function should be?

QUESTION 2.49. Assume you have a good trading model that you think will
make money. What information would you present to your manager to support
your claim.

2. OPTION PRICING

QUESTION 2.45. Suppose an option pays one if spot stays in a range K1 to
K2 and zero otherwise. What can we say about the Vega?

QUESTION 2.46. All being equal, which option has higher Vega? An at-the
money European call option with spot 100 or an at-the-money European call
option with spot 200? (A structurer asked this question and didn't want formulas.)

QUESTION 2.43. What methods can be used for computing Greeks given a
method for computing the price? What are their advantages and disadvantages?

QUESTION 2.47. How do you construct a Vega neutral portfolio with vanilla

call and put options?

QUESTION 2.40. Replicate a digital option with vanilla options.

QUESTION 2.41. The statistics department from our bank tell you that the
stock price has followed a mean reversion process for the last 10 years, with
annual volatility 10% and daily volatility 20%. You want to sell a European
option and hedge it, which volatility do you use?

QUESTION 2.42. A derivative pays

1
min(max(ST' Kl) ,K 2)'

with Kl < K2. Derive a model independent hedge in terms of a portfolio of
vanilla options.

QUESTION 2.38. Suppose an option pays zero if spot is less than 100, or
pays spot minus 100 for spot between 100 and 120 and 20 otherwise. Synthesize
the option from vanilla options.

20

QUESTION 2.37. Suppose an option pays 1 if the spot is between 100 and
110 at expiry and zero otherwise. Synthesize the option from vanilla call options.



2.3. Solutions

dBt 工 rBtdt.

dSt = μStdt 十 σStdWt ，

232.3. SOLUTIONS

δCδC _ 1θ2C 'J _.'J

一一十一;-rSt 十一一一σL， S: - rC = O.
θtδSt' '--'T; I 2θsft

(2.1)

dSt 之二 rStdt 十 σStdWt·

This is the Black-Scholes equation.

When considering the boundary conditions, we do need the form of the
payoff function of the derivative. Here we take our example of the call option
with strike K. We can approach the question regarding the boundary conditions
in two ways. The 岳rst is simple, logical , but not entirely concrete: just think
about it. Consider first the boundary condition for St = O. If the stock price at
time t is zero, it will be zero forever. To see this, either note that the stochastic
differential equation for St becomes dSt 工 o at time t , and hence the stock price
never changes, remaining at zero. Alternatively, recall the solution to the stock
price stochastic differential equation is given by

( ( 1\I
ST = St exp ~ ( r 一 -J)(T-t) 十 σ(WT - Wt) ~，

l 飞 2 J' /., ~ V/ I

We are now ready to proceed with our derivation. In the risk-neutral world,

C(t,St)/B t is a martingale and hence if we calculate its differential we know it
must have zero dri扎 Applying Ito's lemma to C(t,St) gives

θCθC __ 1θ2C / _~ ,'J

dC(t ,St) = ~Q: dt 十一~dSt 十一: n--; (dSt )气
θtδSt -~" , 2 as;

where the arguments of C and its partial derivatives are understood to be
(t ,St). Using the risk-neutral dynamics of St (and recalling that (dWt )2 = dt ,
dWtdt = (dt? = 0) gives

/θCδC _. 1θ2C .... _.....\δC
dC(t ,St) = (一一十一-;， rSt 十一一一σ"£'st) dt+ σSt一~dWt.

飞 θtθSt' .-" , 2θS;V Vt)θSt

Finally using the Ito product rule we can compute

drM)=~δCθCM2CMC工一(一十~rSt十一付一付出十σ一一帆Bt ) Bt θtδSt . '--'~ I 2 as; ~ '--'t . '-/ ) ~V I ~ Bt θSt

Since we know this is a martingale (the drift term is zero), we see that

One can prove that under this measure, the drift term of the stock price changes
so that

2. OPTION PRICING

While the form of the payoff is not particularly important, that it is a function of
the stock price at time T , and only time T , is important. Under this condition
we can show that the call option price is a function of current time t and current
stock price St only (see e.g. [16] p.267, Theorem 6.3.1 or [6]). Thus we denote

by C(t,St) the call option price.

To price a derivative in the Black-Scholes world, we must do so under a
measure which does not allow arbitrage (clearly the existence of arbitrage in any
model is cause for concern). Such a measure is called a risk-neutral measure.

QUESTION 2.60. Explain why a stochastic volatility model gives a smile.

We are interested in pricing an option which is a function of the stock price
at time T > 0, ST. One possible example is a call option with strike K > 0,
that is a derivative which at time T pays

max(ST - K ,O).

2.3.1. Black-Scholes.

Solution to Question 2.1. In the Black-Scholes world the evolution of the

stock price St is given by

for μ， σ> 0. We also assume the stock does not pay any dividends, there are
no transaction costs and the continuously compounding interest rate is r > °
(constant). The latter assumption implies the evolution of the risk-free asset B t

is given by

2.2工Incomplete markets.

QUESTION 2.58. What is implied volatility and a volatility skew/smile?

QUESTION 2.59. What differing models can be used to price exotic foreign
exchange options consistently with market smiles? What are the pros and cons

of each?
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C=St- K

This is an ordinary differential equation which we can solve to give

Alternatively, one can observe that as the option gets deeper and deeper into the
money, the optionality gets worth less and less so the boundary condition is that

252.3. SOLUTIONS

口

Solution to Question 2.2. What sort of undergrad are we dealing with here?
Obviously there is a large difference between a student directly out of high
school and one nearing the end of their studies in probability theory or financial
mathematics. The best interpretation of this question is to give an explanation
which is as simple as possible.

One unavoidable, and somewhat technical, statement is that in the Black
Scholes world the arbitrage-free stock price evolves according to the stochastic
differential equation

dSt = rStdt 十 σStdWt ，

where r is the risk町free rate of return (whether the undergrad understands much
stochastic calculus is questionable, but short of giving a brief explanation of
what the above equation represents there is li仕Ie we can do to avoid using
this). Here you should mention that ‘ arbitrage-free' essentially implies that there
does not exist opportunities to make money for nothing without any risk in the
market. One could also give an elementary explanation of what this equation
represents; see the extension questions below. We require one other asset to use
in the derivation, the risk-free bank account. This grows at the continuously
compounding rate r and hence its value at time t , B t , is given by

Bt = ert 斗 dBt = rBtdt,

which is a result from ordinary calculus.

The final necessary piece of technical mathematics we require is Ito's formula:
the stochastic differential equation of a function f(t ,St) is given by

θfθfll rt\lrt 1θ2fl ， rt\llrt\2
df(t ,St) = 一(t ， St)dt 十一(t ， St)州十一 ~;2 (t ,St)(dSt)~.

δt \v ， θS \v ,~ L J~~ L I 2υυ

Evaluating this requires the relations (dt)2 = (dWt)(dt) = 0, (dWt? = dt.
Here we can compare this result to those from ordinary calculus, noting the extra
term as a consequence of differentiation using stochm写tic processes.

• Derive the equation if the stock pays continuous dividends at a rate d.
• Transform equation (2.1) into the heat equation using a change of

variables.

2. OPTION PRICING

C(t ,O) = ertC(O,0).

We know C(T,O) = max{O - K ,O} = O. This gives C(O ,O) = 0, and in turn

this implies C(式的工 o for all t.

The boundary condition at St = ∞ is a little harder to specify. For very
large values of St , the option is almost certain to finish in-the-money. Thus for
every dollar the stock price rises, we can be almost certain to receive a dollar at

payo茧" time T. This is sometimes written as

θC
M 一一 (t ， St) 工1.

S→∞ θSt

• If the payoff function is instead F(ST) for some deterministic function
F , what are the boundary conditions at St = 0 and St 工∞?

• Prove that the 叩剧on 马 = Soexp {(γ - ~o-2) t 十 σWt} sati出s the
stochastic differential equation given for St.

• Prove that the Black-Scholes formula for a European call option satisfies
the Black-Scholes equation.

for St large.

Note this is only one way to derive the Black-Scholes equation and it is
wise to know many ways. For further details on the Black-Scholes equation and

related background, see [6].

Here are some possible related questions:

so if St is zero then so is ST. Thus the call option will be worthless, and we have
the boundary condition C(t ， O) 工 0 ， t ε [0 ， T]. As a more concrete approach, if
we substitute St = 0 into the Black-Scholes equation, we end up with

θC
~Q: (t ,O) = rC(t ,0).
δt
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δCθC _ 1θ2C ')~')
一一十一: rSt 十一一一σ~st - rC = 0,
θtθSt' ._" . 2θsfE

θCδC _ 1θ2C ')~')
一一十一: rSt 十一一一σSY-TC 二二 0 ，
θtθSt'~" . 2θsf t

272.3. SOLUTIONS

t is the current time,

St is the current stock price,
C(t ,St) is the price of the derivative,

γis the risk-free interest rate,
and σis the volatility parameter of the stock price,

• What are the boundary conditions needed to solve the equation associ
ated with a payoff function j(ST)?

• Explain the Itoformula.

As mentioned, we also assume the existence of a risk-free asset which grows at
the continuously compounding rate r.

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 2.4. The first part of this question ωks us to compare
the value of call options struck on two different stocks which have the same
volatility but different drifts, th挝 is the evolution of the stocks S1 and S; is

口

dSt = rStdt 十 σStd阴气.

(for a derivation see Question 2.1).

This is a partial differential equation describing the evolution of the option
price as a function of the current stock price and the current time. The equation
does not change if we vary the payoff function of the derivative, however the
ωsociated boundary conditions, which are required to solve the equation either
in closed form or by simulation, do vary.

An important part of this equation are the assumptions underlying its deriva
tion. Perhaps most important妙， we assume that under the risk-neutral measure
the evolution of the stock price is given by

where

2. OPTION PRICING

• Give a non-technical explanation of the stochastic differential equation
describing the evolution of the stock price.

• What is the mathematical definition of ‘arbitrage free'. Explain this in
everyday language.

Next we state that the price of a derivative is a function of the current time
t and the current stock price St (this can be proved, but is beyond the scope of
the question). We therefore denote such a price by C(t ,St).

Finally we need 由at C(t,St)Bi1 is a martingale. How do we justify this ,

and what does it mean? A simple explanation of its meaning is that we expect it
to have zero growth: our option price is expected to grow at the same rate as
the bank account and hence the growth of each cancels out in the given process.
This is what it means to be a martingale, we do not expect change over time
so we have zero expected growth. We perhaps overused the word ‘ expected'
here, but it should be emphasized that there will be changes in the discounted
price, we just expect it to be zero on average. This translates to the discounted
price having a zero drift term. We apply I怡's formula to calculate the drift (see

Question 2.1), equate to zero and get

Solution to Question 2.3. Exactly what is meant by ‘explain' this equation is
not entirely clear. We begin in the most obvious place, by stating the equation
with an explanation of its terms. For a derivative paying a function of the stock
price at some future time, the Black-Scholes equation is given by

the Black-Scholes equation.

Here are some possible related questions:
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where μ1 并 μ2. The answer is that despite their di在Fering drifts, the prices of
the options on the two stocks do not differ at all. The more interesting question
is why they do not differ. Mathematically, we can consider the derivation of the
Black-Scholes equation in Question 2.1. Here we see that the pricing of any
derivative must be done in the risk-neutral measure in order to avoid arbitrage,

and under the risk-neutral measure the drift of a stock is changed so that

dS: = rS:dt 十 σS:dWt ，

for i = 1,2, where γis the risk-free rate of return. Financially (仕om [码， Section
5.7),‘this reflects the fact that the hedging strategy ensures that the underlying
drift of the stock is balanced against the drift of the option. The drifts are
balanced since drift reflects the risk premium demanded by investors to account
for uncertainty and that uncertainty has been hedged away'. That is we can
perfectly hedge the claim in the Black-Scholes world.

We now consider a call option on a stock with downward jumps at random
times compared to a model without jumps. In fact, we treat the more general
case of an option with a convex payoff (a call option is such an example). We
assume the usual Black-Scholes diffusion model for the stocks, with one having
an additional jump term.

To see how the prices compare, we carry out the Black-Scholes hedging
strategy. This consists of an initial portfolio cost of CBS(O,So) , where CBS
de削es the BI础~Scholes (no-jumps) 咐on price, an仙1

the stock while the rest is in bonds. While a jump does not occur, the hedge
works perfectly, and hence if no jumps occur the option's payoff is perfectly
replicated.

The convex payoff of the call option leads to a convex Black-Scholes price.
This implies that if we graph the price as a function of spot for any time t , any
tangent of the graph willlie below it. The above Black-Scholes hedge we set
up is constructed to be exactly the tangent thro吨h the point (St ,CBs(t ,St)).

口

Solution to Question 2.5. Details of the following can be found in Section
6.11 of [6].

In a Black-Scholes world where the volatility follows a time-dependent (but
still deterministic) function we can follow through the derivation of the Black
Scholes equation as per usual (see Question 2.1), however now the volatility σ

is a function. This gives the modified version of the Black-Scholes equation,

θCδC _. 1δ2C "f)_f)

一十 ~rSt十一一一σ(t)~st - rC = 0,
θtθSt' .- ~ . 2θsf

and the previous boundary conditions hold. From here it is not so clear how to
proceed.

292.3. SOLUTIONS

When a jump occurs, we will move instantly along this tangent line, and hence
如ish at a point which is below the Black-Scholes price. We continue to hedge
as before, and further jumps will add to this difference in the hedging portfolio
and the Black-Scholes price. Hence if a jump occurs the portfolio value will be
less than the Black-Scholes price.

Overall, we constructed a portfolio with initial cost CBS(O,So) which some
times finishes with the same value as the option (if no jumps occur) and sometimes
finishes with a lower value (if a jump occurs). Thus by no arbitrage considerations
the value of the option on the stock with jumps must be greater than CBS(O ,So).

For further information on pricing using a model with jumps, see [6] Ch.1 5.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Say instead of two constant, but different, drifts, we had one constant
drift and one drift that was a deterministic function of time. How would
the two option prices then compare?

• Is the jump model we considered a model which leads to a complete
market? What is the limiting price of an option on this stock as the
jump intensity, which determines the frequency of jumps, approaches
zero?

• Can we apply the same considerations in a jump model to other options,
for example a digital call option?

2. OPTION PRIC剧G

dsl = μlS1dt十 σsldwt ，

dS; = μ2S;dt十 σS;dWt ，

given by
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30 2. OPTION PRICING

We instead consider pricing by using the martingale approach. Under the
risk-neutral pricing measure, the evolution of the stock price is given by

dSt = rStdt 十 σ(t)StdWt ，

or equivalently,

d(log St) = (γ-LO)2)dt 十 σ(t)dl1年
飞 2 ,/ J

Our goal is to evaluate JE(By.1C(T,ST)) , where the expectation is taken in the
risk-neutral measure, B t is the value of the risk-free asset and C(t,St) is the
value of the option at time t when the stock price is St. For this we need the
distribution of 衅， or equivalently 10g(ST)' The above equation is just shorthand
for

时一队=d-rσ仙
H we recall some basic facts from stochastic calculus, we notice that for a
deterministic function j , f: j(t)dWt is a normally distributed random variable
with zero mean and variance f: j(t?dt. H we define (j as the root-mean-square
value of σ(t) ， i.e.

σ = 11叫:(s)2dS7

then we have
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where Z is a standard normal random variable. Here we notice that this is just
the distribution at time T for the log of a geometric Brownian motion with
constant volatility (j, and we can price using this. For example, we have that the
value of a European call option is just given by the Black-Scholes formula with
σreplaced by (j.

To hedge, we hold ~~ units of stock at a time. The only difference 队 what

value of volatility do we use? At time t , C(t ,St) is the value of the option with
root-mean叫阳e volatility taken over the time period [t,T]' and this is the value
we use to find the hedge.
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Here are some possible related questions:

• What changes if we use time-dependent drift?
• What changes if we use time-dependent interest rates?
• Where does the above argument break down if we introduce stochastic

volatility?

口

Solution to Question 2.6. The term ‘ in the Black-Scholes world' refers to
the situation where the stock price St follows the stochastic differential equation

dSt = μStdt 十 σStdWt ，

for μ， σ> 0 and where Wt is a Brownian motion. The question then asks us to
compute, in the risk-neutral measure, the expectation

JE[max(Sf - K ,0) ],

with appropriate discounting factors (a constant continuously compounding
interest rate of r is assumed), where T is the maturity date and K is the
strike price. The Black-Scholes PDE is still satisfied, with different boundary
conditions, or you can use the more probabilistic approach of integrating the
expectation against the appropriate density.

However all of this is a lot of work, and a large short-cut exists if we stop
and think about it for a second. In the risk-neutral measure, the stock price
follows the stochastic differential equation

dSt = rStdt 十 σStd阴气.

The solution to this is well-known and given by
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We are trying to price an option on 呀， so what process does sl follow? One
option is to apply Ito's formula, alternatively we can look at the above expression
and see immediately that

S; = S5 exp { (2r - 0-
2

) t 十 2σWt}
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• Write down the boundary conditions satisfied by the new PDE.
• What are the Greeks of the option on Sf?

where li is the indicator function. Focusing on the last term, we need to know
how the final stock price is distributed in the stock measure. It is (try to derive
this yourself)

332.3. SOLUTIONS

2.3.2. Option price properties.

Solution to Question 2.8. Figure 2.1 shows the value of vanilla call options
with 1 year, 6 months and 1 day to expiry. It is unlikely you will sketch these
graphs perfectly in an interview, however there are a few important features that
should be preserved:

口

dq=l丑(去)十 (r + 字)T.
σ飞IT

dQ = ln(生) + (r + 子)T
-一

)σ飞IT

So combining the expectations the price of an option paying max(ST (ST - K) ,0)
in the Black-Scholes world is given by

So (So exp{ (r 十 σ2)T}N(d3 ) - KN(d1)) ,

JE[ST :ll.ST>K] = So exp{ (γ 十 σ2)T}N(d3 ) ，

with

Here are some possible related questions:

• How will the price of this option compare to that of a European call?
• Why would a bank be reluctant to sell an option such as this?

where

l= 1丑(去)一 (r+ 号)T
σ飞IT

To calculate the expectation we perform the usual trick of putting all the x terms
inside the exponential and completing the square. It turns out to equal (again,

try it yourself)

Concentrating on the middle term in equation (2.匀， we can rewrite the
expectation as an integral

EiSHUT>Kl:lLf叫工~ exp ~ (γ 十二)T 十 σVTx1dx,
V L/Tr Jl l £., J l £., J

with

2. OPTION PRICING

JE[max(ST - K ,O)] = JE[STlisT>K] - JE[K :ll. ST>K] ,(2.2)

份工 So吨;七十主 )T 十 σVTN(O， 1)1,
i 飞 2J '-'-/1

where N(O ,1) is a standard normal random variable. Since

JE[K:ll. sρK] = K JP>(ST > K) ,

we can calculate this to be KN(d1) where dl is the same as in the Black-Scholes
formula (see Section 6.13 of [6]).

Solution to Question 2.7. The trick to answering this question is to take the
stock as numeraire. The price of an option is given by its risk neutral expectation

Co lI.' rST max(ST - K ,O) l
No 一 I NT I '

where Co is the option price and No is a numeraire asset. By taking the stock
as numeraire, NT = ST , we can simplify the expectation. We now just need to
evaluate SoJE[max(ST - K ,O)] where the expectation is taken with the stock as
numeraire. We can split this expectation into two parts

Comparing this with the original geometric Brownian motion, we have that in
the risk-neutral pricing measure S; is again a geometric Brownian motion with
diffusion 2σand drift 27、十 σ2

We can therefore use the Black formula. We simply have to write the Sf as

FT(0)e-v2Tj2 十νWT7

compute the values of FT(O) and v and plug them in.

Here are some possible related questions:
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352.3. SOLUTIONS

Solution to Question 2.10. The answer to this question is not initially obvious
if one is thinking about the quoted exchange rate, rather than what actually happens
when the option is exercised. Consider an option on the AUDUSD exchange rate
where AUD$1 ,000,OOO is sold to buy USD$800,000 on the option's exercise
date. This option could be considered both a call on USD and a put on ADD.

Rearranging, this yields

which says t妇at an option will always be worth more than its value if exercised
immediately. Unfortunately there isn't an equivalent argument for put options,
and there are times when the optionality value is worth less than receiving the
payoff today and hence it is optimal to early exercise. For more details on optimal
exercise times of American put options see [13].

Here are some related possible questions:

Ct > St - KBt.

Assuming interest rates are non-negative i.e. B t < 1 we have

• What about when the stock pays dividends, is it ever optimal to early
exercise an American option?

• What if there are negative interest rates?
• What can be said about the relationship between the price of European

and American call options? Put options?

Ct > St -K,

口

For the American call option, consider a portfolio consisting of one option
C and K zero coupon bonds B , which expire at time T. At time T if the
non-dividend paying stock price S is above K then the portfolio will be worth

(ST - K) + K = ST.

If the stock price is below K the portfolio will be worth K. Therefore our
portfolio is worth max{ST ,K} , which is never less than the stock price and
sometimes more. The principle of no arbitrage implies that the portfolio must be
worth more than the stock at all previous times, giving

Ct 十 KBt > St , Vt < T.

2. OPTION PRICING

• Sketch the value of a vanilla put option as a function of spot.
• Sketch the value of a digital call/put option as a function of spot.
• Sketch the value of a vanilla call/put option as a function of volatility.

FIGURE 2.1. Vanilla Call options of varying time to expiry with
strike 100, volatility of 10% and a risk-free rate of 5%. The
highest graph has 1 year to expiry, the lowest has 1 day.

• The vanilla call option value is monotone increasing in spot.
• The value is a convex function of spot, that is the price lies above all

of the possible tangent lines.
• A vanilla call option (on a non-dividend paying stock) with longer time

to expiry than an equivalent option is always worth at least as much.

Solution to Question 2.9. The short answer is that it is never optimal to early
exercise an American call option (assuming the underlying stock does not pay
dividends), but it can be optimal to early exercise an American put option.

As the last bullet point suggests, the option value decreases as time to expiry
decreases and the value approaches its payoff.

Here are some possible related questions:
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36 2. OPTION PRICING

If we take the current exchange rate to be AUD$l = USD$0.75, the call
option will have a strike of 0.80 and a notional of AUD$l ,OOO,OOO. The put
will have spot equal to 1.00, strike of 0.75/0.80 = 0.9375 and a notional of
AUD$800,000.

After answering this and the previous question the interviewer may ask, why
is it never optimal to early exercise the call when it is equivalent to a put, which
can be optimally early exercised? The answer is that the notional amount in the
foreign currency will grow at its risk free rate, which is equivalent to paying
dividends and hence the optimal early exercise arguments do not apply.

Solution to Question 2.11. This question is designed to test one's bωic feel
for the price of an option. An easy way to answer is by using the approximation
formula for at-the-money options. It states that an option's price is approximately

0.480σvIT.

(The derivation of this formula can be found in [6].)τb answer the question we
need to know the volatility, which for simplicity we could assume to be 10%.
The price of a one month at-the-money call option with million dollar notional
and spot 1 is worth approximately $11 ,500.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the approximate price of a put option with the same character
istics as above? (Note that the approximation formula is the same for
puts and calls as we are at-the-money，七y put-call parity).

• How accurate is the approximation above?

Solution to Question 2.12. After recognising the 且rst option as a down-and
out call, the value should look something similar to the increasing line in Figure
2.2, which is a sketch of a 1 year call with barrier at 95. The key features are
zero value for spot below the barrier, increasing value with spot, and similarity
to a vanilla call option when far from the barrier.

口
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FIGURE 2.2. A down-and-out barrier option (increasing line) and
a down-and-in barrier option (humped line), with strike 100 and
barrier 95.

The second option in Figure 2.2 is a down-and-in call with the same param
eters. The key to this question is relating the two values, which simply follows
from the rule
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The two option values when added together should look the same as a vanilla
call option. (See Figure 2.1). To see why this relationship holds, see Section 8.1
of [6].

Here are some possible related questions:

• Why should out + in = vanilla?
• Sketch the value of a call option with a barrier above the strike. Ap

proximately what will the sensitivities (Delta and Gamma) look like
when the spot is close to the barrier?

口
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• Does put-call parity hold for options with early exercise features , e.g.

American options?
• Prove put-call parity.

392.3. SOLUTIONS

d')= log(圣) + (巳-4;)T
')一→-00 as σ 一→ 00.

σ飞IT

Similarly,

• In general, what can we say about the value of American digital options
compared to European digital options?

口

Solution to Question 2.1 5. The key to this question is relating the American
optionality of option A to the European optionality of option B in terms of
probabilities. Clearly if option B pays a dollar then option A must also, but
the converse is not true. Thus A must be worth more than B. For example,

assume that the stock follows Brownian motion. As there are no interest rates
this Brownian motion will have zero drift in the risk-neutral measure. If the stock
reaches 30 before expiry, then in the risk-neutral measure there is a 50% chance
it will be above 30 at expiry. In terms of the two options, if A pays off there is
a 50% chance B will pay 0旺， therefore B will 七e worth half the value of A.

If we were to assume that the stock follows Geometric Brownian motion it
will have a negative drift in the case of zero interest rates (due to the 一σ2T/2

term). We no longer have that option B is worth half the value of option A, it
will be worth less than half the value of A.

Here is a related question:

口

• What happens to the price of a vanilla call option as volatility tends to
zero?

• What happens to the price of a vanilla call option as time to expiry
tends to infinity?

The corresponding normal cdf of d1 and d2 will then be 1 and 0 respectively.
So ill写 volatility tends to infinity the option's price will tend to the spot price.

Here are some possible related questions:

as σ 一→ 00.

2. OPTION PRICING

d1 = log( 去)十 (r 十号)T
-σ飞IT

Solution to Question 2.14. There are at least two ways to answer this question,

however the first is preferred as it does not assume any underlying model.

The price of a vanilla call option is monotone increasing in volatility, so as
volatility tends to infinity the option price will tend to its maximum value. We
know that the upper bound for the price of a call option is the stock price, so as
volatility tends to infinity the price of a call option tends to the stock price.

The second method of answering this question is to assume we are in a
Black-Scholes world, with the option price given by the Black-Scholes fo口nula.

We can then argue that as volatility tends to in且因ty

Put> call parity is a very useful concept in options pricing and it is model
independent, so it must hold no matter which model one is working with. Put-call
parity could be used, for example, to price a put option instead of the required
call option, due to the fact a put option is sometimes easier to price as its payoff
is bounded. The parity gives the call option from the calculated put and forward
contract. It can also be used to prove that the drift of the underlying asset does

not affect the price of an option.

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 2.13. Put-call parity states that a European call option
minus a European put option, with the same underlying asset, strike price and
time to maturity, is equal to the forward contract. Using C for call, P for put
and F for the forward contract we have

38
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T1 < T2 .

Solution to Question 2.16. We will take the underlying asset to be non
dividend paying and consider two arbitrary expiry times T1 and T2 with

41
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H θBS δBSδ0-
一」一 (BS(K，o-)) = 一一一一一一一
θKθKθ0- δK·

2.3. SOLUTIONS

• What is the rate of decay of the Black-Scholes density?
• What does it mean for a model to have fat tails?
• Suppose we worked in the Bachelier model, what would happen?

• What effect does skew have on the price of a digital option?
• What skew arises in a normal model?

θC

θk

is the value of the call option as a function , if we have a smile and we are
Black-Scholes values with implied volatility, 0-, we must consider

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 2.18. The question can be divided into:

All volatility smile questions about European options with single time payoffs,

i.e. options 由低 pay f (ST) at time T , are best resolved by using replic硝on

arguments.

We can replicate a digital call option using a limit of call spreads. Thus
take for some small ε ， 0.5/εcall options struck at K 一 εand -0.5/εcall

options struck at K 十 ιThe value of this portfolio is equal

O(K - E) - O(K 十 ε)

2ε

first term is the price in a model with no smile, that is a log-normal model.
Since Vega is always positive for a vanilla call option, the correction is positive
for downwards sloping smiles and negative for upwards sloping ones.

A normal model can be crudely written as a log-normal model with volatility
σ/S. The volatility therefore goes up when spot goes down and we have a
negative skew.

2. OPTION PRIen司G40

Solution to Question 2.17. This is a strange question, but interviewers tend
to like asking curly questions. Put-call parity holds even though the value of a
call is unbounded. One could argue that it doesn't matter that the call value is
unbounded, the put and call must have the same value by put-call parity.

Another approach is to discuss how options are priced. 丁he price of a
derivative is given by the integral of the payoff multiplied by the risk-neutral
density, then discounted. The payoff for a call option is unbounded, however
when this is multiplied by the risk-neutral density it will be bounded. This is
because the risk-neutral density will rapidly decay to zero for any reasonable
model.

• Prove this result for European options without using American options.
• Will this relationship always hold for European options on dividend

paying assets?

Take an American option 01 which expires at time T1 and an American option
O2 expiring at time 巧. O2 carries all the rights of 0 1, because it can be exercised
at any time before T1 and it also carries extra rights, because it can be exercised
after T1 whereas 0 1 cannot. Therefore O2 must be worth at least as much as 01
as the extra rights will have a non-negative value.

We have shown that as time to expiry increases the option value increases,

which makes intuitive sense as extra time gives us more optionality, which our
banklbroker will no doubt charge us extra for.

Note this argument applies equally well to European call options since they
will have the same value as American call op创ons (see Question 2.9).

Here are some possible related questions:
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Here are some possible related questions:

432.3. SOLUTIONS

1'00

e-
rT I max(ST - K ,O)P(ST )dST ,

J … 00

where p is the risk-neutral density. We will assume the interviewer has given us
the risk-neutral distribution for the stock price and that interest rates are zero.
Note that we can write

ST = So 十 σN(0 ， 1) ，

where N(O ,1) is a standard normal random variable. Also, we have that the
option is at-the-money, so K = So. The call option price is equal to

vi言汇m缸(均十叫σ(J"x 一M川川)如e一勾手幻d

η1览e integrand will be non-zero if and only if x > 0, so we can rewrite this as

1 r∞ x2

-;::::= I σxe-Tdx.

飞!21r )0

All we need to do now is note that

d x 2 x 2

一一-p 2 二二一-T.ρ 2dx - … v

• What are some of the practical flaws with pricing call options in this
model?

• Suppose the two models give the same price at the money, how will
the prices below the money compare?

Solution to Question 2.20. One of the most important results in mathematical
finance is that option prices are given as their payoff integrated against a risk
neutral probability density and then discounted. For the price of a European call
option we have

r 叮， 00

一σI x""Iσ
二工 Ie 2 I ---;:二二.

飞!21r L J0 飞!21r

Compare this to the approximation for an at-the-money European call option
in Question 2.11 , which assumed a log-normal distribution for the underlying
stock price. As 1/v2ir阳 0.4， we now see how the rough relationship between
log-normal and normal models came about in Question 2.18.

Here are some possible related questions:

and we obtain

2. OPTION PRIen崎

• What happens with a digital put? (This is trivial!)
• Can you think of a case where the correction would be negative?
• What about a double digital?

• What about put options?
• What about a portfolio of calls and puts?
• Can you derive the Delta of a call option?

Solution to Question 2.19. The Delta of a call option is always between zero
and one. The Delta of a stock is always one. The risk of the stock is therefore
always bigger; this is, however, misleading in that the value of the stock is
generally much, much higher than that of the option. If we put all our money
into stocks or call options, it is the call option portfolio that would be riskier.

Recall 出at the Delta of a call option is N(d1). After we divide by the
Black-Scholes value, we have to compare

N(d1 ) ___ ..J 1
StN (d1 ) - Ke-r(T-t) N(d2 ) …... St

Since N(d2 ) is always positive，白e first of these is bigger than the second, and
so the Delta as a fraction of the value is bigger.

Why is the Delta the correct quantity to observe? If we are not Delta-hedged
then the main component of our pro且t and loss when spot moves by f:,. S will be

δVal
f:，.Sx~专?一.

42

In conclusion, the price of a digital call option will increase when we
switch from a log-normal model to a normal one. See [码， Chapter 7 for 臼rther

discussion of the issues raised in this example.

Here are some possible related questions:
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Digital Call Option Price
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FIGURE 2.3. Digital call option with strike 100, volatility 10%,
risk free rate 5% and 1 year to expiry.
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flattens out as the option approaches deep in-the-money. This is caused
by the digital payoff being capped at 1.

• A vanilla call option's price is convex, a digital call is not. The digital
call looks like a cumulative distribution function.

• Plot a digital put on the same graph as a digital call. For what value of
spot will the two lines intersect?

Here is a related question:

Solution to Question 2.24. To value this forward, we need to remember the
simple formula for the forward price at time T of a non-dividend paying stock,

the stock pays its dividend in 6 months time the price will drop by the
dividend amount, so we need to take this into account in the forward price. We

口
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• Why is the relationship between normal and log-normal models above
only approximate?

• How good will the approximation between normal and log-normal
models be? Consider at-the-money and out-of-the money options.

• Assuming a Black-Scholes world, if we know the stock price and the
price of a 1 year at-the-money European call, how can we estimate σ?

• How would you estimate σif you had no option price information?

Here are some possible related questions:

• As spot increases the slope of the call option price increases, until it
approaches a constant slope of 1. However, the digital call option price

• Why should the probabilities be 2/3 and 113?
• Price the same European call but with a strike of 90 and 110.
• What if the prob抽出ties were 1/4 and 3/4?

Solution to Question 2.23. For a sketch of a vanilla call see Figure 2.1 and for
a digital call see Figure 2.3. When relating the two graphs the key features are:

Solution to Question 2.22. Assuming zero interest rates the option will be
worth 20/3 (for working see Question 2.51).

Here are some possible related questions:

44

Solution to Question 2.21. We will use the result of the previous question,
where the at-the-money call option price, C was given by

C= 工=
/2n

It now straightforward to see that volatility is found by multiplying the price by

d瓦
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giving a forward price of 0.95.

Here are some possible related questions:

simply just subtract the suitably accumulated dividend amount, giving

FT=SoeTT-deT(T Td)7

= 1eO.05 _ 0.1eO.05(O.5) ,

472.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:

口

• We now take the correlation between 8 1 and 8 2 to be non-zero. What af

fect will correlation have on the price of the option, assuming everything
else remains constant?

• How sensitive will the value of this option be to interest rates?

口

Solution to Question 2.27. A possible mean reversion process for a stock is

d8t 工 α(μ - 8t)dt 十 σ8tdWt ，

• If the forward price was trading above this amount, set up an arbitrage
portfolio.

• If the forward price was below, set up an arbitrage portfolio.
• Do you think that forward prices are good predictors of future exchange

rates?

To answer 白is question we will make a few simplifying assumptions: the

volatility of 82 does not change and the correlation between 81 and 82 is zero.
have two situations to consider, 81(t) > 82 (t) and 81 (t) 三 82 (t) ， that is we

are currently either in or out-of.四the-money.

If we are in-the-money then an increase in the volatility of 81 will create a
probability in the risk-neutral world of finishing below 8 2, so the option

price will decrease. If we are out-of-the-money, then the extra volatility is good

for those long the option as it means 81 is more likely to finish above 82 so the
option value will increase.

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 2.26. This option is similar to a Margrabe option, but

with a digital payment. A Margrabe option pays rnax(81 (t) - 82 (t) ,0) , for more
details see Section 11.6 of [6].

2. OPTION PRICING

• Why is the forward price of a stock equal to the formula above? (Think

in terms of a forward contract.)
• Why do some banks price options using the forward price instead of

the spot price? (1丑nt: interest rates.)
• Adjust the forward price for a continuous dividend rate.

o= (1 + d) - 8 (1 十 γ) ， and thus

1 十 T
1=8一一一-

1+d

So the original 1 US dollar has turned into 8 (1 十 γ)/(1 十 d) and this is the fair

forward foreign exchange rate.

Solution to Question 2.25. This question is simply asking what the forward

foreign exchange rate is between the Euro and US dollar. We can work out what
the forward rate should be by thinking in terms of investing the current spot

exchange rate for one year.

We assume that the current exchange rate between the two currencies is 8.

How could we lock in the exchange rate in one years time? Consider buying 1
US dollar today, which has been bought by borrowing 8 Euros. This portfolio

will have zero value. In one years time the US dollar amount will have grown by
the US interest rate, d, and the loan will have grown by the Euro interest rate, r.
As the portfolio had zero initial value, it must have zero future value (otherwise

an arbitrage opportunity exists).

Putting the value in one year's time into equation form

46
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where αis the mean reversion rate and μis the long term mean. These are
the real world dynamics of the stock process, but to price an option we are
only interested in the risk-neutral dynamics. When we move to the risk-neutral
dynamics the drift of the stock becomes rdt as we saw in Question 2.1. Therefore
the real world drift, be it mean reverting or not, does not change tke price of the

option.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the financial interpretation if the drift of a stock is equal toγ?
• When changing between probability measures, what happens to the

volatility?

Solution to Question 2.28. We have already seen that the price of a European
call option on a non-dividend paying stock is always more than its intrinsic value,
see Question2.9.What about the upper bound?A call option gives the holder
the right, but not the obligation to purchase a stock at a future point in time.
So at expiry the most we can hold is one stock.Therefore ttIe option cannot be
worth more than the stock price as our maximum payoff is the stock price.

The price bounds for a European call Ot on a non-dividend paying stock St

with strike K are

St - K Bt < Ot < St ,

where Bt is the price of a zero-coupon bond expiring at the same time as the

option.

Here are some possible related questions:

• If we denote a call option by O(K,T) , where K is the strike and T is
the expiry, what can we say about the function 0 in terms of K?

• What can we say about 0 (K,T) in terms of T? (Assume non-dividend

paying stock.)

口
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Solution to Question 2.29. This question relates to the concept of Value at
Risk (VAR), which is the key measurement for the risk in a bank's trading book.
If applying for a job in Risk Management it is very important that you know

VAR is and that you also know some of the common calculation methods,

see [8] or [4].

To answer the question we will need to assume a distribution for the stock
We will work in the Black-Scholes world where the stock is distributed as
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N (0,1) is a standard normal random variable. Finding the 98th percentile
in the stock requires looking up the value where 98 percent of the standard

probability lies above this value. Using the inverse normal the value
-2.05. We will assume some initial market values So = 100， γ= 0, T = 1,

σ= 0.1. Using these parameters the price of call option with strike 100 is
.99, using the Black-Scholes formula.

We now calculate the 98th percentile fall in the stock price over the coming
If the stock price fell this much it would be worth

100 exp(0.5(0.12 ) 十 0.1(-2.05)) = 81.03.

translates to the call option being worth a measly 0.06.

Here are some possible related questions:

• How would the 98th percentile move in the stock price vary with time?
• What if the stock had a distribution with 'fatter tails' than a log-normal

distribution. Would the value of the call be more or less?

口

Solution to Question 2.30. The option's price is given by the Black formula,
is derived in a similar way to the Black-Scholes formula, but instead

assume the forward price follows a geometric Brownian motion (try the
vation for yourself). If we denote the forward price of the stock as F , the
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call price, C , is given by

C = e-rT [FN(d1) - KN(d2 )] ,

where

di log (去)十(兰)i-l~σ2T 吨

'σ飞IT

and NO denotes the standard Normal cumulative distribution 臼nction. The
Black formula is commonly used in interest rate markets to price swaptions and
caps.

Here is a related question:

• What is 出e benefit of pricing an option on the forward instead of the
spot? (Hint: interest rates.)

Solution to Question 2.31. The following is based on the proof in Section
2.8 of [6].

To prove the call option is a convex function of the strike price we consider
the price as a function of strike, and prove that a line joining any two points on
the graph of this function lies on or above the graph. This is a necessary and
su伍cient property of convex functions.

Let C (K) denote the call option price as a function of strike K. Then this
is equivalent to saying, for K 1 < K 2 ,

(2.3) 8C(K1 ) 十 (1 - 8)C(K2 ) 三 C(8K1 十 (1 - 8)K2) ,

for all 0 < 8 < 1.

The important thing to note here is that the final payoff is convex in strike
for a fixed value in the underlying, that is the function

(ST - K)+

is convex in K. With this in mind, consider a portfolio long 8 call options
struck at K 1 , long (1 - 8) options struck at K 2 and short one option struck 况

。Kl 十 (1 - 8)K2 (all options with the same maturi句). Since the final payoff is

口
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convex in strike, (2.3) holds at the expiry of the options and we therefore have
that our portfolio has non-negative value at expiry. This implies, by no-arbitrage
considerations, that the portfolio must be of non-negative value at all times before
expiry, and hence (2.3) holds at these times and we have proved convexity of
the call option price.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Sketch the shape of the value of a call option as a function of strike.
• Prove that a portfolio with non-negative value at expiry must have

non-negative value at all times before expiry.

• What other property (besides the one used in the proof above) does a
convex function have?

• In the Black-Scholes model, prove the call option price is a convex
function of spot.

口

2.3.3. Hedging and replication.

Solution to Question 2.32. The short answer to any question about participa
tion in the financial markets is that there are three sorts of behaviours:
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A hedger uses financial products to reduce risk. For example, an exporter
who is paid in foreign currency may use an option to guard against the possibility
that the exchange rate moves against him.

A speculator takes on risk with the belief either that the compensation for
the additional risk makes it worthwhile or because he has specific views on how
an asset will behave, and the product allows him to make a profit from these
views if they are correct.

An arbitrageur exploits mis-pricing in the market, and makes money by
buying risk in one place and selling it in another.
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• Do you think this would be an effective approach in practice?
• Does the fact that you do not know which way the stock would go

when it hits 100 make sense financially?

Solution to Question 2.34. The key to this sort of the problem is to identify
which sort of option pricing problem it is equivalent to. Here we have a digital
option that pays 十100 if A win 4 or more matches and 一-100 otherwise.

The underlying is simply a random walk that goes up or down one at each
step. So in option pricing terms, the question is how do you replicate a digital
option on a 4-step symmetric binomial tree? Once you have identified this fact it
should be easy.
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Solution to Question 2.36. See Question 2.34.

Solution to Question 2.35. See Question 2.34.

• Work out the entire betting strategy.
• What if there were only 5 matches?

• Could you do this if the sizes of all bets had to be decided in advance
of the series?

Here are some possible related questions:

and we are done.

We can compute the hedge at the first step by computing the value in the up
and down states. In the up state, the value will be 100 times the probability of 3
or more up moves out of six less 100 times the probability of 2 or fewer. The
probability of 3 or more up moves is equal to one minus the probability of 2 or
less up moves: using binomial coe面cients ， this is equal to

/"1 \6f ]\42 21
1-( 礼 (1 十 6 + 15) =→工一.

\:l J ' / 64 32

The value in the up state is therefore

21 . __ ( 21\
100 x 一- 100 11 一一 i

32 飞 32 J

The value in the down state is the negative of this by symmetry.

The bet we place on the first match is therefore

42
100 x 一 -100 工 31. 25 ‘32 -----)

Solution to Question 2.37. One can clearly not do this precisely since call
options are continuous and the double digital option which we are being asked
to replicate is not.

However, there is a standard approach to replicating jumps which is to use a
call spread. Let C(K) denote a call option struck at K. We pick a smallε> 0,

口
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• Which category do you think most participants in the market fall into?
• Which category do you think this bank falls into?
• Which category do you think personal investors fall into?

Here are some possible related questions:

52

Solution to Question 2.33. This is a tricky one in that you often find that the
questioner does not really understand the problem either.

The fundamental problem is that the hedging strategy is not well defined.
For example, when you first touch 100, how do you know whether the stock will
go up or down? It is not clear at that time whether 100 will be crossed so you
cannot know what to hold. Thus you really need to buy at 100 十 εand sell at
100 一 ιYou then lose 2εfor each crossing, and the strategy is no longer riskless.

The properties of Brownian motion actually make the problem worse. If it
hits a level then it will hit it again infinitely often in an arbitrarily small amount
of time. So even in retrospect, it's hard to know when the crossing occurred.

Here are some possible related questions:
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FIGURE 2,4. Option payoff pro岳Ie

and take
1/εof C(K - E) and - 1/εof C(K).

Outside the interval K 一 εto K this matches a digital call option struck at K.

So for this problem we take 1/εof the following portfolio:

• A call option struck at 100 一 ι

• 1\在inus 1 call option struck at 100.
• Minus 1 call option struck at 110.
• A call option struck at 110 十 ι

Figure 2.4 shows the replicating portfolio with the solid lines and the double

digital option with the dotted lines.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Would the price for your portfolio be higher or lower than the true price?
• How would you get a portfolio that was a close approximation on the

opposite side?
• Must the price of the portfolio converge to the true price as ε → O?

(See Chapter 6 of [6].)
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FIGURE 2.5. Payoff profile for Question 2.38.

Solution to Question 2.38. The key to this sort of problem is to identify that
the payoff is a straight line which changes gradient at various points. Every time
you need to change gradient by x you add x call options. If there are jumps,

then you use call spreads as in Question 2.37. If there is value when spot equals
zero, then you can use put options or zero-coupon bonds.

For this example, we have:

·十1 gradient at 100,
• -1 gradient at 120,
• no Jumps,
• no value when spot equals zero.

So our portfolio is one call option struck at 100 and minus one struck at 120.
Figure 2.5 plots the payoff profile.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Synthesize a payoff of S - 100.
• Synthesize a payoff of zero for S < 90, linearly increasing to 20 at 100

then back to zero at 110 and zero above 110.

口
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• What would happen if we bought an option off a bank using the 10%
volatility?

• What if we could statically hedge the option today, does this change
which volatility we use?

2.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:
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Solution to Question 2.42. When trying to replicate a derivative the best way

Pay-off as a function of spot
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FIGURE 2.6. The derivative's payoff in Question 2.42.

to start is by sketching its payoff. For this derivative it is easier to think of the
denominator on its own then consider the actual payoff. The denominator will
pay K 1 for ST < K 1 then increase linearly until ST > K 2 where its payo百 will

be K2. The actual payoff will be the inverse of this , which willlook something
like Figure 2.6.

The payoff is not linear between K 1 and K 2, therefore we will not be able
to exactly replicate it with vanilla options, but we can get close. If we make

2. OPTION PRICING

Solution to Question 2.39. Pricing by replication involves trading in financial
instruments in such a way as to match the payoff of another instrument that is
most likely exotic. For example, a barrier option can be priced using a portfolio
of vanilla options whose payoff matches that of the barrier option. See Section
10.2 of [6] for details. One of the main benefits of pricing exotic options by
(static) replication with vanilla options is that the exotic will be priced in a way
that is consistent with the current volatility smile.
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There are two main types of replication methods that one should be aware
of: static and dynamic. Static replication involves setting up a portfolio today
and then not having to do any further trading (or at most trading on a finite
number of future dates). Dynamic replication involves continuously trading in
the underlying and is the method required to hedge an option using the stock
and bond in the Black-Scholes model.

。
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Here are some possible related questions:

• What are some of the practical problems of dynamic replication?
• Given the choice between two different static replicating portfolios that

match an option's payo旺， what criteria would you use to decide between
the two?

口
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Solution to Question 2.41. As we know from Question 2.14, European call
and put options are monotone increasing in volatility, so if we use the lower
volatility we will underprice the option. Which volatility do we use? The choice
becomes clear when we think about how we would actually hedge the short
position in this option.

Solution to Question 2.40. See Question 2.37.

We will assume we are in the Black-Scholes world and therefore will
dynamically (or at least daily) hedge our option position. Due to the frequent
hedging we are exposed to daily volatility and we must use the 20% volatility to
price the option.
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2.3.4. The Greeks.

Solution to Question 2.43. There are many different ways to compute the
Greeks, but we will focus our answer on three popular methods:

592.3. SOLUTIONS

recalculating the price. If we let f be the payoff and 8 the parameter we are
interested in, an estimate of the sensitivity will be

~= f(8 十 ε) - f(8)
E

This method has the advantage that it is easy to implement and does not require
too much thought, apart from choosing an appropriateι It is however, a biased
estimate of the sensitivity. This bias can be reduced by using a central-difference
estimator

~= f(8 十 ε) - f(8 - E)
2ε7

although we will now have to calculate three prices (as we usually have to calculate
f (8)), which could become slow. There is also an issue with discontinuous payoffs.
For example, if we want to estimate the Delta for a digital call we will get ~
being zero except for the small number of times when it will be 1. For these
paths our estimate of ~ will 出en be very big, approximately of the order E-1.

The pathwise method gets around the problem of simulating for different val
ues of 8 七y first differentiating the option's payoff and then taking the expectation
under the risk-neutral mem♀ure

A 气 72ff(OT)φ川)仇
where q> is the density of 8 in the risk-neutral measure. The pathwise method
has a few advantages: it is an unbiased estimate, only requires simulation for one
value of 8 and is usually more accurate than a finite-difference approximation. It
does become more complicated when the payoff is discontinuous (e.g. digital or
barrier options), but to get around this we can write f = 9十 h， with 9 continuous
and h piecewise constant.

The likelihood ratio method is similar to the p副主wise method, but instead
of differentiating the payoff we differentiate the density φ

b. = e-rTJf(lh): (际)φ川8T ，
where 审 is the derivative of q> by 8. One advantage with the likelihood ratio
method is that only one value of 8 needs to be simulated to calculate both the
price and the sensitivity. We also do not need to worry about discontinuities in the
payoff function as we are are differentiating the density. The main disadvantage

2. OPTION PRICING

• finite-difference approximations,

• pathwise method,
• likelihood ratio method.

Finite-difference approximations involve calculating the price for a given value
of a parameter, say spot, then changing the parameter value slightly, byε， and

the approximation that the payoff is linear between K 1 and K 2 and use the
techniques discussed in Question 2.38 our replicating portfolio will contain

• 1/K 1 zero coupon bonds expiri吨瓜 time T;

• a call option 削ck at K1 wi出 notionalα:(1/ 号;工俨); and
• and a call op柱on struck at K 2 with notional 一α.

This approximation will be good for K 1 close to K 2 , but will deteriorate as
the two values of K are further apart.

There are two ways to improve our replication. We can either select a finite
number of points in the interior and then do piecewise straight lines between
them, or we can write the payoff as a continuous super-position of options. In
the second case, we have an uncountably infinite number of options but can
replicate precisely. The k，巧r is that the second derivative of a call option with
respect to strike is a delta function.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the final stock value that will result in the maximum error from
our replicating portfolio? What is the error?

• Improve the approximation of the replicating portfolio between K 1 and
K 2 .

• Say you can no longer trade zero coupon bonds. Change the replicating
portfolio below K 1 using only vanilla options.
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with this method is needing to explicitly know the density. For more details

regarding these three methods, see Chapter 7 of [4].

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the likelihood ratio in the Black-Scholes model?

• What is Malliavin calculus?
• Why might importance sampling help?

口
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Solution to Question 2.46. One way to answer this question is to firstly
think about how the values of the two options differ. Both of these options are
at-the-money, so doubling the value of spot will double the strike and hence the

of the option, the factor of two multiplies through. Therefore the option
with spot 200 (option B) will be worth twice as much as the option with spot

(option A).

The Vega of option B will be twice the Vega of option A, as the two will
multiply through the Vega as well.

口

Solution to Question 2.45. This option, known as a double no-touch, will
have a negative Vega. Vega measures the change in option price for a 1% change
in volatility. If volatility increases then the probability in the risk-neutral measure
of hitting either barrier Kl or K2 increases and so the option price will decrease,
giving a negative Vega.

Here are some possible related questions:

口

• What about the Vega for a double one-touch?
• Sketch the Vega for a digital call option and explain its features.

• What does the Gamma express in terms of hedging costs?
• Is it possible to have an option with zero Gamma?
• Why do call and put options have the same Gamma?

The positivity of Gamma is due to call and put options being convex functions
of spot as the second derivative for any convex function is positive. Why does
the Gamma become more spiked as maturity approaches? If we think about the
option's Delta for short maturities, it will behave almost like a step function ,
jumping from zero below the strike to one above it. The derivative of Delta will
re丑ect this jump and therefore produce a spiked Gamma.

Here are some possible related questions:
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FIGURE 2.7. The Gamma of a vanilla call option struck at 100

as a function of spot for varying expiries (in years).

Solution to Question 2.44. 咀Ie Gamma of an option is the second derivative

of the price with respect to spot, or the derivative of the option's Delta. We
cannot expect to draw the Gamma perfectly in an interview, however it should

look similar to Figure 2.7. The key features are:

• the Gamma for a long position in a vanilla call or put option is always

positive;
• as the option' s maturity approaches, the Gamma will become more

spiked at the strike price.
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2.3.5. General.

Solution to Question 2.48. There are many ways to answer this question.
The answer the interviewer was looking for was 1E-47that is one basis point.
Another approach is to consider the uncertainty M the inputs.For example,

volatility is estimated father than observed so an error that is small compared to

one Vega is sufficient.

Solution to Question2.47.Firstly weneed to know what the current Vega of
the portfolio is.The Vega for the POEtfolio will be the sum of all the individual

instrument's Vegas, so we and these and add them up.If this val
vmwill have to use an option to make it zero.We can use either a call or put as

tkV咿 of a van缸ani旧幽1咀i
forward contract having zero Vega.

We take an option which expires at a similar time to the portfolio and and
its Vega.We then buy/sell enough of these options to make the Vega of ouf

portfolio zero.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Assuming Black-Scholes and given our portfolio is now Vega neutral,

ill it be Gamma neutral?
• If we don't believe in Black-Scholes will our portfolio be Gamma

neutral if it is Vega neutral?

632.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions

• How much is the vega on a one-year at叩the-money call option if the
stock price is 100?

• If your were model were inaccurate, how would you spot the fact?

口

Another point to consider is whether the trading strategy takes into account
bid-offer spreads and other transaction costs. It is easy to find strategies that

Solution to Question 2.49. We will answer 出is question assuming two
different models. Firstly we consider a statistical arbitrage model and then
secondly ωsuming we have a model for pricing exotic derivatives.

Statistical arbitrage involves exploiting small mispricings in the market,
usually by buying and selling stocks to create a portfolio which 如as minimal
risk, but potential for pro缸. This portfolio of stocks will often be very large, and
thus requiring a large amount of computational power. Therefore one aspect of a
good model is that it returns trade information in a useful time frame.

What other information would you use to prove your model is a good one? A
good check is to back-test the model, seeing how the trades it suggested actually
worked on historic data. One could then argue if it made money in the past it
should make money in the future. An important test is that it should work "out
of sample" that is if we train on a set of data then it should work on real data
that it has not been trained on.

Typically, statistical arbitrage (also known as "stat arb" or "stab art") works
well in normal times but fails when turbulence occurs. You therefore might want
to demonstrate that it still works in a period of turbulence. If you could prove
that your model not only makes money in benign markets, but it also does well
during a market crash, then your manager will no doubt be interested to hear
more.

One could also mention that it is error as a fraction of the uncertain part of
the price that is important, not as a fraction of the total price. For example, a
deeply-in-the-money option is almost all intrinsic, it is the estimate of the value
of the optionality that matters.
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• What happens when the spot of each option moves by say 10%, will

the relationship between the Vegas change?
-Consider the same two options, what can we say about the diEerence

between the Gammas?

Here are some possible related questions:
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Here are some possible related questions:

• speed;
• realism;
• ease of calibration;
• ability to eωily specify new products.

652.3. SOLUTIONS

2.3.6. Trees and 岛lonte Carlo.

Solution to Question 2.51. A simple answer is that it could be worth anything
between those values. However, given it is a short time horizon we can proceed

since there are no interest rates.

and the option price is 5.

A third method of doing this problem is to use the stock and bond to replicate
the option payo旺" which obviously leads to the same value.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Price using the stock and bond to replicate the option payoff.
• What about a put struck at 100? (There's a very easy solution!)
• How will introducing interest rates affect the price?
• Without computations, how will the price with the branches at 80 and

120 compare?
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One could also use a hedging argument. We could hold 6 stocks and minus
one option. We choose 6 so that the portfolio has the same value in both states.
The two values are

1106 - 10 and 906:

These are equal if and only if 6 = 0.5. The value is then 45.

By no arbitrage, this portfolio is also worth 45 today. So

50 - Option = 45,

Solution to Question 2.50. This is a standard trick question to see if you
make the mistake of using p in the answer. This precise example is discussed
in detail in [6] so if you claim to have read it, make you sure that you can do
this question.

The easiest solution is simply to use risk-neutral evaluation. The risk-neutral
probability of an up-move is 0.5 by symmetry. The value of a call option is 10
in the up-state and 0 in the down-state so the answer is

10 x 0.5 = 5,

2. OPTION PRICING

• Discuss some of the main reasons why hedge funds have found them

selves in trouble using statistical arbitrage models.
• If you had a perfect model for a stock process, what features would the

model most likely have?

Now considering exotic derivatives; the first piece of evidence to present
would be that your model reproduces the prices of basic instruments.If the
model cannot accurately price vanilla options and discount bonds, then traders
will need a lot of convincing that it will price exotic instruments correctly.

The second piece of evidence to present comes down to what a model should
actually do. Apart from giving prices, a model's main purpose is to suggest a
hedging stfategy.Therefore a new model that provides more accurate hedging
ratios ‘ willbe popular automatically.How could you provide proof that the
kedgiilg is more accurate?Once again we mldmbmk-testing on market data
E the variance of the proat and loss to a trading book is less under your new
model than the current model, the hedging is more accurate and hence you have

a better model.

In addition, you will have to discuss the advantages of the model over the

old. These could include

work when these are ignored, and this will be one of the first things your boss

seizes upon.

A related issue is liquidity. Many funds and most spectacularly, LTCM, have
failed because of a sudden liquidity drought. How much money will your strategy

lose in such a case?
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as if these probabilities are both real world and risk-neutral. For the given
probabilities to be risk neutral we need (neglecting interest rates as the time

scale is very small)

672.3. SOLUTIONS

We also look at how to do this via hedging as the interviewer may insist on
that approach. The price will be less than that of any super-replicating portfolio,

and more than that of any sub-replicating portfolio.

Clearly, zero sub-replicates so the price is positive. The portfolios in this
problem are just multiples of the stock and the bond; their value is a straight
line as a function of the stock price. The three points we have to consider

(90,0) , (100,0) , and (110,10).

We can fit a straight line through any two. For the first two, we just have the
zero line and get a lower bound of zero.

For the first and I凶t， we get 0.5 stocks and -45 bonds. This will dominate
the price at 100 since it has value 5 rather than zero there. The value of this
super-replicating portfolio is 5 so the price is less than 5.

For the 岳nal two points, the line has slope 1, so we hold 1 stock and -100
bonds. This has value zero today so we get the same lower bound of zero. In
fact, we could consider any portfolio with a holding of 8 stocks and -1008
bonds, for 0 三。三 1 and get a lower bound of zero, which passes through the
middle point.

Making a formal argument that there are no sub-replicating portfolios of
higher value is a little tedious, but it is clear geometrically.

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 2.53. The crucial point here is 出at when using a model
as a computational device, we are not doing no arbitrage arguments. Instead,
we are approximating a given risk-neutral measure. In this case, the risk-neutral
measure we are approximating is geometric Brownian motion with a growth rate
of r.

• Why do the risk-neutral and replication arguments give the same answer?
• How would you make a price when the market is incomplete?
• Suppose the price of the call option struck at 100 is 2.5, what is the

price of a call option struck at 95?
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Solution to Question 2.52. This example is analyzed in detail in [6] , Chapter
3. The essential point is that the model is incomplete so we can only bound the

option pnce.

The easiest approach is risk-neutral evaluation. As usual, the real-world
p时ab拙。s a削时evant 严ovided they are non-zero. The condition伽t 中e

expected stock price is today's price is that the probability of an up-move and a
down-move are the same. Our three probabilities are therefore

p , l - 2p,p.

These must all be positive for the risk-neutral measure to be equivalent to the
real-world measure. This means th况 p lies in the open range (0,0.5). The price

of the call option can therefore vary between zero and 5.

We then have that the stock is currently trading at

So 工 100 x 0.6 十 50 x 0.4 工 80.

An at-the-money European call option will have a strike of 80. There is a 60%
chance in the risk-neutral measure that it will payoff 20 and a 40% chance it
will payoff nothing. Its value must therefore be 20 x 0.6 = 12.

If the actual stock price is 75 , then we can compute the risk-neutral proba

bilities and these will be different from the real-world ones.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Explain why an at-the-money put option expiring at the end of the day
is worth 12 also. Do not use probabilities in the explanation.

• What if tomorrow's stock prices could go up from today's prices by
20 with probability 0.6 and down 10 with probability 0.4? Price a call

option expiring tomorrow.
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• What properties must a trinomial tree have to converge to the Black

Scholes price?
• Is it necessary for the discretized tree to be risk-neutral?
• Are trinomial trees better than binomial ones?

Solution to Question 2.54. If two assets have the same price and volatility
then their option prices will be the same. This will be true whether we are
looking at a binomial tree or we are in the Black-Scholes model. When pricing
an option using a binomial tree we are using risk-neutral probabilities and these
do not depend on research that says A will perform better than B.

This question is analogous to why the drift of the stock price does not affect

the option price. See Questions 2.1 and 2.27.

692.3. SOLUTIONS

Here is a related question:

• In what sort of market could the prices of the two options differ? Why?

• Convergence is order t- 1/ 2 in all dimensions.
• Path-dependence is easy.

• How would you price a path-dependent option with early exercise
features on a tree? For example, an American Asian option.

• How would you price a path-dependent option with early exercise
features by Monte Carlo? For example, an American Asian option.

• What's the fastest way to do one-dimensional numerical integrations?
• How would you speed up a Monte Carlo simulation?

口

口

The great downside is that early exercise is hard (see Question 2.57). The other
downside is slowness of convergence in low dimensions, although it is no slower
than a binomial tree, there are other faster lattice methods in low dimensions.

The convergence speed and early exercise can be coped with, but it requires
much work. As a rule of thumb, use binomial trees for low-dimensional prob
lems involving early exercise, and Monte Carlo for high-dimensional problems
involving path-dependence.

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 2.55. The great virtue of a binomial tree is that it is
easy to do early exercise. Its rate of convergence for continuous payoffs including
American options is 1/n , where n is the number of steps. Since the number of
computations increases as n 2 , this means that the rate of convergence is t-1/ 2

where t is computational time. (Your interviewer may not know this...) For higher
dimensional trees, convergence will be slower. Path-dependence is not natural in
trees but can be dealt with by using an auxiliary variable which increases the
dimension by 1.

The great virtues of 1\在onte Carlo are:

2. OPTION PRIC卧.:rG

• Pm♀sing to the risk-neutral measure.
• Discretization with a trinomial tree.

• Pricing.
• Pωsing to the limit.

We can think of four operations:

The crucial point here is that the first two of these do not commute.

One reason why a trinomial tree is a useful computational device is that it
does not naturally oscillate in the same was as a binomial tree. That is if the
number of time steps in the tree changes by one, the price will not change as
much as in a binomial tree. Trinomial trees also have much flexibility in terms of
node placement since one can play with 3 node locations and two probabilities,

whereas with a binomial tree there are two node locations and one probability.
We have to match two quantities (at least asymptotically): mean and variance.
This means that one can adapt node placement to the product, so, for example,

nodes lie on barriers.

Here are some possible related questions:
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Solution to Question 2.56. The problem does not state the strike so we will
assume that it is 100. It also does not state the interest rate, so we will assume

it is zero.

The ri如leutral probability of an up-move is 1/3 by inspection, or by solving

the equation
150p 十 75(1 - p) = 100.

The value is therefore
50 2 ~ ~ ,, 2
一十一 x 0 = 16~.3 . 3 ;)

To get the Delta, we need to find the hedge that eliminates all risk.

This will be the amount of stock, 0, such that

1500 - 50 = 750.

We solve this to get
。
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Here are some possible related questions:

• What if there is a 10% interest rate across the time period?
• Why is the probability of the up move not stated?

• What use is a binomial tree?
• Suppose we define ~ to mean sensitivity to the initial spot, and the

move sizes are constant as we change spot, what is ~ then?

Solution to Question 2.57. As we saw in Question 2.55 it is difficult to use
Monte Carlo for products with early exercise features , such as American options.
The Longstaff-Schwartz method is one way to handle early exercise using Monte

Carlo.

When pricing an early exercisable product, we need to know at a given time
whether it will be worth more by exercising now or by holding onto it. τhe

value of holding onto the option, known as the continuation value, is what the
Longstaff-Schwartz method estimates via regression. The Longstaff-Schwartz
method is commonly used for such products as Bermudan swaptions.

口
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Before we jump into the algorithm, a few details are necessary. A regression
needs to be carried out against some basis functions , for example we might
regress y against some explanatory variables x and x 2 • Choosing good basis
functions that will estimate the continuation value accurately is very much an
art.

The Longstaff-Schwartz algorithm is:

(1) Run a certain number of Monte Carlo paths (e.g. 1000) and store the
exercise value divided by the numeraire at each possible exercise date
for each path. We also need to store the value of the basis functions at
the same points.

(2) With all this data we now look at the second last exercise date. We
perform a regression (usually least-squares) of the value at the last
exercise date against the basis functions. This gives coefficien钮， αi ， for
the basis functions.

(3) Using these coefficients we can calculate the continuation value at
the second last exercise time for each path, using for example y =

αIX 十 α2X2 .

(4) We now replace the deflated exercise value stored initially with the
continuation value, if the continuation value is greater.

(5) Continue back through the exercise dates until reaching time O. The
(biased) value of the product will be the average of the time zero values
multiplied by the initial numeraire value.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Why will the above algorithm produce a biased price? Will the bias be
large? Suggest a way to remove the bias.

• What other methods do you know of to fit early exercise into Monte
Carlo.

• What are some useful basis functions when pricing a Bermudan swap
tion?

口



from the market price of an option, using some model. It is usually calculated by
taking the option's price and finding the volatility in the Black-Scholes formula
that returns the same price. For example, consider an at-the-money European
call option with 1 year to expiry, spot value 100 and a risk free rate of 5%. If
the market price of this option is $6.80, then the implied volatility will be 15%.

If one calculates the implied volatility of options with the same expiry date

but different strike prices and plots the volatilities, there is often a smile or skew

shape. A volatility smile will look something like Figure 2.8.

There are many possible explanations for why some markets exhibit volatility

smiles. One possible explanation is that the market is more likely to move up or
down by a large amount than is assumed within the Black-Scholes model. Hence
the smile reflects the market's view of the imperfections in the Black-Scholes

model.

A volatility skew is similar to a smile, but 让 is only downward sloping,

compared to the more symmetric smile. A volatility skew could look something

like Figure 2.9.

732.3. SOLUTIONS

FIGURE 2.9. Volatility skew.
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Here are some possible related questions:

• Which shape will the implied volatility take for equity markets, skew
or smile? Explain.

• When did the volatility smile first appear in the equity market and why?
• If the market was pricing options incorrectly and the smile was not a

persistent feature, describe an arbitrage opportunity.

Solution to Question 2.59. There are many different option pricing models
that capture some of the features of market smiles. The large number of models
makes it too difficult to cover them all in detail, so we focus our answer on four
popular models: jump diffusion, stochastic volatility, Variance Gamma and local
volatility. For details of the first three models we refer the reader to [6]; see
Chapter 22 of [20] for local volatility.

Jump diffusion models have the foreign exchange rate moving as geometric
Brownian motion with an added random jump component. The jump component

For a detailed discussion of volatility smiles and skews see Chapter 18 of
[6].

FIGURE 2.8. Volatility smile.
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2.3.7. Incomplete markets.

Solution to Question 2.58. Implied volatility is simply the volatility implied
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FIGURE 2.10. Jump diffusion implied volatility smile.

is usually a Poisson process. If St is the exchange rate, we could have

dS!
矿工川十 σdWt 十 (J - l)dNt ,

where J is a random jump size (J could be log-normally distributed, for example)
and Nt is the Poisson process. Jump diffusion models produce what is known as
a floating smile. This means that the smile moves when spot moves, so that the
bottom of the smile will remain at-the-money. As floating smiles are a feature of
foreign exchange markets this is an advantage of jump diffusion models.

One disadvantage of jump-diffusion model is that the smiles produced flatten
with maturity quickly; this is not observed in most markets. See Figure 2.10 for
an example in which the smile has largely disappeared after after 2 years.

Stochastic volatility models take both the foreign exchange rate and volatility
process to be stochastic. There are many popular forms for the volatility process;

the Heston model, for example, uses

dSt 斤T ..JTu(1)
7=μdt 十飞IvtdWt'-'-J ，
°t

汗T ..JTu(2)dvt = κ(() 一只)dt 十 σv、IvtdWt'~J ,
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FIGURE 2.11. Heston model implied volatility smile.

where () is the long term average volatility， κis the rate at which the process
。) ~~r1 Tu(2)reverts to its mean， σv is the volatility of volatility, and Wt'-'-J and W~

Brownian motions with correlation ρ.

Stochastic volatility models also produce a floating smile and their smile
shape can be easily changed by tweaking the parameters. For example, skew
can be introduced by having ρnon-zero， the flattening out of the smile can be
adjusted by the mean reversion parameter κ， etc. Figure 2.11 shows an example
smile from the Heston model.

Having the flexibility of changing the smile shape has its disadvantages in
that all these parameters need to be fitted in a stable and consistent way with the
market, which is not a straightforward task.

Variance Gamma models take the foreign exchange rate and time as a
random process. The idea is that foreign exchange rates move when market
information arrives and this information arrival is itself a random process. For
example, if a large amount of information is arriving then we can expect high
volatility, however on a day with minimal information arrival we can expect low
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FIGURE 2.12. Variance Gamma implied volatility smile.

volatility. To define a Variance Gamma model we let b(t; ()， σ) be a Brownian

motion, I.e.

dbt = ()dt 十 σdWt

and we let

X(t; σ， v，()) = b(Tt ;() ， σ) ,

where Tt is the time t value of a Gamma process with variance rate ν.

Variance Gamma smiles are similar to jump diffusion smiles, compare Figure
2.10 and 2.12. The smiles tend to flatten out over time as the model becomes

more similar to a pure diffusive model.

Local volatility models derive the volatility surface from quoted market
prices and then use this surface to price more exotic instruments. It turns out that
under risk-neutrality there is a unique diffusion process consistent with market
p出es. The unique volatility function σ(St ， t) is known as the local volatility

function.

Once this local volatility surface has been found, exotic instruments can be
priced consistently with market prices. The problem however, is that the volatility

2.3. SOLUTIONS 77

surface is the market's current view of volatility and this will change in the future,
meaning the exotic options will no longer be consistent with market prices.

Here are some possible related questions:

.. Which of the above models are incomplete and why?

.. Discuss the features of equity and interest rate smiles as compared to
foreign exchange smiles.

.. Given the four models above, you have to use one. What criteria would
you use to pick a model?

口

Solution to Question 2.60. A stochastic volatility model takes volatility to be
driven by a random process. It is then possible that the volatility will become
large causing large movements in the underlying ωset price. These large moves
give the distribution of the underlying asset fatter tails than in the Black-Scholes
model. This means that options away from the money will be priced more
expensively than in Black-Scholes leading to a volatility smile.

Another way to think about why the smile occurs is by looking at the
second derivative of the option price with respect to the volatility. In the Black
Scholes world our Vega sensitivity (how good our volatility hedge is) will be
zero. However, a stochastic volatility model will not necessarily have a non-zero
derivative of Vega, therefore there is \仨ga convexity which is related to the
volatility smile.

Here are some possible related questions:

.. Explain wI扫lY a j扣ump-d出i哥ffl山1

produce smiles.
.. Explain why a jump-diffusion model's smile flattens out with time,

whereas a stochωtic volatility model's smile may not.

口
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CHAPTER 3

Probability

3.1. Introduction

This chapter focuses on questions from probability and stochastic processes.
There is an inevitable overlap with Chapter 2, since random processes are at the
core of modern pricing theory.

Problems range from the elementary, e.g. , "what is the expectation of a single
roll of a fair die?", to the rather hard. The interviewer is looking for two things:
the ability to think probabilistically, and evidence of having studied stochastic
processes. We have divided the questions between general problems many of
which involve coin tosses , and questions about stochlli写tic processes.

For the more challenging questions, we include references to allow the
reader to study all the details. Before attempting quant job interviews, a study of
probability theory is a must; here are several excellent books on the topic:

"Elementary Probability Theory" by Kai Lai Chung is a great place to start.
The text is primarily aimed at people doing a first undergraduate course in
probability. The book also includes a chapter on financial mathem~tics.

"Probability and Random Processes" by Geoffrey Grimmett and David
Stirzaker is slightly more challenging than Chung. The book is well presented
and worth reading.

Another excellent book covering basic probability (and continuing to more
advanced topics) is William Feller's two volume ''An Introduction to Probability
Theory and its Applications". Volume I covers discrete distributions and events,

Volume II moves onto the continuous treatment. The explanations are presented
in a clear and concise manner.
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3.2.1. General.

3.2. Questions

QUESTION 3.1. Consider the following game. The player tosses a die once
only.The payog isldollar for each dot on the upturned face-Assuming a fair

die, at what level should you set the ticket price of this game?

QUESTION 3.2. Suppose we playa game. I roll a die up to three times. Each
time I roll, you can either take the number showing as dollars, of roll again.

What is your expected winnings?

QUESTION 3.3. Let's playa game. There are four sealed boxes. There is 100
pounds in one box and the others are empty.A player can pay X to open a box
and take the contents as many times as they like. Assuming this is a fair game,

what is the value of X?

813.2. QUESTIONS

QUESTION 3.4. We playa game: I pick a number n from 1 to 100. If you
guess correctly, I pay you $n and zero otherwise. How much would you pay to
play this game?

QUESTION 3.1 2. You throw a fair coin one million times. What is the expected
number of strings of 6 heads followed by 6 tails?

QUESTION 3.1 3. Suppose you are throwing a dart at a circular board. What
is your expected distance from the center? Make any necessary assumptions.
Suppose you win a dollar if you hit 10 times in a row inside a radius of R/2,
where R is the radius of the board. You have to pay 10c for every try. If you try
100 times, how much money would you have lost/made in expectation? Does
your answer change if you are a professional and your probability of hitting
inside R/2 is double of hitti吨 outside R/2?

QUESTION 3.9. You toss a biased coin. What is the expected length of time
until a head is tossed? For two consecutive heads?

QUESTION 3.1 0. I have a bag containing nine ordinary coins and one double
headed one. I remove a coin and flip it three times. It comes up heads each time.
What is the probability that it is the double-帽header?

QUESTION 3.11. I take an ordinary-looking coin out of my pocket and flip it
three times. Each time it is a head. What do you think is the probability that the
next flip is also a head? What if I had flipped the coin 100 times and each flip
was a head?

QUESTION 3.5. Suppose you have a fair coin. You start with a dollar, and if
you toss a H , your position doubles, if you toss a T , your position halves. What
is the expected value of the money you have if you toss the coin infinitely?

QUESTION 3.6. Suppose we toss a fair coin, and let N denote the number of
tosses until we get a head (including the final toss). What is E(N) and Var(N)?

QUESTION 3.7. We playa game, with a fair coin. The game stops when either
two heads (H) or tails (T) appear consecutively. What is the expected time until
the game stops?

QUESTION 3.8. For a fair coin, what is the expected number of tosses to get
three heads in a row?

3. PROBABILITY

If you have some probability knowledge, "Probability with Martingales"by
David Williams is a great place to start for discrete time martingales.The style

is clear and informative while presenting solid mathematical ideas.

Following on from tbis, try the two volume set "Difusions, Markov Processes
nd Martingales"by CEIris Rogers and David Williams.MUCH of the material

from Williams is repeated quickly in this book, before t担。y proceed to discuss
the basics of Brownian motion and continuous time martingales.The second

volume discusses stochastic calculus.

"Introduction to Stochastic Integration" by Kai Lai Chung and Ruth Williams
is a verv readable account of stochastic integration theory. It assumes knowledge

ofm出uous time ma盯r巾ti仙ωin咿l

If you want books with a more mathematical f且缸i让nance approach, "The Concepts
and Practice of Mathematical Finance,, by ttle tirst author of this book, Mafk

Joshi, is an excellent place to start.

"Stochastic Calculus for Finance" Volumes I and II by Steven Shreve are also
a great introduction.Relative t066The Concepts and Pfactice of Mathematical
Finance", this uook tends to focus on the mathematics rather than the ana Ce.
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QUESTION 3.14. A woman has two babies. One of them is a girl, what is the
probability that the other is a boy?

QUESTION 3.1 5. A family has two children of whom you know at least one
is a girl. What is the probability that both are girls? What if you know that the
eldest is a girl? What if you know that they have a girl called Clarissa?

QUESTION 3.16. 明'hat is the probability that the fourth business day of the
month is Thursday?

QUESTION 3.17. You are playing Russian Roulette.η1ere are precisely two
bullets in neighbouring chambers of the six shooter revolver. The barrel is spun.
The trigger is pulled and the gun does not fire. You are next, do you spin again
or pull the trigger?

QUESTION 3.18. Consider a deck of 52 cards, ordered such that A > K >
Q > .. . > 2. I pick one first, then you pick one, what is the probability that my
card is larger than yours?

QUESTION 3.19. Suppose 2n teams participate in a championship. Once a
team loses, it is out. Suppose also that you know the ranking of teams in advance
and you know that a team with a higher rank will always win the game with a
team of lower rank. In the beginning, all teams are randomly assigned to play
with each other. What would be the probability that in the final , the best team
will play the second best?

QUESTION 3.20. A drawer contains 2 red socks and 2 black socks. If you
pull out 2 socks at random, what's the probability t妇at they match.

QUESTION 3.21. If I draw two cards from an ordinary deck with replacement,
what is the probability that they are both aces? Without replacement?

QUESTION 3.22. Suppose we have an ant traveling on edges of a cube, going
from one vertex to another. The ant never stops and it takes him one minute
to go along one edge. At every vertex, the ant randomly picks one of the three
available edges and starts going along that edge. We pick a vertex of the cube
and put the ant there. What is the expected number of minutes that it will take
the ant to return to that same vertex?

QUESTION 3.23. You have been captured and blindfolded by pirates, then
placed somewhere on a five-meter-Iong wooden plank. Disorientated, each step

QUESTION 3.30. Give an example of a distribution with infinite variance

QUESTION 3.31.suppose the random variable X has a probability density
function fx(x). What density function does g(X) have?

you take is a meter long but in a random direction - either toward the sharks
waiting at one end or eventual freedom at the ot且er. If X (integer) is the distance
m meters you start from the safe end, determine the probability of your survival
as a function of x.

833.2. QUESTIONS

QUESTION 3.24. Romeo and Juliet have agreed to meet for a date somet挝im】伫
b伽een 9pm川a时 10pm. E础 of阳n ran时毗doml)州cks a time wi灿拙 ir阳V

and shows up and waits for the other for 白盯f如t优een minutes. What is the probability
that they will actually meet?

QUESTION 325.A plane has one hundred seats and there are exactly one
hundred peopk boarding.They line up at the gate in exactly the same ord
the order of the seats on the plane, from 1toloo-However, the tirst nerstm i又

Grandma who doesn't see well, so instead of taki吨 the 如st s创 on 出eμan吼

she picks a random seat and sits down.Now, the rule is:when any other person
enters the plane, he or she will try to sit at Ms own seat-E this is not possible,
this person chooses one of the free seats randomly.Eventually, everyone boards
the plane.What is the probability that the last person (number 100)willsit at
his assigned seat number?

QUESTION 3.26. Suppose three assets A , B , C are such that the correlation
coe而cient of A and B is 0.9 and the correlation coe面cient of Band C is 0.8.
Is it possible for A and C to have correlation coe面cient 0.1?

QUESTION 3.27. Let x ,y 也e uniformly distributed on [0, 1] and separate the
unit interval [0,1] into 3 pieces, what is the probability th况 the 3 pieces of the
line can be constructed into a triangle?

QUESTION 3.28.WE1at is the distribution function of a uniform U(α， b)
ndom variable?

QUESTION 3.29. Suppose Xl ,X2 ,… ,X n are independent identically dis
tributed from [071]and uniform on the interval-What is the expected vdue
of the maximum?What is the expected value of the ditTerence between the
maximum and the minimum?
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3.2.2. Stochastic processes.

QUESTION 3.37. If X is N(μ7σ) and λ> 0, calculate the values of JE(X2)

and JE(exp(λX)).

QUESTION 3.38. If M(x) is the cumulative Gaussian function and X is

N(O , l) then what is lE[M(X)]?

85
3.3. SOLUTIONS

QUESTION 3.44. Given that d品 :μStdt十σStdWt ， give an SDE for log(St).

QUESTION 3.45. Show that the process

3.3.1. General.

QUESTION 3.53. We often write dt 工(dWt)2. What does this mean?

QUESTION 3.54. Why is Ito's lemma true?

X t = cosh(λWi) exp(一λ2t/2)

is a martingale.

QUESTION 3.46. If Wt is a standard Brownian motion, is Wl a martingale?

QUESTION 3.47. Apply I怡's formula to 2Wt , where Wt is a Brownian motion
is it a martingale?

QUESTION 3.48.Given two independent Brownian motionsWt and z, what
;ιd时uti叫

3.3. Solutions

QUESTION 3.49. Solve the SDE of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.

QUESTION 3到. Calculate lE(W二 Wt) where Wt is standard Brownian motion.

QUESTION 351.If we have a Brownian motion, Xh X0207XI>07what
is the probability of X 2 < o?

QUESTION 3.52. Let 阿兰 be a Brownian bridge, that is a Brownian motion
constrained such that Wo = °and Wt = x. What挝川i归stl叫阳
O 三三二 s < t?

Solution to Question 3.1.This is a simple question asking us to calculate
the expected number of dots on the uptumed face of a fair die.Evaluating this
in the standard way gives

(~，，~1-___.c -'L -，--\ ... 1 1 1
JE(仙num

6'-"6' IVAfi

3. PROBABILITY

dSt = α(μ - St)dt 十 StσdWt ，

with α7σand μ> 0. What sort of qualitative behaviour does the stock price
exhibit? What is the impact of the parameters αand μ? What effects do they
have on the price of a call option on this stock?

84

QUESTION 3.39. What is Brownian motion?

QUESTION 3.40. Suppose we are doing a random walk on the interval

[0,1000] , starting 创 80. So, with probability 1/2, this number increases or
decreases by one at each step. We stop when one of the boundaries of the

interval is reached. What is the probability that this boundary will be o?

QUESTION 3.41. If St follows a log-normal Brownian motion, what process
does the square of St follow?

QUESTION 3.42. Suppose you have a call option on the square of a log-normal
asset. What equation does the price satis句?

QUESTION 3.43. Assume the stock price process St follows the stochastic
differential equation

QUESTION 3.32. What is the distribution function and density function of
the kth order statistic?

QUESTION 3.33. Let X and Y be two independent uniform random variables
on the unit interval [0,1]. wi刚 is the probability density function of X +Y?

QUESTION 3.34. 引That does the Central Limit theorem say?

QUESTION 3.35. Prove that a covariance matrix is positive definite.

QUESTION 3.36. Explain change of measure. Give an example when a change

of measure is useful in Monte Carlo.



口

lE(l 伽)=可= 3.5

Note that this is essentially the problem of pricing an option on a multinomial
tree, and this is why the problem is very popular with interviewers.

87
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Here are some possible related questions:

口

100 = 2.5X,

E(cost) = X lP(win on 岳rst attempt) 十 2XlP(win on second attempt)

十 3XlP(win on third attempt) 十仅lP(win on 阳th a阳lpt)

@?;汇口飞V:江:::?J口::;Irr「l川e臼ed咄d们tωO 伽阳 b忱efo臼叫r

• What sort of option does t由hi扭s problem relate tωo?

@How does your answer change if the payment is the square of the
number showing?

• What effect will it have if I charge you $1 for each additional roll?

二olution to Question 3.3. Since 拙 is a fair game, w附e 盯
向ng咐m叫挝d吻1抄y 仕由趾问叫Ie盯叫e叩咐p抖1阳a句aye严e

W附h阳a瓜t is theω叫O叩p阱t叫阳e叨gy顷川 S臼蚓et a 川附盯 tωO 向 hame Thewb
u ‘fair'in the sense that tEIe player will not, on average, in{r
砚圳忱Ie均e句?户S叫Cωe 叫y川d由on削川O创twit叫帕firs叩S

:On阳u悦1蛇叫e叩p叩i吨 If it w创川W叫抖肉句呐lit

b x y…队 then ifyou can play forthe same price with the increased odds
of 1/3 it is worthwhile.

corr乙::rhMthe咐mal s毗gy is to continue 问ng u毗TOU P川e
IS means every time we play this strategy, we willwin the 100

2口JJ:nrUJnd apmX such thatthe 侃pected cost of仰19

and solving we see X = 40.

We are dealing With conditional probabilities, that is the probabiliqof Winning on
eCOIld attempt is the probability of picking the correct box the second time

:叮2:1:2::J:;23f…

3. PROBABILITY

lE(2 dice) = lE(max{first roll, expected winnings from 1 die})

1 1 1 1
=一 x6 十一 x5 十一 x4 十一 x 3.5 工 4.25.6 -'6 -'6 '2

• Evaluate the expectation for an n-sided die, with n a positive integer.
• What is the expectation of the sum of two rolls?
@引厅!at is the probability of getting seven with two rolls?

Now if I offer you two dice, you can either take the result of the first roll, or
proceed onto the second die. The optimal strategy is to take the first roll if it is
better than your expected winnings from the second roll, or continue otherwise.
Thus we take the first roll if it is 4 or greater, otherwise we continue, giving

Repeating the same idea for the third die gives

lE(3 dice) = lE(max{first roll, expected winnings from 2 dice})

112
=一 x6 十一 x5 十一 x 4.25 = 4一.6 -'6 -'3

Solution to Question 3.2. This problem should be approached from the
end. If instead I only offered you one roll of the dice, what are your expected
winnings? Clearly the answer here is

86

The ticket level is slightly more interesting, after all we want to make a profit. To
avoid going broke we need to charge at least $3.5, however perhaps we can play
on people's enjoyment of gambling and charge slightly more than this fair price.

Here are some possible related questions:
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As a quick ‘ sa国ty check', why must the price be at least 25 (think about it
before you read on)? If the price was less than 25, playing just once would be a
game favourable to the player. While this might seem trivial, such checks can be
quite handy as a quick way to detect silly mistakes.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Instead of maintaining a constant price, if you choose to continue
playing after two incorrect guesses the price changes to Z. What is the
fair value of X and Z?

• Generalise the above problem to the case of n boxes.

Solution to Question 3.4. When you are asked a question like this, they are
asking for the expected value under an optimal strategy. They generally don't
want you to get into a discussion of risk preferences.

Note that this is really a game theory question. Each player has to pick a
strategy. In this case, an optimal strategy will be one in which the expected
winnings is independent of the strategy the opponent picla写.

Clearly, it is better for the payer to choose a small number so that he has to
pay less. On the other hand, if he always goes for a small number then he is
more likely to have to payout since the receiver will then also go for a small
number.

The solution is to pick k with probability proportional to 11k. We therefore
pick k with probability

;(2:)
Our expected pay-out is then
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whatever the other person does. Note that the expected value decreases as the
size of the set of numbers increases, as one would expect.

Here are some possible related questions:

@矶That if you receive the number squared?

• Why should the value decrease as the number of numbers increases?

口

Solution to Question 3.5. We work out what happens with one toss , then n
tosses , and then let n tend to infinity.

Let X denote a toss , then

1~ 11 5
JE(X) = ~2 十一-一.2- , 22 4

Provided the tosscs are independent, tfIe product of expectations is the expectation
of the product. Let X j be the effect of toss j. ηlis means that

E 忡)古E阳
=G)η

咀lis clearly tends to infinity as n tends to infinity.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Suppose your position increases by a factor of x on a H instead of 2.
Classify the long term behaviour as a function of x.

@Suppose your position increases by a factor of Z on a H and is multiplied
by U with U <1otherwise.Classify the long term behaviour as a
function of x and y.

口

S Solution to Question 3·6·The random vafiable lV has a geometric distribution.
orne care should be taken to avoid ambiguities arising from the inclusion of the



and so Var(X) = 2.

for k = 1,2, . .. Using the standard calculation for lE(X) we have

lE(X) =艺0.5kk

913.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:

lE(N) = 3.

0.5lE(N) = 2 x 0.5 十 0.52 十 0.53 十 . .

JP(N = k) = 0.5k - 1 .

• I pay you $1 at the end of this year, $2 at the end of next year and so
on.τhe effective annual interest rate is i. Derive, from first principles,
the value of this payment stream.

• Derive the expectation and variance of a random variable with a Poisson
distribution

• What is the mean and expectation if we redefine N to be the number
of tails before we toss ahead?

口

lE(N) = L kO.5k一1=2x 。如 3 X 0.52 十

Solution to Question 31.We begin by deriving the distribution of the game
length. Let N denote the number of throws until the game stops, N ε{2， 3,.. .}.
For the event {N=k}to occur, we can start with my throw.However after this
the remaining sequence of k - 1 throws are exactly determined. For example, for
the game to end in four throws if we begin with a H we need the sequence TI近1

while if we begin with a T we need the sequence HTT. A determined sequence
of k - 1 throws occurs with probability 0.5k- 1, so

This gives the expectation as

Thus

0.5lE(N) = 2 x 0.52 十 3 X 0.53 十… 7
and taking differences gives

Observing that this is a geometric series (plus an additional term), we have

3. PROBABILITY

the final line being the difference of the first two. This is also just the sum of
the probabilities JP(N = k) and hence adds to 1, thus lE(X) = 2.

Applying the same technique (twice) gives

JP(N = k) = 0.5k -
10.5 = 0.5k ,

lE(X) = 0.5 1 十 2 X 0.52 十 3 X 0.53 十…

斗 0.5lE(X) = 0.52 十 2 X 0.53 十 3 X 0.54 十 . .

斗 0.5lE(X) = 0.51 十 0.52 十 0.53 十…?

'h 2 - 0.5
lE(X~) =一~=6

。.54

final toss - some d由efi皿I

others do not, giving a state space {O,1,2, . . .}. Here we use the former, although
this is not simply a question asking you to recite expectations and variances of
common distributions so the definition is not important as long as we are clear.
You may well already know the answer, but odds on if you're being asked this in
an interview they want to see if you can derive it, so keep the answer to yourself
and just use it to check what you arrive at from first principles.

Given our definition of N , it is clear that if N = k , then we had k - 1
consecutive tails followed by 1 head. From this we conclude

If you remember the formula for this series then you are done. If you don't,
or forget it under the pressure of the interview, here's a nice trick for quickly
calculating it (which is easily extended to similar problems):

90
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Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the variance of N?
• How is the expectation changed if we alter the game so we need three

consecutive occurrences of either heads or tails to end the game?

Solution to Question 3.8. There are many ways to do this. One particularly
nice way using pricing ideas is via a gambling strategy. It is always good to
answer questions in a quant job interview using methods that appear finance

related.

We gamble in such a way that we make money on heads but such that if we

get a T on toss η， our position is -no

We therefore gamble one unit on the first toss and on each toss after a T.
After one head, we gamble three. This guarantees that if we get a T next then
we go to minus n. After two heads, we are therefore up four, and so we gamble
seven to get us to -n again if the next toss is tails. Our gambling winnings is
a martingale, since we are making finite trades in a martingale. (Any bounded
trading strategy in a martingale is a martingale.)

After three heads, our position is 11 一 (η- 3) = 14 - n. The time taken to
get three heads is a stopping time with finite expectation, so if we stop at it, we
still have a martingale (Optional Sampling theorem). Thus

JE(14 - n) = 0,

and we are done.

We really need to show that the stopping time has finite expectation. This is
easy. The probability th瓜 coins 3k,3k 十 1 ， 3k 十 2 are all heads is 1/8. So the
probability that we have not obtained three heads in a row after 3k draws is less

than
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The expected time to achieve three heads is therefore less than

汇(批)(明l ，

which is clearly finite.

ηle book by Williams, [19] , is a good reference for this material.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What's the answer for n heads?

• Show that the expected time is always an integer.

• A monkey types letters from the alphabet plus the space bar with equal
probability at the rate of one a second. How long would it take him to
type the string "option pricing"?

• A monkey type letters from the alphabet plus the space bar with equal
probability at the rate of one a second. How long would it take him to
type the string "Black-Scholes"? (trick question)

口

Solution to Question 3.9. Let the probability of a head be p. The probability
of a head on throw j but not on the first j - 1 throws is

p(l _ p)j-l.

The expected time is therefore

00

p2二 j(l _ p)j-l

We need to compute this infinite sum. We know

二z=Ezj

Differentiating, we get
才 00

L 工艺jxj- 1

Let x = 1 - p. We get 出现 the infinite sum is 1/p2. The answer is therefore 1/p.



(1 -p) 一 (k - 2)p - yp.

(1- p) 一 (k - l)p.

(1- p) 一 (k-2)p

If we bet y dollars on toss k then our position after a tail on toss k is

953.3. SOLUTIONS

即)=2 十 17(l十平)

Here are some possible related questions:

Ai n Aj = 0, for i =;圣]，

uAi = [2,

• Suppose 出e coin is fair, what is the expected number of tosses to get
four heads in a row?

• Suppose the coin is fair. I gain one on a head. I lose one on a tail.
I quit when my position is 十 1. What's the probability that the game
terminates?What's my expected winnings when the game ends?Explain.

啊B)= J(BlAt)P(Ad

EP(BjAj)P(Aj)

口

The expected value of this is again zero so we can solve for the expected value
of k and get

Solution to Question 3.10. We can do this using Bayes' theorem: if the events
Aj partition our sample space, [2, that is

then for any event B c [2,

Here we take Al to be the event that the double-headed coin is drawn, and
A2 to be that any other is drawn. We have

町AI) =古山(A2 ) = 去

The probability of three heads with a fair coin is clearly 1/8, so we get

1 x 击

1 x 击十击×;一开
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Now consider the second part of this problem. We construct a strategy so
that if we get a T on toss k then our position is -kp. The main difference is
that we now have to handle the case of getting a head then a tail.

If we threw a tail on toss k - 2 but a head on toss k - 1 then our position
before toss k is

The expected value of this is zero, so rearranging we get

即)zj

The value of our position after two successive heads is then

1 十 p
一 (k - 2)p 十 1-p+(1-p)-J

That's the brute force solution. We can also solve this using martingales,

which gives an easier generalisation to the two Heads case. The solution is also
more financial which is always good when doing a quant job interview.

Suppose we receive 1 - p dollars when we toss a head, and pay p dollars
when we toss a tail. Our expected gain per toss is then zero. If X k is our position
after k tosses, then this is a martingale.

The time of the first head is a stopping time. Its expectation is finite because
the probability of not getting a head in the 岳rst k tosses is (1 - p)k which goes
to zero rapidly. This means that X k stopped at the first head is a martingale, and
its expected value is Xo = 0, using the Optional Sampling theorem.

Our position if we terminate at k tosses is

We choose y to make this equal to -kp. The solution is

1 十 p
y= 一一一一.

p



p

p 十 (1- p)2-N '

After 100 throws this will be very close to 1 for any reasonable p.

You might mention that this problem comes up in the play "Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are dead" by Tom Stoppard. If you do not know this play, it is
very funny and there is a great film version. It is based on two minor characters
from "Hamlet."

Solution to Question 3.1 1.扩 the coin is fair then the number of heads in
a row before you flip has no affect on the probability of another head so the

answer is 1/2.

If the interviewer flips 100 heads in a row, then it is unlikely that the coin
is fair since the probability of this happening is 2一100. In fact，面 that case the

most likely cause is that the coin is double-headed.

To properly answer this question, we really need a prior distribution: what is
our view that the coin is fair before we receive any information? Given we are in
an interview and the interviewer may play tricks on us, let's say that we estimate
that the coin is double-headed with p = 1% probability before we receive any
information.

This is a Bayesian approach to the problem, and we can apply Bayes' theorem.
In fact, we are back in the situation of Question 3.10, and we can proceed in the
same fashion. The probability that the coin is double-headed after N heads and

no tails is

973.3. SOLUTIONS

口

.. What is the expected number of sequences of six tails, if we do not
allow overlaps?

.. What is the probability of getting at least one sequence of six heads
followed by six tails? (very hard!)

Solution to Question 3.12. This one looks hard but is not. There are
1,000,000 - 11 possible slots for the sequence to occur. In each one of these
slots, the probability is

However, this is just equal to

lE(三〉)

1,000,000 - 11

212

which is 244.14. (How would you do this quickly and approximately in your head?)

Many readers are probably wondering why this simple multiplication was
justified. The crucial point is the linearity of expectation; this does not require
independence. Let 1j have value 1 if the s叫uence starting at toss j is correct
and zero otherwise. We want to evaluate

The answer is therefore

2… 12

口

Here are some possible related questions:

.. Do you think that people are Bayesians?

.. At what N would you get suspicious? (e.g. when would you be 99%
sure that the coin is fixed?)

.. Suppose the coin instead of always tossing heads, alternated in such a
way to give the sequence HTHTHTHTHT... what then?

三二lE(马)，
since finite sums commute with expectation.

Here are some possible related questions:

3. PROBABILITY

口

.. What if there are two double-headed coins?

.. How many tosses would you need to be 95% sure that the coin is
double-headed?

Here are some possible related questions:

96
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Solution to Question 3.1 3. We 岳rst assume that the probability of landing in
a subset of the board is equal to its area divided by the area of the board. This
means that we (almost) always 坦让 the dartboard but beyond that all points are
equally likely. The dart board has radius R so the probability of landing inside a

circle of radius s is

(主)
The density of the radius is therefore the derivative of this with respect to s

which is
2s
R2'

The expected distance from the centre is then

f28-sJL些
豆豆sas = :3 R2 - 3

The probability of landing in a circle of radius R/2 is 1/4, to do this ten times

in a row has probability

2-20 .

This is roughly a millionth. If we do this one hundred times, our expected

Wlnmngs are

We would have pay

100 x 0.1 = 10

dollars to play so this would be a very bad deal.

If we were better at darts and the winning probability was 2/3 per throw,

then the probability of getting ten in a row IS

210 1024 1

310 59049 50

After 100 attempts, we would win about 2 dollars so we would expect to be

down 8 dollars. It is still a bad deal.

3.3. SOLUTIONS 99

Here are some possible related questions:

• For the player hitting the board at random, if the game is modified to
work with a different radius, what radius is the break-even point?

• What would a fair price for the original game be for the better
darts player?

• Formulate and solve the three-dimensional analogue of this game.

口

Solution to Question 3.14. See extended problem below. 口

Solution to Question 3.1 5. These problems are trickier than they first appear.
The key is to identify the possible sample points and their probabilities.

Here we have two children. The possibilities are, with eldest first,

BB w.p. 0.25,
BG w.p. 0.25 ,

GB w.p. 0.25,
GG w.p. 0.25.

The probability of the event that at least one is a girl is 0.75. The probability of
both being girls is 0.25.

We compute
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and get 1/3. Note th瓜 the answer is not 0.5

If the eldest is a girl, then we divide by 0.5 instead of 0.75 and get 0.5.

The last part is simply to throw you and is no different from the event that
at least one is a girl.
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Here are some possible related questions:

• A dictator decides that to increase the number of sons in his realm, a
family that has had a girl is allowed no more children. Would this work?

• Suppose there are three children, what's the probability all three are
girls if one is?

• Suppose there are three children, what' s the probability all three are
girls if the middle child is a boy?

• Suppose there are three children, what's the probability that two are
girls if the middle child is a boy?

Solution to Question 3.16. Note the crucial point that the question refers to
business days. We will take business days to be Monday to Friday. However, in
an interview one should mention that there are other non-business days such as
bank holidays, Good Friday and Christmas. Note that Thanksgiving is always on
a Thursday.

Given this, the important thing is that the fourth business day will be a
Thursday if the first day of the month is a Saturday, Sunday or a Monday. The
probability is therefore 3/7.

Here are some possible related questions:

• An event happens on business day k of the month. We want to minimise
the number of times it happens on a Monday. What k do we choose?
仰。 prefer smaller k if equal probability.)

• What is the probability that the third of January 2011 is a business
day?

• What day of the week should we pick something to happen to minimise
it happening on the fourth business day of the month?

口

口
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Solution to Question 3.l7.Assuming you kaven't left the interview by n
here's the idea-If you spmagain, you clearly have a I/3probability of being
shot, as two out of six chambers are loaded.

What is the probability if you don't spin again? The initial spin must have
taken you to one of the four empty chambers.Only one of these precedes a loaded
chamber.Thus if you don't spin again, you have a l/4chance of being shot-

If you're still sitting there, don't spin again.

Here are some possible related questions:

• How do the odds change if we load three contiguous chambers?
• What if there are three rounds in alternating chambers?

口

s?lution to Question 318.As usual, we cm make this proMem a lot simpler
by USIng symmetry-Wearst divide into the two cases:they have the S m
or dibEGIlt ranks.The probability the second card has the same rank is3/51.
So the probability of different ranks is 48/51.

If they are of different ranks then the probability is 1/2 by symmetry.

So the answer is
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·矶'hat is the probability that the second card has the same suit?
• Suppose one suit is a trump suit. What is the probability that the second

card would 忧at the first card in a trick? (i.e. it is a trump and the 位st

card is not, or it is higher than the first card and in the same suit.)

口

solution叫uest川 19. Th忧e川efi且趾胁i让irs川S

toneι: simpl抄yb均y bad luck, tfIe second best team could play the best in the
first round, and be knocked out.
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Solution to Question 3.20. After we have pulled out one sock, there are three
socks left. Only one of these matches the original sock so the probability is 1/3.

Here are some possible related questions:

1033.3. SOLUTIONS

j(O) = 1 十 j(l).

There are 13ranks of card and 4of each card.The probability of getting an
a single draw is therefore

口

and of two with replacement is

Here are some possible related questions:

• What's the probability I am dealt two aces at Pontoon?
-what's the probability of getting3aces with and without replacement?
-what's the probability of getting an ace and a king without replacement?

1/13,

Without replacement, we need the probability that the second is an ace p-i Vf~n

制 tl叫回 one is. There are 3 aces and 51 cards蛐ω叫t出h毡叫ep时a拍刷刷bil过町1

3 1
51 17

The probability of two aces is therefore

111
→ X →一-

13 … 17 221'

Solution to Question 3.22. Once we place the ant on a vertex, we will reu
to this v毗x as vertex 0, being zero distance from the starti吨 Position Note
that due to ttle symmetry of the cube, the expected number of minutes for the
ant to return is a function of only the distance from this original position, which
of the three vertices of distance one (for example)the ant is on is irrelevant.
Let kn)denote the expected mmber of minutes for the ant to return from a
vertex n units from the starting position， η= 0,1,2,3. We want to find the
value of j(O).

When we place the ant, it will travel to another vertex (taking one minute),
and then be a distance of one from the origin. Thus

3. PROBABILITY

• What if there were n different colours and you pull out two?
."吁!at if there were n different colours and you pull out three?
• If there are 20 red socks and 20 black socks in a drawer, how many

would you have to pull out to be sure of having a matching pair? (the
answer is not 21.)

• There are M teams in a knock-out tournament. How many matches
must be played to determine who wins?

• There are M teams in a knock-out tournament. How many rounds must
be played to determined who wins? (A round means any number of
simultaneous matches with a team in a maximum of one match.)

Solution to Question 3.21. "With replacement" means that I put the card
back and reshuffle the deck before drawing the second time. This means that
both draws are the same (that is they have the same probability distribution) and
are independent of each other.

We can think of a tree with the winner at the top. It has two branches below
it corresponding to each of the semi-finals. Each semi-final has two branches
corresponding to quarter finals. The best two teams will meet before the final if
and only if they are below the same semi-final.

Since the winning teams takes up one of the places in its half, the probability
is 一旦"' if there are 2N teams.2N-l

Here are some possible related questions:

102
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From a distance of one，让 has a 1/3 chance of returning to the origin in one
minute, or a 2/3 chance of taking one minute to travel to a vert侃 whichisa

distance of 2 from the origin. This gives

1 2
f(l) = 一十一(f(2) 十 1).3 . 3

Arguing similarly gives

m)=;川十 1) 十;七扣扫σ叭f只附(
f(ρ3) = 1 十 f(ρ2).

Solving this system of equations gives f(O) = 8.

Here are some possible related questions:

6) Instead of constantly moving, the ant gets tired and rests for one minute
with probability 1/4. wl四 is the new 闪ected time?

6) Repeat the question assuming the ant is walking on a regular tetrahedron.

口

Solution to Question 3.23. Begin by making the obvious assumption that
your steps have a uniform distribution on 土1 ， so you move one meter toward or
away from safety with probability 0.5. We then let f(x) denote the probability
of your survival from the starting position x , that is

f(怡x) = IJ:D( You fi缸n盹1

There are (a创t lea:;创写t) two ways to approach this sort of quest柱ion: recursion and a
martingale approach. We focus on the recursive approach and leave the martingale
as an extension.

As a recursive exercise, the reasoning goes as follows. If we start at x = 1,

we head to safety with probability 0.5 or to a position two meters from safety
with probability 0.5. From the second ou比orne， we survive with probability f(2)
- the process is Markov so it is just as if we had started from this position. We
thus have

f(l) = 0.5f(0) 十 0.5f(2) = 0.5 十 0.5f(2) ，

since clearly we have f (0) = 1 and f (句 =0.
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Arguing in the same manner gives the system of equations

f(2) = 0.5f(1) + 0.5f(3) ,
f(3) = 0.5f(2) 十 0.5f(吗?

f( 4) = 0.5f(3) 十 0.5f(曰 = 0.5f(3).

Solving this system of equations (by hand, it is easiest to start with the final
equation and substitute backwards) we obtain the solution
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As a quick sanity check, the probability of surviving from x = 1 should be the
same as the probability of being eaten from x = 4 due to symmetry, which it is.

Here are some possible related questions:

6) Solve the question using a martingale approach.
6) Extend to an n meter long plank using both approaches.
6) When would you prefer a shorter plank and when would you prefer a

longer one?

口

Solution to Question 3.24. Clearly, one can do this by integration. Here's
a simpler solution. The first thing to do is to phrase the problem in terms of a
two-dimensional event. We pick two independent uniforms x ,y from [0,1] and
the question is what is the probability Ix 一纠三 0.25? In other words, what is
the probability that a pair (x ,y) picked from the uniform distribution on the
square

[0,1] x [0,1]

lies in the set

E = {(x ,y) Ilx - yl 三 0.25} .

We need to identify the geometry of E. This set will be a strip inside [0, 1] x [0, 1] ,
with sides y = x 十 0.25 and y = x - 0.25. Clearly, the complement of this set is
two congruent right-angled triangles. The two short sides of these are of length
0.75. The two triangles together therefore give a square of side 3/4. Its area is
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therefore 9/16. And the answer is
9 7

1 一一=一.
16 16

Note the use of symmetry and 2-dimensional geometry in this probability problem.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Romeo and Juliet both wait x minutes. What is the probability?
• Romeo is twice as keen as Juliet and so waits 2x minutes. What is the

probability?

Solution to Question 3.25. There are a number of ways to do this. Most of
these are tricky and complicated algebraically-However, if we condition on the

right event it becomes easy.

Every person who does not sit in their own seat can do three things. Sit in

seat 1, sit in seat 100 or force someone else to sit in the wrong seat.

If they sit in seat 1, then every subsequent person sits in the correct seat,

and therefore so does the last passenger.

If they sit in seat 100, then the last passenger sits in the wrong seat.

If they sit in any other seat, we are back in the same situation with fewer

passengers and seats.

Consider the last passenger who has a choice. This is a passenger below 100
who has been displaced. Since he is the last one displaced he must either sit in

seat 100 or seat 1.

The answer is therefore 1/2, since the probability of sitting in either of these

two seats is equal.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What happens with N seats?
• An 。而cious steward tries to make displaced passengers sit in seat 1.

He succeeds with probability 0.9. What's the probability of passenger

100 being in the right seat?

1073.3. SOLUTIONS

Solution to Question 3.27. First, we need to transform the condition into
something less opaque. The three pieces will form a triangle if the longest piece
is smaller in size than the sum of the other two. This will happen if and only if
the biggest piece is of size less than a half. Unfortunately, we do not know at
the start which piece will be longest. However, this happens if precisely one of
x and y is less than !' and Ix - yl < !. (If both were in the same half interval,
the longest piece would contain the other half interval.)

As usual when drawing two points, it is best to think of of (x ,y) as a point in
the unit square. We work out the geometry of the valid set in order to compute its
area. The condition that precisely one is less than !, means that if we divide into

• Given the correlation coe血cie附 for the pairs (A ,B) and (B ,C) , what
are the allowable range of values for the correlation of (A ,C)?

• What if the correlation of A and B is x and of Band C is y?

口

口

Solution to Question 3.26. The question is equivalent to asking is the matrix

• What if grandpa comes as well? The first two passengers sit in two
independent seats at random.

I 1 0.9 0.1\
M 工 I 0.9 1 0.8 I

\0.1 0.8 1 J

positive defi皿te (see Question 3.35). This can be done by the methods outlined
in Question 6.9. We choose the last method mentioned. Clearly the upper-left
l-by-l corner of M has positive determinant. The upper-left 2-by-2 corner of M
has determinant 0.19, also positive. Finally, M has determinant -0.316, which
is negative and hence the matrix is not positive definite.

Thus it is not a covariance matrix, and hence it is not possible for A and C
to have correlation coefficient 0.1.

Here are some possible related questions:

3. PROBABILITY106
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Here are some possible related questions:

forα 三 Z 三 b， F(x) = 0 for x < αand F(x) = 1 for x > b.

1093.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:

10 for x 三 0，

JP>(maxxj 三 x) = ~俨 for x ξ(0 ， 1) ，

11 for x > 1.

JP>(U < x) = x,

JP>(max(xi) 三 x) 工JP>(的三 x Vi) ,

= II JP> (Xi 三 x) ，

We now have a program to attack this problem:

• What is the distribution function of an exp(λ) random variable?
• What is the distribution function of a standard Cauchy random variable?
• What is the probability density function of a N(O ,1) random variable?

口

• compute the cumulative probability of a uniform;
• take the nth power;

• di在erentiate to get the probability density function;
• multiply by x and integrate to get the expectation.

Solution to Question 3.29. We want the distribution of the maximum of n
independent uniform random variables.

It is eωY to find the cumulative distribution function of the maximum of n
independent random variables: it is simply the product of the individual ones.
To see this , observe

where the second equality uses the independence of the random variables.

The density of a uniform, U, is 1 between zero and one, and 0 otherwise.
Integrating, we get

for x 巳 [0 ， 1]. This means that the cumulative distribution function of maxxj is
given by

α 三 Z 三二 b,

3. PROBABILITY

f(z)=7L
O 一 α

• What if the second point is chosen to break the longer segment left
after the first point has been chosen?

• What's the probability that the triangle is right angled?
• Suppose we take n points with n > 3. What's the probability of forming

an n-gon?

F(x) = [

刚才(α 三 U(州)三 x) = 仨?

and f (x) = 0 outside this interval. Then the distribution function, F (x) is
given by

The alternative is just to recall the ‘ idea' behind the uniform distribution:
probability is spread uniformly over the interval. Thus the probability a random
variable takes a value in a given interval is simply proportional to the length
of that interval, JP> (x 三 U(α ， b) 三 υ) = k(ν- x) for some constant k and
眨 z 三眨 b. Since JP> (α 三 U(α ， b) 三 b) = 1 we see k = 古 and hence

Solution to Question 3.28. This is a reasonably straightforward question, and
there are two ways to approach it. Firstly, recall the density function of a U (α ， b)
random variable is given by

The set therefore consists of two half small squares, and is of area equal to
one small 叩缸e. The answer is therefore 1

108

four 叩ares of size ~， we are in the top left or the bottom right. Our remaining
constraint says that we are below the diagonal from bottom left to top right in
the top left square, and above the same diagonal in the bottom right square.
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Differentiating the probability density function, we get

TLLCTL-17

for x ε[0 ， 1] and zero elsewhere. Multiplying by x and integrating from zero to

one, we obtain

h叩j) =才l'
and we have completed the first part. For the second part, by symmetry the

expectation of min Xj is
l

n 十 1

Since taking expectations is linear, we have
、 η-1

JE(maxx -i - minx?) =一一一.
飞 J ~~~~~~ ~J / n 十 I

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the 叩ctation of IXl - X2\?

• What is the density of Xl 十 X2?

• What is the expectation of min Xj 十 maxxj?

Solution to Question 3.30. The Cauchy distribution has density function

1 1

1f 1 十 x2

Clearly, the second moment does not exist as we would have to integrate
2Z

1 + x 2

which tends to one as x goes to plus or minus infinity.

It is worth noting that the expectation of this distribution does not really

exist either, as the integral of
Z

1 +x2
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which is divergent as x →∞. The integral from - R to R is zero for any R ,
however, so the integral exists in a principal-value sense and is zero. Note that if
your interviewer is a physicist, he may not get all these subtleties and may even
regard your awareness of them as a negative.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Give an example where the expectation exists properly but the variance
does not exist.

• Do you know of, or can you construct, other densities with infinite
variance?

• If JE[IXl k
] exists, does JE[IXlm] exist for °三 m 三 k? Prove it.

口

Solution to Question 3.31. This question tests your basic understanding of
the definition of a probability density function. Recall

叫:三Fx(x) 工二JP> (X 三 x) ，

denoting by Fx(x) the distribution function of X. Let Y = g(X). Then the
question is to evaluate

川)=王丹(x) = 三JP> (Y 三 x) ,

where fy (x) is the probability density function of Y and Fy (x) is its distribution
function. Continuing, assuming g(x) has an differentiable inverse g-l(吟，

川)=全(Y 三 x)

工二JP> (g(X) 幻)

工二JP> (X 三 g-l(X))

:三Fx (g-l(x))

工力 (g→1叫
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Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the distribution function of Y = g(X)? (This should be obvious
from the above working).

• Can you conclude JE(Y) = g(JE(X))? Give a counter-example. What
approximation can we use instead?

• What is Jensen's inequality?

Solution to Question 3.32. The kth order statistic is the kth smallest value in a
sample of n from a random distribution. Let the random variables Xl ,X 2,… ,X n

be independent and identically distributed. Label the smallest value X(l)' the
next smallest X(2) and so on up to X(n). Then the value of the kth order statistic

is X(时， for 1 :::二 k 三 n.

Let F(z) denote the distribution function of the Xi'S and f(z) the density
function. The question asks us first to determine the distribution of the kth order
statistic, that is

JPl (X(k) 三 x).

To have X(k) 三 x we need to have at least k of the n Xi' s less than or equal
to x. Each of the n independent trials has proba七ility F (x) of being less than
or equal to x , thus the number of trials less than or equal to x has a Binomial
distribution with n trials and probability F (x). That is

JPl (X(k) 三 x) = JPl(at least k successes from a Bi(风 F(x)) distribution)

=LI盯 successes)

nzF-izF\
飞

1
1
1
/

饥
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3
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η
Z
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To find the density function we take the derivative with respect to x:

王川)幻)

= d~ (主剖Gω;)(盯叩刑削川Z功叫训)川川川)川j

立仨罢 (ο;) 川川)川附j
一(n - j)(F(x))J(l- F(x))n-j-lf(x)) 十 ηf(x)F(x)n-l

= 旷(归Z仨 (仅(;仁:1j:D)忡川σ问附附川(怡例附Z吟均训)川γ川)川j

一(仁n勺;丁忻(σF川一盯叩附川川Z吟叫州))γ)户η一j一1) 十忖叫η旷f(x)F仰 1

=斗叫卅卅n旷州州川f贝巾削(μωZ纣l(三三盯1 (n仁r川川η勺γ寸甘;f刀刀卅荆1丁予忻1) (F(x忖忡忡川(σ问问附川川F盯叩刑川(μ例附附Z功ω训)川川)j…)η一j-l
-Er)(F(Z))j(1-m叫叫何时1

Written in this form, it is obvious that the majority of terms will cancel. This leaves

二JPl(X(k) 纠) = (~一川一 1\I f阳仰)l-l(l - F(x))η-kn!

Here are some possible related questions:

• Simplify this if the Xi 's are exponentially distributed.

• Now consider the joint random variable (X(kl)' X(k2))' What is its
distribution function?

口
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Solution to Question 3.33. We'll begin with the more general case of two
independent random variables X and Y with densities j(x) and g(x) respectively.
We start by considering the distribution function of X 十 Y， and condition on

the value of Y:

阳十Y 三 z) = JJl>仙 Y 三 Z补IY=ω训州州川f只的削(ωωνω)

工 f户P町(X 三 Z 一 ω州州川f贝州刷(ωωνω)

due to the independence of the two random variables. To 在nd the density, take a

derivative with respect to z, giving the density as
1'00

h(z) = I j(z - y)g(y)dy.
J-OO

This is called the convolution of the two densities.

In our case, we have
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IId 。 三 Z 三二 1,
otherwise.

The next step is the most important when considering such convolutions. How
do the above restrictions to i附rvals for j (x) and 9 (x) translate to restrictions

on j(z 一 ν) and g(y)? This is n削O侃t very di岳舱cu毗1

We have
11 , z - 1 ~二 ν 三句

j(z _ y) = ) ~J'0, otherwise,

and g(ν) is done in the obvious manner. This gives

rmin杠， l}

h(z) = I 1dy
Jmax乍一 1 ，O}

We must therefore break the integral into separate cases, a situation which is

quite common in these problems.

For z 三 0 ， we therefore clearly have h(z) = 0. For °三 Z 三 1 ，

I'Z

h(z) = I 1dy = 引
JO
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and for 1 < z < 2

hU):f11du:2-z

Finally, for z 主 2， h(z) = 0.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Repeat the question if X and - Y have exponential distributions.
• Derive the density of the product of the random variables X and Y.
• Derive the density of the ratio of the random variables X and Y , X/Yo

口

Solution to Question 3.34. The following information, along with further
details, can be found in [坷， V田A

There are actually several forms of the Central Limit theorem, which formally
is just a weak convergence result in probability. The interviewer is probably just
interested in the most general and well-known result which is what we focus
on here.

This form of the Central Limit theorem involves the average of a sum of
independent identically distributed random variables with finite second moment.
The theorem states that as the number of random variables increases, the aver
age approaches a normal distribution with known parameters. The remarkable
part of this result is that it is independent of the starting distribution of the
random variables.

More formally, let Xl ,X 2 ,… ,X n be a sequence of n independent and
identically distributed random variables with finite mean μand varianceσ2. Let
Sn denote the sum of the random variables, that is Sn = Xl 十 X2 十… +Xn.

Then the Central Limit theorem states that the random variable

Yn 一生三p，n
一

σ飞/饥

converges (in distribution) to the standard normal distribution.
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where

it has variance

1173.3. SOLUTIONS

For further discussion, see [3] , pp.80-82.

Here are some possible related questions:

• How can you te丑 if a matrix is positive definite?

• Give an example of a matrix with positive entries that is not positive
semi-definite.

• Show th瓜 we did not lose any generality by assuming JE(Xi ) = O.

JF(A) = 0 斗 CQ(A) = O.

口

Solution to Question 3.36. Change of measure means just that: changing
the measure. The measure in question might be simply a distribution (say, of
returns), or a measure defining a stochastic process. Changing the measure places
different emphasis on different parts of the distribution, by making them more
or less likely under the new measure. This might mean emphasising paths of
a Brownian motion that have an upwards trend, or making excessive returns

more likely. However there are two golden rules: the new measure must assign
probabilities to the same subsets, and things that were impossible under the old
mem写ure must be impossible under the new measure.

Mathematically a change of measure is can be constructed as follows. Assume

we have a probability space (D,F ,JF) and a positive random variable on this
space with expectation 1, X. We then define the set function CQ : F • [0, 1] by

CQ(A) 工 JE[liAX] =儿 XdP，

The random-variable X is called the Radon-Nikodym derivative and is often

written dCQ/dJF. According to the Radon-Nikodym theorem, for any measure on
(D,F) which is absolutely continuous with respect to JF there exists such a (a.s.
unique) derivative so that the new measure may be expressed in this manner.

The measures JF and CQ are said to be equivalent if JF and CQ are absolutely

continuous with respect to each other. If JF and CQ are equivalent, then we also

for A ε F. Clearly CQ is absolutely continuous with respect to JF, that is

3. PROBABILITY

α=(α1 ， α2，… 7αn)

Since any random variable has non-negative variance, this is greater than or

equal to zero and we are done.

One should really prove that Y has the variance claimed. To see this, observe

that it is enough to consider the case where JE(Xi ) 工 0 ， for all i and then write

out the sums.

atcα?

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is convergence in distribution? What other types of convergence

are there in probability theory?
• Using characteristic functions , prove the Central Limit theorem for

sums of random variables with finite second moments.

• What is Lindeberg's condition?

The key to this problem is the fact that if the random variables

X1 ,X2 ,... ,Xn,

have covariance matrix C then if we take a linear combination of them,

y= α1X1 十 α2X2 十.. .十 αnXn ，

xtCx = o.

Solution to Question 3.35. We have to be slightly careful here: the result is

actually not true as stated. Interviewers often get it wrong! In fact, covariance
matrices are positive semi-detiIlite not positive detklite:the ditTerence is that a

covariance matrix, C, can have a zero eigenvalue, or equivalently, there can exist

a vector x such that

As mentioned, other less well-known forms exist. Lindeberg proved a Cen

tral Limit theorem for independent random variables which are not identically

distributed.

116



Under Q, the process

have the derivative dJP>/吨， which is

dI£D (dQ \-1
dQ\ dJP»

WtQ=Wt - I γ(u)du
JO

is a standard Brownian motion.

Hence Girsanov's theorem has defined a new measure under which the

Brownian motion with drift Wt
Q is a driftless Brownian motion

As an application of change of measure to Monte Carlo, we look at importance

mmpling, as discussed in Section 4.6of [4]·Here our goal is to use change of
measure to reduce the variance of a sample-The idea is that some of the paths
generated have little impact on the final result (usually an expectation), so time
spent generating these paths is essentially wasted.Using importance sampling,

we make paths which have more impact more likely.

1193.3. SOLUTIONS

。二:立 li{风>α}

for °<α< 1. This puts probability 1 一 αon falling in the area where the
option has value. The new measure, Q, has Radon-Nikodym derivative (with

Now consider changing the measure we use. The simulation under the
current measure only gives a non-zero result if we fir山h in the i附rval (α ， 1) ，

so let's change the measure to place more emphasis on the important part of the
distribution, where the option has value. Do this by defining the measure with
density

i 旦‘ o<x< α‘
j(x) 工< ~~~，一---c -,

1仨37α 三 Z 三 1 ，

C =lEIP'μω=才11{Z>α}d

We can evaluate the variance of this estimator in the standard way (note

that lE (li{Uk>α})m = I£D(Uk > α) = (1 一功， m - 1, 2,.. .), and see t扫M

Var(C) 工 α(1 一 α)/n.

where the Uk are independent and identically distributed U(O ,1) random vari
abIes.

The standard method of Monte Carlo simulation would be to simulate n
random variables with a U(O ,1) distribution, count how many are greater than
αand divide by n. If C is this Monte Carlo estimator, then

Let's consider a simple example, which is redundant (the expectation can be
calculated simply without using Monte Carlo methods) but serves to illustrate
the point.

Say the 岳nal value of a stock (in the appropriate risk-neutral measure,
with zero interest rates) is ur曲rrnly distributed on the interval (0,1) , that is
ST rv U(O ,1). Denote this measure by P. Consider a digital option on this stock
which pays 1 if the stock at time T is above a level αε(0 ， 1) and °otherwise.
Let C denote the value of this option, so

3. PROBABILITY

The biggest use of measure changes in derivatives pricing is Girsanov's
theorem.which is used to change the drift of a Brownian motion.Let (九) be
the filtration of (0, F , I£D), and I£Dt the restriction of I£D to Ft. Suppose we have
a positive martingale 元， t ε [0 ， T] with lE[XT] = 1. We then define a new

probability measure Qt on 元，

Qt(A) = lEPt[liAX(t)] ,
where A 巳九 and we use the subscript on lEPt to denote the measure we are
taKIng the expectation under.TKis process is then the Radon-Nikodym derivative
dQddpt-We now present the idea of GirMIlov'S Theorem, see[41 P-556for

the details:

(Girsanov theorem) Let γ be an adapted process sati，功ing certain conditions

and dφne

X t = exp (一:jtMU)|2du十 (t 'Y(u)dW(叶
\ L, )0 JO /

扩EIP' [XT] = 1, then X t is a martingale and d，φnes a new mωsure Q where

dQ
一 = X(T).
dI£D
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• In the above example, show that the expectation under the new measure
still gives the correct result by evaluating it directly.

• Is it possible to perform a change of measure from a normal distribution
to a Poisson distribution? Why or why not?

respect to JP» f(x) , since the old density was 1. Thus

( dJP>\
C=JE峙阳P叫(1与{归胁S

=:云如何 {8T>α})
When we use this in a simulation, we obtain the estimator

么 1 一 α1 二飞 a
V2 = 1"τa石之OJ lL{Uk' >α} ，

k工。

where 仕Ie Uk have density given by f(x). This gives

l(1 一 α?
Var(C2) =石 1 一 αα?

which is smaller than the variance of C if

1 一 α1 一 α
一一一一<一一一，
αα

or for large enough α(Why is this not surprising? Why can't we take α= I?).

As mentioned this is a very simple example, and finding a density to improve
the variance is often tricky. Another standard use is to reduce variance when
pricing out-of-the-money op柱ons. For example, if a call option is stuck at K
with K much bigger than So , the initial stock price, then most paths will finish
out of the money in the Black-Scholes model. We therefore shift measure to
make the drift of the log of the stock price equal to

logK -logSo

σd

to ensure that half the paths finish in the money. The pay-off for each path is
multiplied by the likelihood ratio (i.e. the Radon-Nikodym derivative) to ensure
出at the expectation does not change.

Here are some possible related questions:

121
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f(x) =声叫一(707

to
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• What is the Radon-Nikodym derivative required to change a normal
distribution to a Cauchy distribution?

• Why can change of measure be used only to change the drift, and not
the diffusion of an Itoprocess?

• What is the Radon-Nikodym derivative used to change the stochastic
differential equation

dXt = μ(Xt)dt 十 σdWt

dXt = α(Xt)dt 十 σdWt?

What conditions are needed on this derivative to ensure the change of
me部ure is applicable to these two processes?

Solution to Question 3.37. To calculate JE(X巧， recall that the variance of a
random variable, Var(X) , is given by

Var(X) = JE(X2 ) 一 (JE(X))2.

For the random variable in question, we have Var(X) =σ2 and JE(X) 二 μ

Rearranging the above then gives

JE(X2) =σ2+μ2

In general, the expectation of a function g(X) is given by

问(X)) = 卢(x)川x，

where f (x) is the corresponding probability density function (p.d.f.) for X and
the integral is taken over all possible values of X. Note that the expectation is
only defined if the integral

/μIg(x)lf

Cωon盯ver咆ge臼s. For the random'variable X with distribution N( /-L, u) , the p.d.f. is
given by

3. PROBABILITY120
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and so the second part of the problem is to evaluate

f∞ 1 ( (x 一 μ)2\J
JE(exp(λX)) = I 叫(Ax)丁n exp 卜。~ )d

j一∞ V L，πσ\Lσ/

The important point here is to recognise that this integral can be re-written as
the integral of the p.d工 of another normal random variable, as follows:

lE(exp(川)) = r∞丁去吗(-丰(x2 一切一的z 十 μ2) )伽
J一∞ Vμro\ ~U /

f∞ dx ((x 一 (μ 十 σ2λ)?μ2i(μ 十 σ2λ)2 、
= I -万7expl-72-FTM/

j一∞ V L，1ro \二σ 一/

/σ2λ2\f∞ dx ((x 一 (μ 十 σ2λ)?\
斗p \fLA 十7凡∞百叫一 20"2 )

Now 白e integrand is 由e p.d.f. of a N(μ 十 σ2λ?σ) random variable, and hence

the integral evaluates to 1. This leaves

/σ2λ2\

lE(exp(λX)) = exp lμλ十三一)

Note that one can interpret this function is the moment generating function of

the random variable X.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Calculate the moment generating function for the Poisson random
variable with parameter α， that is the random variable Y such that

Aα ~.k

JID(Y = k) = 气「

• Show 自at if the moment generating function of X is given by M(λ) ，

then we can compute moments by

dnM(λ)l

lE(X乍 dλη1.\=0

• Note th创 if Y is N(O ,1), then X = σY+μ. Calculate the moment gen
erating function of Y and use this to confirm your previous calculation

of the moment generating function of X.

M(x) = JID(X 三 x) = φ (x).
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since f (x) is a density and hence integrates to 1.

The easiest way to evaluate this is to observe that M (x) is almost an odd function.
Recall the definition of an odd function I巾) is one such th瓜 h(-x) = -h(x).
Then if we set 9 (叫 = M(x) - ~ we have

到-z)=M(f)-j

工 1-M伊)一;

二 j -mz) = 一才g例

1盯1览川sing the properties of t由t扫Ie cumulative Gaussian. Recalling that the integral
from 一∞ to ∞ of a product of odd and even (f (x) is clearly even since
f(x) = f( -x)) functions is zero (see extension questions), we then have

:M川)dx 工 l 川一一十一)f(x)dxf:112 . 2
1'00 1 1'00

= I ∞仰)f(x)dx 十~ I ∞ f(x)dx

2'

汇M(x川

Solution to Question 3.38. By ‘M (x) is the cumulative Gaussian function' ,
the interviewer means th挝 if X is N(O ,1), then

There are two ways to approach this question: the easy way and the hard way.
We'll start with the hard way, which is a bit more brute force but won't fail if
you don't notice the subtleties of the question. The problem can be tackled by
standard calculation of an expectation by integrating against a density. Let f (x)
denote the density of X , that is

1 _2

f(x) = 亏是=e 亏 7
V L,1r

then the question is to evaluate
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肝、 - Wt1 ,l号Tt3 一研气2 ，… 7 日ltm - H气m-1

(1) The increments

1253.3. SOLUTIONS

are independent and the distribution of Wtj - Wtj _
1

is given by

Wtj - Wtj _ 1 rv N(O,tj - tj-l).

!!;11 t2 ... t2 I

tl t2 … t m I
(3) Wt1 ,Wt2 ， … 7 日1tm have the joint moment-generating function

B(Ul ,U2 , . . .um)

=叫;(U1 十 U2 十 Um)2 tl +

(2) W t1 ,W t2 ,… ,W tm are jointly normally distributed random variables
with zero mean and covariance matrix

One way to arrive at a Brownian motion is as a limit of a scaled random
walk (see, for example, [16] pp. 83-94).τb this end, consider a sequence of coin
tosses , and define

X无，;严工 11 if th怆览叫ej州灿仕白1川t阳O

v l -1 if the jth toss is a tail.

τhen define M o = °and for k 工 1 ， 2 ， .
k

Mk = 汇Xj

This is a random walk, which moves up or down by one for each unit time step.
To approximate Brownian motion, we need to speed up time and decrease the
distance of each step. Define

~户)=-LMnh
飞In

for integer nt, and for non-integer value of nt interpolate linearly between the
nearest integer points. As we let n →∞ we obtain a Brownian motion. Even
before this passage to the limit, the scaled random walk has most of the properties

3. PROBABILITY

二= x ,

JPl(M(X) 三 x)= JPl(φ (X) 三 x)

= JPl(X 三 φ-l(X))

• Use the definition of odd and even functions to show that the integral
from 一∞ to ∞ of a product of odd and even functions is zero.

• What is the expectation of f (X)?
• Suppose X was not normal, will we always have the same answer for

JE(F(X)) if F is the cumulative distribution function of X?

by the definition of the cumulative Gaussian function. Hence M(X) has a
uniform dist由ution on (0,1) , and it thus has expectation of 1/2.

Here are some possible related questions:

124

3.3.2. Stochastic processes.

Solution to Question 3.39. It's hard to put a limit on how much detail you
can go into for this question (so perhaps ask the interviewer to do so for you).
The basic definition of Brownian motion is (see, for example, [6] p. 92) that l-t号，

t ~三 0， is a Brownian motion if Wo = °and for all s < t we have that Wt 一日G

is normally distributed with mean zero and variance t - s, and is independent of
Wr for r 三 S.

This will probably be sufficient for most interviews, however for completeness
we go into further detail on what could possibly define Brownian motion.

Equivalent descriptions are given in [16] Theorem 3.3 .2. If we consider any

to ,tl ,… ,t m , where °= to < tl <… < t m , then:

Now for the easy way. Clearly M(X) is a random variable on (0,1), but
what is its dist出
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of a Brownian motion (check): if we choose sand t such that 0 三 S 三 t and ns

and nt are integers then

JE(时)一时)) = 0,

v叫时)一时)) = t - s ,

(n)
and the quadratic variation (see Question 3.53) of W{"J is t.

What are some other interesting proper世es of Brownian motion? Unlike our
scaled random walk, which was linear where we interpolated, Brownian motion
is infinitely jagged and has no linear pieces. Related to this is that it is continuous
everywhere, but nowhere differentiable. Also, if Brownian motion crosses a level
α， then it crosses it infinitely many times in an arbitrarily short interval. (Recall

that these properties are said to hold almost surely.)

For a bit of history, Brownian motion is named after the botanist Robert
Brown, who is regarded as having discovered it in 1827. Brown observed
the movement of pollen particles floating in water under a microscope was

quite jittery.

Finally, in higher dimensions we define the k-dimensional Brownian motion

to be a vector of k independent Brownian motions.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is a diffusion process?
• Why is Brownian motion useful in finance?

Solution to Question 3.40. The crucial observation is that our location is a
martingale. Our expected position at any time in the future is our current position.
This extends to our current position at a random time provided the random time
is a stopping time with finite expectation: this is the optional sampling theorem.

口
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Let Xt be the value at time t. It is a martingale. The time of first hitting the
boundary, T , is a stopping time with finite expectation. So X t stopped atγis a
martingale. Its expected value is therefore X o.

Let p the probability of hitting 1000. The expected value at stopping is then

pnununv-i

If we start at 80, we immediately have

p = 8/100,

and the probability of hitting zero first is

(Note: make sure to answer the question asked: the probability of hitting zero. )

To be totally correct we really need to show that the stopping time has finite
expectation and so the theorem applies.

The best reference for these sorts of problems is [19].

Here are some possible related questions:

• Solve the general case: we start at k and terminate at 0 or L.
• What if the prob抽出ty of an up-move is q ε(0 ， 1) instead of 0.5?

口

Solution to Question 3.41. Once we recall the stochastic differential equa
tion for a log-normal Brownian motion, the solution to this question follows
immediately from Ito's formula. Recall that if St follows a log-normal Brownian
motion, then

dSt = p，Stdt 十 σStdWt ，
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for μ， σ> 0 and a Brownian motion Wt. To find the process for the square of

St , let yt = f(St) , where f(x) = 沪， and so

d(St)2 =吁川dSt 十;扩νf"气忖怡w恻(侈队阳刚St创刚't)以)(例d

= 2Std8马t 十(例dSt)户
2

=2μ(St)2dt 十 2σ(St)2dWt + σ2(St)2dt

= (2μ 十 σ2)瓦dt 十 2σ飞dWt ·

Notice that this means yt is also a log-normal Brownian motion. The process St
has drift p缸ameterμand diffusionσ， while the process (St? has dr的 parameter

(2μ 十 σ2) and diffusion 2σ.

The above derivation is the typical way to proceed when faced with this
sort of question. However, since we know the exact form of the solution of St
there is a quicker, and perhaps more intuitive, way to derive the same result. The

solution of the stochastic differential equation

dSt = μStdt 十 σStdWt，

is given by

飞
I
飞
r
i
J

'ru
w

σ十
,
TLV

\II1//
2
σ
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2
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'

/It--\
f
i
J
飞
1
1

pxenu
s-a

(verify this using Ito's formula). From this , it is clear that

(马)2 = S5 exp { (2μ_ (}2) t 十 2σWt} ，

which immediately shows 白瓜 (St)2 is a log-normal Brownian motion with the

mentioned parameters.
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Here are some possible related questions:

• Without further work, write down the stochastic differential equation
for (St户， for positive integer k.

• If Rt is a d-dimensional (for integer d) Bessel process, that is

d-l
dRt=-rdt十 dWt ，

what process does the square of Rt follow? Derive this in two ways
- first by applying Ito' s formula to the above stochastic differential
equation, and secondly by starting with the definition of the Bessel
process as the distance from the origin of a d-dimensional Brownian
motion (see the extension questions for Question 3.48).

口

Solution to Question 3.42. The price still satisfies the Black-Scholes equation.
To see this , check the derivation of the Black-Scholes equation. You will notice
that the form of the payoff is not important, instead it is only important that the
option price is a function of the current time and stock price. Hence for any claim
whose payoff satisfies this condition, the price will satisfy the Black-Scholes
equation, and the only things that will change are the boundary conditions.

It is tempting to answer this question in a similar manner to Question 3.41.
We know th剖 if St is log-normal then vi = S1: is again log-normal, with drift
parame也r (2γ 十 σ2) and diffusion parameter 2σ， where r is the interest 削e and
V the current square of the stock price. Then we could argue the equation on
the call option 0 is given by the Black-Scholes equation using these parameters,
that is

θo 'LJIθ20 / ()θC
37+2σ2V2苟言十 (2γ 十 σ2) V历 - rO = O.

Note that this just corresponds to a change of variable in the original Black
Scholes equation.

It is very easy to go badly wrong on this sort of question: a very important
fact to remember is that S1: is NOT the price process of a t时ed asset; we cannot
treat it the same way we treat St in the derivation of the Black-Scholes equation.
In particular, S1: will not have drift r in the risk-neutral measure.
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Here is a possible related question:

• Demonstrate how to derive the above equation by a change of variable.

口

Solution to Question 3.43. This process is a mean-reverting process. Why?
If the stock price is above μ， then the drift term will be negative, making the
trend of the process downwards , and toward the level μ. If the stock price is
below μ， the drift term is positive and the process again moves toward μ. Thus
whatever level the process is at, the general trend is to head back to the level
μ， and we call this trait mean reversion (with mean level μ). The size of the
parameterαaffects the size of the drift when the stock price is a given level
away from the mean μ. Thus it affects the rate of the mean reversion.

The drift term of the process has no impact on the price of a call option,

since we know that under the correct pricing measure we need the discounted
stock price to have zero drift. This is achieved by changing the drift of the
original process, rendering any initial drift term irrelevant.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What stochastic differential equation does the process X t = S1: follow?
• For the geometric Brownian motion process l'飞 following the stochastic

differential equation

dyt = μ巳dt 十 σ巳dWt ，

what effect do the parametersμand σhave?

• The Bessel process Rt of dimension 3 follows the stochastic differential
equation

d凡 =tdt+d叽

and starts at a position Ro = x > O. Explain what characteristics mean
that this process can never be negative.

口
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Solution to Question 3.44. This is a straight-forward application of Ito's
formula. Let X t = I(St) , where I(x) = log(x). Then

θII {-1 O\ I 1θ2/1
dXt = 万~I_ rt (dSt ) 十一一τ| ι (dSt )2

υ中 Ix=St' V/' 2 fJx 2 Ix=St

: 支护(ωWμ川S
>S';

工附σ帆-Za

=(μ_ ~2) dt 十 σ例

The alternative is to realise
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一
一

马

so

几=队十 (μ-Z)t+σ叽

from which the solution is obvious

Here are some possible related questions:

• Given the above result, write down the solution of Xt , and hence St.
• What is the SDE for (St??

口

Solution to Question 3.45. Odds are the interviewer wants you to show Xt
is a process with zero drift component, by a simple application of Ito's formula.
There are some more technical aspects to the question, but we' II ignore those for
the moment and just address this issue.

To show X t has zero drift, we calculate its stochastic differential equation.
We have X t = g(t , liVi小 where

g(t,x) = cosh(λx)exp(一λ2t/2).
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This gives

δgλ2
一=一'~ g(t,x) ,
δt 2

主 =λsinh(Ax) exp(一泊/2)

and
δ2g

日 =λ2 cosh(λx) eXp(-A2t/2).

Applying Ito's formula we 岳nd

dXt = dg(t ,Wt)

1
= gt(t ,l号Tt)dt 十 gx(t ， x) Ix=WtdWt 十豆gxx (t ,x) Ix=Wt (dWt )

2

=一扫d十 λ sinh(川)仰(一泊/2)州十三Xtdt
飞 2

=λsinh(λ凯) exp(-λ与/2)dWt ，

which shows X t is a process with zero dr的 (all of the 'dt' terms canceled).
Hopefully, this is all that is required of you from this question.

However technically this is not the complete story, and we address the
additional requirement here. If Xt is a martingale, it must satisfy the properties

(1) lE (Xsl九)=见，

(2) lE(!Xt l) <∞ for all t ,

where 九 is the filtration generated by the Brownian motion Wt. These are
known to be satis自ed (see for example [11] p.33) if

Xt 工 Xo + I j(t，W;训Wt ，
JO

and
/ I'T \

lE (I j(t,wt )2dt ) <∞-

We have already seen Xt satisfies

几工局+1'凡
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where j(t,Wt) = λsinh(λWt) exp(一λ2t/2). We need to COl由m the second
condition. Substituting the expression for j(t,Wt) we see
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using the result from Question 3.37. Evaluating this integral confirms the required
condition, and we are done.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Show that the following processes are martingales:
(1 )Xt =W?-t;
(2) yt = wl- 3tWt ;
(3) Zt = exp (σWt-iσ2t)

口

Solution to Question 3.46. There are some further technical considerations,
but in general if such a process is a martingale then the stochastic differential
equation it satisfies will only have a di晶lsion (dWt ) term. The technical consid
erations are only necessary if this condition is satis且ed， so we begin by applying
Ito's formula to 元 = wl. This gives

dXt = 3W?dWt + 3Wt(dWt )2

= 3Wtdt + 3Wt
2dWt .

Since there is a drift term (3Wt ) we can conclude 白况 wl is not a martingale.



口

(10g(2))2g(x) + 210g(2)g'(x) + g"(x) = O.

•
Can you explain in words why 2Wt will not be a martingale?

Solution to Question 3.47. To apply Ito's lemma, we first need to determine
first and second derivatives of the function f(叫= 2x • This is straightforward
once you observe
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P叫(~ ε刊仇叫d伽刊u→) 工λ→训叫￠圳(叫

十寸f才f
∞飞Z巾阳ε 由)

= 1: 1巾)阳 ι 山)

p(~su)=汇p(乒 ulz=z)p(Z ε dz)

=[∞ P酌 zu) 1P'(Z εd们 lOOp瞅浏阳山山)

=[∞ (1 -1P' (W S浏阳 ξ 山)

+1
00

P(W 三浏阳(Z ε 山)

Solution to Question 3.48. Each of Wt and Zt are distributed normally with
mean zero and variance t. Hence we can simplify the first part of this question
by considering the case t = 1, the general case is a straight-forward extension.
Each of WI and ZI are normally distributed random variables with mean zero
and variance one which we denote by Wand Z respectively.

We begin by conditioning on the value of Z in the expression for the
distribution of the ratio:

We then differentiate the above expression with respect to u to find the probability
density function for the ratio, denoting the density of W by 轨

This 岳nal expression, which gives the density of a ratio of two independent
random variables as an integral of their densities, is often (unimaginatively)
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口

Here are some possible related questions:

• What other condition do you need to check if the process has zero
drift?

• Write down two simple martingales involving Brownian motion.
• Show 甜瓜 wl - t is a martingale, both by the method used here and

the ‘standard' method (也瓜 is， show JE[Wl- tlFs ] = W; - s, s < t).

f (x) = 2x = eX log 2.

From here. it is clear we have

f'(x) = log(2)♂ log2 = log(2)2X ,

f"(x) = (10g(2))2exlog2 = (10g(2))22x.
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If we set yt = 2Wt , this immediately gives

1 ,_ , _, , <) _ TXT

d码 = log(2)2WtdWt 十一(10g(2))22Wt (dWt )2
2

= log(2阳Wt 十 ;(hg(2))2写出

Since the stochastic differential equation for }飞 has a non-zero dri白 term， the
process cannot be a martingale.

Here are some possible related questions:

•
Define a new process by X t = 2Wt g(Wt ). Prove th瓜 in order for X t

to be a martingale, it is necessary for the function 9 to satisfy



This gives

Thus we have 阳t 哆 has a standard Cauchy distribution.

d(Xtyt) = Xtdyt 十瓦dXt 十 dXtdyt.
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工去酌矶(去吗十走出)

+dWt(去吗十护)
1 7T TT Wt 7r7 • Wt •.
马山川 -27叫 1 玄Fwh

二支机叫去 ) +d叫去)d(号)

for some Brownian motion Wt.

dWtdZt = ρdt.

口

d-1
dRt = ~dt+dWt ，

Rt = {(时)2 十十 (Wl)2

Show that Rt satisfies the stochastic differential equation.

dXt = O(μ - Xt)dt 十 σdWt ·

What happens asρ 一→ I?

• (Bessel processes). Let wi ,… ,wl be independent Brownian motions.
Define

• Repeat the second question assuming Wt and Zt have correlationρ，

that is

• Prove the first part of the question for general t.
• If instead we are concerned with the product WtZt , derive the equivalent

of the ratio distribution.

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 3.49. The most general form of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process is the mean-reverting process evolving according to the SDE

using dZtdWt = °since the two Brownian motions are independent.

Then, applying the product rule to 号:阴阳)-1 ， we obtain
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=LLzi 叫一年一 Z;}dZ

=jfze碍{_(Z~)2 一二} dz

=~l∞ zexp {_Z2 (二十 D} 山

n» (~ E dU)

fze-czvz=11fqdν

=丢 [e-CfJ ]卜丰

n» (~ E dU) =~叶I

4闻工 f' (Zt同十 jfff(Zt)(dZt)2

1._ 1
=一一→dZt. 十一τdt.ztjb zt

Before we can apply this rule we need to deduce the differential for (Zt) -1 .

Using I怡's formula for f(Z小 where f(x) = x- i gives

T咀he s臼附ωeωωCωond时dp圳 of恤 q甲u瞅e创侃st蚓ti肌Oωni扭s a削nsw叫 b句yu川S

stochastic processes: the d出iffe町rentia挝1 of the product of two stochastic processes is

given by

the second equality due to the even integrand. We then use the observation that

for c > 0,

called the ratio distribution. From here we use the form of cjJ,

136
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Here are some possible related questions:

IE.(W二Wt) = 8.

139
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IE.(W二Wt) = min(8 ,t).

• wl削 is IE. (exp{λ Wt})?

Here is a possible related question:

• What properties of Brownian motion make this answer work?
• If a Brownian motion starts at zero, what is the probability that it is

positive at both time 1 and 2?

Solution to Question 3.52. The question asks us to calculate the probability
density

JPl(W二 ε dylWt = x) ,
with 冈10 = O. We proceed in the usual way when dealing with conditional
probabilities, that is we write the above as

口

JPl(Tf飞 ε dy ， Wt 巳 dx)
JPl(W二 ε dYIWt = x) = 飞 <J'

• • L ~ ~~

/

JPl(Wt ε dx)

Solution to Question 3.51. The crucial aspect of such problems is to think
about the symmetries. Here we have two time steps of equallength. The distri
bution of X(2) - X(l) is equal to th况 of X(l) - X(O) and it is a Brownian
motion, so they are independent.

We must have th况 the sign of X(2) - X(l) is negative which occurs with
probability 1/2. We must also have 出挝

IX(2) - X(1)1 > IX(1)1 = IX(1) - X(O)I·

Since they have the same distribution, this occurs with probability 1/2, and the
answer is 1/4.

Here are some possible related questions:

Given that we initially assumed 8 三 t， we conclude
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• Show that IE.(Xt ) = Xoe-Bt 十 μ(1-e-bnAA

• Show that Var(Xt ) = IE. (X;) 一(IE.(Xt))4 =每 (1 - e-4lit
).

where the finalline uses the independence of increments. Since W t2 - Wit is

normally distributed with mean zero

IE.(W二Wt) = IE. (W二(Ws 十 (Wt - W s))

工IE.(时) + IE. (W二(Wt - W s))

=8 十四Ws)IE.(Wt - W s),

Solution to Question 3.50. This question uses one of the most frequently

used and simplest tricks in mathematics: x 工 Z 十 Y - y. We assume without loss

of generality that 8 三 t. One of the important properties of Brownian motion is

independence of increments: for any t1 ~二 t2 ~二句 ， W t2 - Wh is independent of

Wt3 - Wt2 • Then:
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The SDE is solved by introducing the integrating factor eBt
, and evaluating the

di百配eren臼m创n旧Itωia凶al d (伊eBtX元°t)

d(←eB侃飞叫tXt乌纣) = 0川dt 十 eBtdXt

= OeBtXtdt 十 eBtO(μ _ Xt)dt + eBtσdWt

= eBtOμdt 十 eBtσdWt .

The stochastic differential written above is just shorthand for the equation

eBtXt = Xo十庐山十le俨t二〉eJ~0

and evaluating the fi让rst integral gives the solution

马 = Xoe-Bt 十 μ (1- e-竹十 l' (5eO叫叽
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As mentioned, we know

1( (x 一 ν?) -1

JP>(阿巴 dxl叽 =ν) = V川- s) 仪Pl-2(t-s) 尸

Solution to Question 3.53. The interviewer is looking for evidence you
understand the fundamental relations in stochastic calculus. The statement dt =
(dWt )2 expresses the idea that the 叩are of increments of Brownian motion are
sizable even in the limit, so that when doing Taylor expansion they cannot be

discarded.

1413.3. SOLUTIONS

and consider the function F(Xt ). We proceed as a七ove， and have the same Taylor
series for a small change in F ,

dF . __ 1 d2F . . __ . "
t:t.F = ~.- t:t.Xt 十一一τ (t:t.Xt )三+…

2αx:2

Dropping the arguments for μand σ， we can write a discrete version of the
differential for Xt ,

dXt = μ(t ， Xt)dt 十 σ(t ， Xt)dWt ,

t:t.X t = μt:t. t + (J"ZV磊7

where Z is a standard normal random variable. This implies that

The quadratic variation of Brownian motion grows at the rate one per unit time.

(t:t. X t )2 = σ2Z2 t:t. t 十… 7

where the extra terms are of order great than t:t.t. Since lE(Z2) = 1 and it can
be shown (see below) that the variance of Z2 t:t.t approaches zero as t:t.t goes
to zero, as we move to the limit as t:t. • o the Z2 t:t.t term becomes constant at
t:t.t. This is essentially what is meant by the statement: the contribution in the
expansion from the square of small changes in Wt is like a small change in t.

Another way of viewing the statement is that it is an informal way of saying
(see, for example, [16] pp. 101- 105):

We begin by considering the statement as a statement related to the informal
derivation of Ito's lemma using a Taylor series expansion (see e.g. [5] pp. 243
244). If we consider the non-random function F (吟， then the Taylor series for a
small change in F , t:t.F , is given by

dF . 1 d2F.. ,"
t:t.F = ~t:t.x 十一一τ (t:t.x)三十…dx --- , 2αz"

In the limit as t:t.x • 0, all terms of order greater than t:t.x can be ignored and
we get the (rather obvious) differential for F ,

dF
dF= ~dx.

αx

Now let X t satisfy the stochastic differential equation

3. PROBABILITY

• Suppose the original Brownian motion has drift μ， then what is the

distribution of W s ?
• Generalise this to a Brownian motion constrained such that Wo = Z.

• What is the stochastic differential equation satisfied by the constrained

process?

hence
1 (y2) 1{ (x-y? 1

JP>(W二 ε dyl吼叫:苟言仅P t- 2s JV时- s) 仅P 1.- 2(t -- ~) J

×而侃而)
If (yt - sx)2 1

工 t j2怖。 - s) 仰 1.- 'ts(t - s) J
This shows 出at W二 is normally distributed wi由 mean (s / t)Wt and variance

s(t-s).

Here are some possible related questions:
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We are familiar with probabilities for Brownian motion if we are moving forward,

for example we know JP>(W二 ε dxlWu = ν) ， by the independence of increments
for Brownian motion. We therefore try to express the above in this way, continuing

from the above:
JP>(W二 ε dy) JP>(Wt ξ dxlWs = y)

JP>(W二 εdνIWt 工 Z)=p(Wt巳 dx)



and so

的=汇(Wtj十1-WJ7

JE (Hn) = T

1433.3. SOLUTIONS

口

as the maximum partition interval approaches zero, is infinite.

•
Show that a continuously differentiable function f has zero quadratic
variation.

•
Show that a continuous function with finite first variation has zero
quadratic variation on an interval [0,T]

汇 IWtj十 1 - Wtjl ,

Var ((叽j十1 - W tj )2) =JE (((叽十 1 一风 )2 一(仙一勺) )2)
工JE ((Wtj十 1 - vv;句 )4)

- 2(tj+1 一句)JE ((Wtj十1 - vv;勺 )2) 十 (tj+1 一勺)2

工2(tj+1 一勺)2.

•
Show that for a N (μ7σ) random variable the third moment is zero and
the fourth is 3σ2

•
Use the same ideas to show [W;冯 (T) = 0 and [t, t] (T) 工 O. How do
we typically record these facts?

•
Show that the first variation of Brownian motion, defined as

as de?时. The fourth moment of a random variable with a N(p" 0-) distribution
is 3σ气 This gives

Combining gives

n-1
Var(的)工艺 2(仙一勺)2

三 L 21I II II(tj+1 - tj)

= 211 II IIT,
which converges to zero as IIIIII • O.

Here are some possible related questions:

3. PROBABILITY

[j, g](T) = "l~~ ~ ) ~(f(tj十1) - f(tj ))(g(tj十1) - g(tj)).
IIIIII→0 仨:

JE ((Wtj+1
- Wtj )2) 工 tj十1 - tj ,

for a partition II.

This is clearly a random variable, and our goal is to show this converges to a
random variable with mean T and zero variance as IIIIII 一→ O. By the properties
of Brownian motion, we have

We prove a related result that the expectation of the variation across a
partition is always t and that the variance goes to zero as the size of the partition
goes to zero. Let

For a function f with a continuous derivative, the quadratic variation [f, f] (T)
is zero so quadratic variation is not usually considered in ordinary calculus.
However, Brownian motion is nowhere differentiable and quadratic variation is

important.

Our original statement can be rephrased as [W,W] (T) = T. We have to be
a little careful in that with the standard definition of quadratic variation, this
statement is NOT true. It is true, however, if we restrict to certain partitions, see

[14], page 21.
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What does this mean? The quadratic variation of a function f(t) over the
interval 0 < t < T is defined as

[j, f](T) 工!~~ -')丁f(tj十1) - f(勺)]2 ，
Ilnll→0芦 d

where 0 工 to < t1 <… < tn = T , II = {to ,t1 ,… ,in} and IIIIII
maxj=O,...,n-1 (tj十1 - tj) is the largest of the partitions. For any two functions
f ,g , we can de自ne the cross-variation via



Solution to Question 3.54. Potentially, this is a very involved question with
much high-level mathematics in stochastic theory. However the interviewer is
probably not interested in these details, and so we present here an informal
version of the proof of I tO 's lemma.

We begin by giving a statement of the lemma. Let X t be an Ito process
satisfying the stochastic differential equation

dXt = μ(t ， Xt)dt 十 σ(t ， Xt)dWt ,

where Wt is a Brownian motion or Wiener process. Let f (t ,x) be a function
which has a continuous first derivative in t and a continuous second derivative in
x (note this can be extended to functions with an absolutely continuous second
derivative). Then the stochastic differential equation for the process 1:♀ = f(t ,Xt)
is given by

θfθf {, ""{T \ ~1 ""{T 1θ2f {, ""{T \ { ~l""{T \ 2
(3.1) 圳工~~ (t ,Xt)dt 十一(t ， Xt)dXt 十一 ~~J2 (t ,Xt) (dXt)'l,.

θX \ v ,~~"J~~~" I 2 a山

Using the rules of stochastic calculus

this becomes

/θfδf {~ ""{T \ I 1_2δ2f \
叫= \ m(仙)十 μ(t ， Xt)瓦(仙)十三σ(WF(叭) ) dt

δf
十 σ(t ， Xt)茄(t ， Xt)dWt .

We proceed to answer the question by giving an informal derivation of the proof
of this statement, using Taylor's theorem. The arguments of the functions have
been dropped for clarity. Writing f (t ,x) as its Taylor series in t and x gives

θfθf 1
1θ2 f I L_\2df = 万Jdt 十百二dx 十 2页豆(dx) 十(] ((dt)2) 十(] ((dx)3) .

We then replace the dx terms with the differential for Xt , noting that this will
result in the higher order terms being zero according to the rules of stochastic
calculus mentioned above. 咀lis immediately gives the result stated in (3.1).

The interviewer is likely to ask for justifications of the rules of stochastic
calculus. See Question 3.53 for more discussion of these.

1453.3. SOLUTIONS

口

As mentioned this ‘proof' omits many details of a more technical nature.
however it does g阳忖ive a flavo创ωu叫I

i妇s looking for. For more detail, see [11] Section 4.1 or [6] Chapter 5.
Here are some possible related questions:

•
What is the Itoisometry? Prove that the relationship holds for piece-wise
constant functions and continuous 臼nctions.

•
What are some other properties of the Ito integral?

•
What sorts of quantities can integrals be defined against?

(dt)2 = dWtdt = 0,

3. PROBABILITY

(dWt)2 = dt ,
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CHAPTER 4

Interest rates

4.1. Introduction

The area of interest rates, specifically interest rate options, usually requires
the most complicated quant work. The main reason for this is that an interest
rate derivative depends on the yield curve, which is a one-dimensional object, as
opposed to an equity or FX option which depends on a zero-dimensional object:
the stock price or FX rate.

Since these options are fairly complex, for entry-level jobs detailed knowledge
of interest rate pricing is rarely expected. However, if the job you are applying
for is on an interest rate options desk, you would be expected to demonstrate
some real interest and understanding of the topic.

It is therefore worth taking the time to understand the most common interest
rates (e.g. forward and swap rates) and also the most commonly used model, the
LIBOR market model (LI\位t1 or BGM).

The LIBOR market model is not too di面cult to understand, but there are
many subtleties regarding implementation. One of the best ways to understand
the model is therefore to implement it yourself. A good place to start is by trying
Computer Project 11 in [6].

Some introductory books containing chapters on interest rates models are

• "The Concepts and Practice of Mathematical Finance" by Mark Joshi,
[6]. This contains a chapter on forward rate agreements and swaps and
a chapter on the LMM but does not discuss short rate models.

• "Financial Calculus," by M. Baxter and A. Rennie, [1]. This contains
an overview of the main short rate models.
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4.3. Solutions

Solution to Question 4.1. To answer this question we only need to remember

the formula for a forward rate. From Section 13.2.2 of [6] we have

QUESTION 4.7. Under what conditions is the LIBOR market model (LMM

or BGM) Markovian?

1494.3. SOLUTIONS

0.976 1

f(0.5 ,1) =0.909 品
1- 0.5

= 14.6%.

P(tl) = 1=0.976,
1 + 0.5 x 0.05

P(t2) 工」 JI 〈(工 0.909.

The forward rate from time 0.5 to 1 is

口

口

Here are some possible related questions:

• If the six-month rate is 6% and the one-year rate is 5%, what is the
forward rate from six months to one year?

• What relationship on zero-coupon bond prices must be enforced to
avoid negative forward rates?

t = 100 ln(2) /r

Recall 出at ln(2) 用 0.7 and we have the approximation.

Here is a possible related question:

• Derive the rule using an annually compounding interest rate. For what
values of r will the approximation be accurate?

Solution to Question 4.2. The answer to this question becomes clear once it
is in mathematical form. Our bank account starts with $1 , how long will it take
to have $2? Using the continuously compounded interest rate r

2=1吨{工tl
\100-;

We rearrange to 自nd

4. INTEREST RATES

4.2. Questions

• "Interest Rate Models - Theory and Practice," by D. Brigo and F.
Mercurio, [2] , has a good broad discussion of interest rate modelling.

• "Interest Rate Models: An Introduction," by A. Cairns is a good book

at the introductory level.

旦~l~ _ 1

f(t17t2)=J二 tI7

where f(tl' t2) represents the forward rate from time tl to t2· Similarly P(h)
is the value today of the zero心oupon bond expiring at time tl. Using the given

interest rates we can work out the value of the bonds

QUESTION 4.5. A bond has annual coupon payments. Derive the formula to

convert yield volatility into price volatility.

QUESTION 4.6. What are the two main classes of interest rate models? Explain

the difference between them.

OUESTION 4.1. If the six-month forward rate is 5% and the one-year forward

rate is 10%. wl刚 is the forward 附 from six months to one year?

OUESTION 4.2. Given a savings account with continuously compounded
interest rate T, why is the time fof the money to double approximately equal

to 70/γ?

QUESTION 4.3. How do you go about pricing an interest rate swap?

QUESTION 4.4. Why does it matter whether interest rates follow a mean

reversion process?
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4. TINTEREST RATES

Solution to Question 43.An interest rate swap allows one investor to swap
goating interest rates to axed rates.Its price is entirely modelmindependent and

can be calculated by simply present valuing the future payments-

Take a set of dates TO < T1 <… < Tn. The fixed part of the swap involves
making n payments at times T1,… ,Tn based on a pre-agreed swap rate SR.

The present value of these payments is

三二 SRTiP(凡1) ，

where 伫 =T.半1 - Ti , which is usually 0.25 or 0.5 ye缸s， and P(Ti) is the value
May …Ici--couponbond 侃pi问 at time Ti. For the floa问巾 we have
payments on the same dates based on the forward rate L for the period;its

present value is

三二 JiTiP (丑十1)

To calculate the swap rate, SR, we simply equate the two payment streams so

that the swap will have zero initial value. The swap rate is

SR= 汇ωiii ，

where

十
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Here are some possible related questions:

• Wh况 is :2二;1二Jwt equal to?WtMi附rpretation of the sw叩 rate does

this suggest?
-Would a quant ever price a swapusing an interest rate model such as

the LffiOR market model?

口

4.3. SOLUTIONS 151

Solution to Question 4 .4. There is strong economic theory and evidence
that interest rates follow a mean reversion process. If interest rates are high the
economy slows down and the demand for money decreases, pushing interest
rates back down. As interest rates decrease the economy becomes more active
and the demand for money increases, pushing interest rates back up. A rule of
thumb regarding whether a quantity is mean-reverting is whether you expect it to
be in the same range roughly 100 years from now, if you do, then it must have
some sort of mean reversion. Financial models are designed to capture market
behavior, so if the market behaves in a mean reverting way then a good model
will capture this feature.

A big difference between the interest rate models known as short rate models
and models for the equity market is that in a short rate model the drift matters.
The reason for this is that the short rate is NOT a tradeable asset so if the drift is
mean-reverting it will affect derivative prices. However, if the drift of a stock is
mean-reverting it will not affect derivative prices since drift never affects prices
of equity options; see Question 2.27.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Which do you think is more important, a model which returns current
market prices or one which captures the market's dynamics? Discuss.

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of modelling interest rates
as normally distributed rather than log-normally distributed?

口

Solution to Question 4.5. As the volatility for a bond is often quoted as yield
volatility instead of price volatility, it is necessary to be able to convert from
one to the other. To derive the formula we start with the price, P , of a bond,

which is simply the sum of all future coupons Ci and the principal A returned
at the end suitably discounted

P= 2:二八卢 υ+ r:;--;-主



Solution to Question 4.6. There are arguably three main classes of interest
rate models, the two most common are short rate models and market models

with the third being Markov functional models.

dP 会
7=-D草dYn'

Assuming that the yield is log-normally distributed it will follow a process

similar to

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the duration of a zero-coupon bond?
-What bounds hold on the duration of a bond for sensible market values?

口

1534.3. SOLUTIONS

学 =μjdt+ σj叫j). .(4.1)

The volatility σj is chosen to price the caplet on the jth forward rate correctly.
So calibration to the current yield curve and the at-the-money caplet market is
automatic as the model is consistent with Black's formula.

One of the main issues with short rate models is that the dynamics are not
compatible with the standard market prices from Black's formula. This makes
calibrating the model，岳ttingαand (3, to the market very difficult. Usually one
has to calibrate to only a portion of instruments and then minimise the error of
the other instruments.

Another issue is that at a particular point in time the set of attainable yield
curves is one dimensional (however, two-factor models do exist). This can simply
be too limiting for most exotic interest rate derivatives. For example, products
which derive their value from the changing shape of the yield curve will not be
priced very well using a short rate model.

An advantage of short rate models lies in their implementation, which is
often done on a lattice resulting in fast pricing. Lattice methods are ideally
suited for early exercise products (see question 2.55), giving short rate models an
advantage over the necessary Monte Carlo implementation of a market model.

For more details on short rate models see [2].

Market models specify a process for observable quantities (unlike short rate
models) such as forward rates or swap rates. For example in the forward LffiOR
market model, dynamics for the forward rates Ii are

Short rate models specify a process for the unobservable continuously
compounding interest rate r , for example

dr = α(r， t)dt + (3 (r,t)dWt ,

which then implies dynamics for the money market account

即附) 工叫l扑t:kγ叫仰(

P阶ri此ce创s of market instruments such妇1 as caplet归sa缸re t出he∞n derived from the money
market account.

4. INTEREST RATES

当旦 =σydWt
Yn

Using this we can substitute it into the equation above obtaining

dP
l歹工 D*σνYndWt.

Therefore the price volatility of a bond will be given by the modified duration

multiplied by the yield volatility multiplied by the yield to maturity

σp=D*σνYn'

where Yn is the bo时's yield to maturity. We can differentiate the price with

respect to the yield, obtaining

I -1 {二飞 iCi nA \ II-==--'，十… II dYn'
dP= I 五百怡(1 + Yn)i I (1 十 Yn)n) J

The term inside the round brackets divided by P is blown as the duration of
the bond, D , which is a measure of how long on average the bond owner needs

to wait to receive cash flows. Substituting 由is in we have

dP -D
一一=一一一--dνn'
P 1 十 Yn

We can make a further simplification by using the modified duration D非工

D/(l 十 ν川， giving
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Here are some possible related questions:

dx(t) = λ(t)dWt .

155
4.3. SOLUTIONS

separable. Let σi (t) denote the volatility function for a particular LIBOR rate.
If the volatility can be written as

口

内 (t) = 叫× ν(t) ，

then it is said to be separab1。.we have that u4is a LIBOR specitic scalar and
v(t) is a deterministic function of time 出况 is common ωall LIBOR r瓜es.

平e 口BOR market model is阳町叫r Markovian i叫eB川nian m删O创ti妇on
ce it COl阳lS state-dependent创ts However, these can be approximated
g sche…es such as p时ictor-corrector to make the rates functions of the

nderlying increments only across a single step.

Note 阳白e que创创st阳 i扫s poorly worded in that asking whether something is
Markovian only makes m terms of what it is allowed to be a function of.Thm
LIBOR叫(et r则el is alwa)

Here are some possible related questions:

@Why is separability of the volatiiity function important for the LBOR
market model to be Markovian?

• Is stochastic vol BGM Markovian?

4. INTEREST RATES

• Explain how you would implement a short rate model.
• Under the terminal measure, explain why the drift in equation (4.1) is

not equal to zero for all j. Derive the expression for the drift.
• Give an outline of the main steps in pricing an interest rate derivative

using the LIBOR market model.

Solution to Question 4.7. 咀lis is a di面cult question and would only be asked
to experienced quants. However, below is a brief explanation of the main idea.

If we ignore drifts, a sufficient condition for the LIBOR market model to be
Markovian in the underlying Brownian motion is that the volatility function is

To obtain option prices using a Markov functional model it is only necessary
to keep track of this underlying Markov process, meaning they can be priced
using a lattice. They also allow for easy calibration to market prices as there is
freedom to chose the functional form of the model.

Similarly with short rate models, the assumption that the space of yield
curves attainable at a given time is expressed by one or two random factors can
be too simplistic to give good prices for exotic instruments. See [12] for more
details on Markov functional models.

The set of attainable yield curves is high dimensional, depending on the
chosen dimension of the Brownian motion Wt , which makes market models
more suited to exotic products. The high dimensionality comes at a cost, market
models need to be implemented using Monte Carlo, which makes them much
slower than short rate models.

For more details on market models see [6].

Markov functional models were designed to incorporate some of the good
features of both short rate models and market models. The idea is to have market
rates and instruments as a function of a low-dimensional Markov process x
where
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CHAPTER 5

Numerical techniques and algorithms

5.1. Introduction

In this chapter, we look at programming-style questions which are not tied
to a specific language. These tend to be of three main sorts:

(l) algorithms for organizing and sampling data, for example, questions
about sorting are of this type;

(2) questions around computing a specific· number; a routine to write a
numerical integrator is typical;

(3) brainteasers related to programming; make two robots crash together

using a limited language.

Some questions are, of course, a mix of types.

The problems in this chapter are unlikely to go away even if the relative

trendiness of computer languages does change. We present most of the solutions
in C++, since it is the language in most common use for quant roles at the time
of writing.

5.2. Questions

QUESTION 5.1. Write an algorithm to carry out numerical integration. How
might you optimize the algorithm?

QUESTION 5.2. Suppose an asset takes values from a discrete set Vj and the
probability of Vj is Pj. Write an algorithm that produces the random variable for
this asset from a uniformly distributed random variable.

QUESTION 5.3. Write a program to compute Fibonacci numbers.
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QUESTION 5.13. Write a routine to calculate n factorial.

OUESTlON 5.14. You are given a matrix with the property that every row is

inmising and every column is increasing A number, Z7is known to lie within

the matrix, give an efficient algorithm to locate it.

OUESTION 5.1 5. A vector v of integers has N elements. Everηyelemen时1吭t i始s i讪n

t舱h怆1览e (ωi卢…10优圳叫dω) rang咎eOtωoN 一-1. W阶阳ri挝t臼e an a电19o创rit恤hm 伽制td岱et阳e臼rmin阳e创sw咄het阳 a削n町y

number is duplicated. You do not need to preserve the array. The algorithm can

be sketched rather than written in code.

QUESTION 5.16. Write a routine to do linear interpol瓜ion.

OUESTION 5.4. Given 9999 of the first 10,000 numbers, write a routine that
is e面cient in memory and computation time to find which number is missing

QUESTION 5.5. Write an algorithm to 扛lcrement the date by n days. (Robust

against leap years and non-leap year centuries.)

QUESTION 5.6. How can we e值ciently exponentiate a matrix?

QUESTION 5.7. Code up a histogram maker.

QUESTION 5.8. Let f(x) = sin(x)/x. Write code that returns the value of

f(x). I want 抗 to be well behaved 白 everywhere!

QUESTION 5.9. The Grandma problem is that if the first of 100 passengers
sits randomly on a plane, and every other passenger sits in their seat if it's free,

and at random otherwise, what is the probability that the last passenger sits in
his own seat? W由 C++ ∞de (or pseudo but as C++ as you can) to run a Monte

Carlo simulation that finds the probability.

QUESTION 5.10. Write an algorithm which, when given an array of random
real numbers (positive of mgative), aIlds thc subarray whose sum of elements

is maximal.

QUESTION 5.11. Suppose I claim I have a routine that can sort n numbers in

O(n) time. Prove me wrong.

QUESTION 5.12. Use the raridO function to randomly permute the integers

between 1 and 100.

>

1595.3. SOLUTIONS

return x*x;

II put your function here

5.3. Solutions

QUESTION 5.20. Given th瓜 a stock price at time T is N (100,1), you want
to price a digital call struck at 110 by Monte Carlo simulation. What will happen
if you do this? Improve the method.

• Go 1 unit left
• Go 1 unit right

• GOTO line XXX
• If there is a parachute at your current location, GOTO line XXX.

Solution to Question 5. 1. We present a solution in C++. We integrate a given
fixed function F.

QUESTION 5.19. Write a routine that sums the numbers in the nodes of a
tree. Nodes can have two branches, one, or none.

QUESTION 5.18. 卫NO robots are parachuted on the integer line at the same
time. When they land, they each drop their parachutes, then execute the code
programmed by you. Each robot must have identical code. Each line of code
takes one second to execute. Each line of code can say

QUESTION 5.17. A submarine starts at some point on the integer line; it
moves a constant number of integers each turn. Once a turn you can lob a missile
at some point on the integer line. Can you give an algorithm that will hit the
submarine in a finite number of turns?

Write code to make them collide.

double IntegrateF(double a , double b , int N)

f

double F(double x)

f

5. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND ALGORITHMS158
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口

return result;

1615.3. SOLUTIONS

口

• Suppose N is very big, how would you get a faster algorithm?
• How would you test this algorithm?
• Give an algorithm to generate a uniformly distributed random variable

from an integer random number generator.
• What is your favourite integer random number generator?
• What problems can arise when using random number generators?

while ( u > p[i])

f
u-= p[i];
+十1;

int i=O;

return v[i];

>

Essentially, we want to find the first i such that the cumulative up to i is
bigger than u. Rather than computing all the cumulatives, we instead subtract
the probability of each event until we get something sufficiently small.

Note that the timing of this algorithm is O(N) where N is the number of
possible events. The memory usage is constant.

Here are some possible related questions:

double Simulate(const MyArray& p ,
const MyArray& v ,
double u)

Solution to Question 5.2. We present a solution 坠 C忡. We use a simple
array class from the xlw project but you could use any reasonable vector class.

>

f

5. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND ALGORITHMS

result *=工ength;

• What is the order of convergence?
• How could you tell if the routine has converged?

• What functions would it fail on?
• Implement the trapezium rule.
-What is your favourite integration procedure and how does it work?
• How would you design the code so that the function name is not

hard-coded?

for (int i=O; i < N; 十+i)

result +=F(a+(i+O.5)*le丑gth);

double result=O.O;
double length= (b-a)/N;

using more pre-computations.

Here are some possible related questions:

a+(i+O.5)*le丑gth

This routine implements one of the simplest possible numerical integrators.We
divide the interval into N pieces of equal size, take tIIe value at the mid-point
of each sub-interval, sum them and then multiply by tbe length of the interval.

Note that we have multiplied by the length once at the end, rather than
ry iteration of the loop. In general, when opti日llzing we want to do as

many computations outside the loop as possible.This f011tine could be further

optimized by simplifying the expression
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Solution to Question 5.3. The first and quickest way to implement Fibonacci

numbers is by recursion.

int Fib1 (int N)

f
if (N <=1)

return 1;

return Fib1(N-1) + Fib1(N一 2) ;

>

This is a terrible solution! Why?

If we run this with a reasonable value of N , it will take forever to return. The
reason is that we compute the same Fibonacci number over and over again. For
example, Fib(30)computes Fib(29)and Fib(28)?but then Fib(29)computes
it again.This gets worse and worse as we gethIrttler below 30.In this case,

recursion is an attractive trap.

How can we avoid all this recomputation? One solution is simply to compute

upwards, storing the numbers as we go.

int Fib2(i丑t N)

<

std: :飞rector<int> v(N+1);

v[o] = 1;

v[l] = 1;
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return v[N];

>
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The main downside of this is that we use more memory; in fact, the program
is linear in memory usage. Since Fibonacci numbers grow exponentially this is
a small problem - the number will be huge long before we use much memory.
However, we can achieve constant memory usage by realizing that it is only the
previous two numbers that matter:

int Fib3(int N)

f
std::vector<int> v(3);
v[O] = 1;
v[1] = 1;
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return v[到% 3];

>

Here are some possible related questions:

• Do you think that recursion is a useful technique?
• Is it possible to compute Fibonacci numbers in constant time?
• How could we avoid reallocating the memory for an array each time

the routine was called?

口

Solution to Question 5.4. Clearly, theJ:ie are many ways to do this. One easy
way is to sort the array and then scan through until a gap is found. However,
sorting is an 0 (n log 叫 operation so this will not be fast. A second approach is
to define a second array of booleans all set to false. We then set each element to
true using its index in the array as a number is found. We then scan through and
find the one false one. This is 0 (n) in time but also 0 (叫 in memory.



>

i丑t FindMissingInt(const std::飞rector<int>& numbers)

f

A method which is O(n) , but e面cient in memo吼 is to add all the numbers
together. The sum will be too low by the missing number.

1655.3. SOLUTIONS

if (m! 工2)

return false;

if (d!=28)
return false;

return false;

if (y % 400 == 0)
return true;

if (y %4 > 0)
return false;

if (y % 100 > 0)
return true;

The problem is fiddly because of the rules regarding the 29th of February.
These are:

• It exists in leap years.

• Aye盯 is a leap year if the ye盯 is divisible by four, unless it is divisible
by 100, in which case it must be divisible by 400.

So 2000 was a leap year, but 2100 is not.

Since we are not required to be e俑cient， we add one day, n times. IT we
are not on the last day of a month that is easy. If we are on the last day of a
month, we need to check for leap years. IT we go over the end of a month, we
increment the month, and the year if necessary.

bool IsLeapDayNext(int y , int m, int d)
f

>

void AddOneToDate(int &y , int &m , int& d)
f

5. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND ALGORITHMS
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int r= total-x;

• How do you prove the formula for the sum of the first N numbers?
(Gauss could do this when he was five.)

• How big can N get before this routine breaks?
• What about the other approaches?

return r;

int x=O;

Here are some possible related questions:

for (unsigned long j=O; j < numbers.size(); 十十j)

x += numbers[j];

int N = numbers.size()+1;
int total = N*(N+1)/2;

Solution to Question 5.5. It is worth checking whether they want an e面cient

routine or just something that works. For this one, they probably will not care

about e而ciency.
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if (d < lengths[m-1]) {十+d; return; }

if (工sLeapDayNext(y， m ， d))

<
十+d;

return;

>

d=1;
十+m;
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>

void AddToDate(int &y , int &m , int& d , int N)

<
for (int i=O; i < N; ++i)

AddOneToDate(y ,m,d);

>

Here are some possible related questions:

• Suppose we need a faster routine. What changes would you make?
• Suppose we needed a f:ωt routine, but we could use as much memory

as we liked, how would we do it?

口
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Solution to Question 5.6. This one is nastier than it looks in that the problem
is still an area of active research. There is even a paper entitled "Nineteen
dubious ways to compute the exponential of a matrix," which was republished
and updated after 25 years, [9]. We therefore content ourselves with some
discussion of the problem.

First, let's define the problem. Analytic functions of matrices are de自ned via
power series. For a matrix A, this means
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We therefore have a simple way to compute, just keep taking powers of
A and add until things get small. We can use the error for IIAII to bound the
operator norm of the error. The main problems with this approach are ine面ciency

and problems with round-off error. If the entries of A are initially large, the
powers may results in very large numbers being divided by other very large ones
and the result may converge to the wrong answer.

How else can we proceed? If the matrix is diagonalizable, then we can write

A= PDpt

with P the matrix of orthonormal eigenvectors and D diagonal. This means that
ppt = I. So

A3=PD3pt?

and
exp(A) = Pexp(D)pt .

The exponential of D is easy, we just take the exponential of diagonal elements
and we are done. Unfortunately not all matrices are diagonalizable, although all
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f

Solution to Question 5.7. Here's a simple solution in C++:

1695.3. SOLUTIONS

十十BucketContents[k];

BucketContents.resize(numberOfBuckets);

for (int i=O; i < values.size(); ++i)

f
int k =

static_cast<int>(floor((values[i]
- minValue)/bucketSize));

>

BucketLefts.resize(numberOfBuckets);
for (int i=O; i < numberOfBuckets; ++i)

BucketLefts[i] = minValue + bucketSize*i;

• Can you suggest more sophisticated algorithms for bucket locations?

double bucketSize = (maxValue - minValue)
/(numberOfBuckets-1);

double minValue =
*std: :min_element(values.begi丑()， values. e丑d()) ;

double maxValue = *std::max_eleme丑t(values.begi丑()，

values.e丑d()) ;

The main subtleties are in choosing where to place the buckets. This is done by
taking the leftmost point to be the minimum value and the left-hand-side of the
rightmost bucket to be the maximum value.

We assign a given value to a bucket simply by dividing its distance from the
minimum by the size of a bucket. Note that this is a constant time algorithm but
relies heavily on the fact that the buckets are of uniform size.

Here are some possible related questions:

>

5. Nill在ERICAL TECI-剧IQUES AND ALGORITHMS

An = I:: cjAj

j<n

An immediate consequence is th瓜 exp(A) can be written as a polynomial in A
where the coemciGIlts of the polynomial depend only on A's eigenvalues.One
ωn then either compute the coefficients, or by looking at values 如 spec比

matrices deduce them.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the minimal polynomial, and how is it related to the character

istic polynomial?
• How would you compute si叫A)?

• If A is a general matrix, prove

cos2 (A) 十 sin2 (A) = I.

void MakeHistogram(std::飞rector<double>& BucketLefts ,
std: :飞rector<int>& BucketContents ,
const std::飞rector<double>& values ,

int numberOfBuckets)

we must have

real symmetric matrices are. If the matrix is known to be diagonalizable then

this method is fine.

What else can we do? One solution is to use the Cayley-Hamilton theorem.
This states that a matrix always satisfies its own characteristic polynomial, p.

The characteristic polynomial is defined via

p(λ) 工 det(λI -A) ,

and is an nth order polynomial, by definition the eigenvalues of the matrix are
卢s roots. One solu阳1 is 韧。fore toωnpute the polynomial and since

p(A) = 0,
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So

We then take

f(x) = 汇(-1)jJ主

1715.3. SOLUTIONS

for (int j=O; j < NumberOfSimulations; ++j)

f
for (int k=O; k < NumberOfPassengers; ++k)

int numberSuccesses =0;
std: :飞rector<bool> seatTaken(NumberOfPassengers);

Solution to Question 5.9. Here's a simple solution:

口

#i卫clude <cstdlib>
#include <cmath>
#include <vector>

double SimulateGr臼ldma(int NumberOfPassengers ,
int NumberOfSimulations)

fe一叭 for x> 0,
g(x) = <= '

l 0, otherwise.

The function 9 is smooth, positive for x > °and zero for x < 0. With a few
simple manipulations ¢ can be constructed from g.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Complete the construction of 功.

• How would you compute (cos(x) - 1) / x2?

• How do you think sin is implemented in computers?

This begs the question of how to construct such a ¢. It can be built up from
simpler functions. Let

f

return rand()/static_cast<double>(RAND_MAX);
>

double GetUniform()

f

口

5. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND ALGORITHMS

• If we allow non-uniform buckets, how would you assign a number to a

bucket?
• Modify the routine so its stores the mean value of numbers in a bucket

as well as the number of items in a bucket.
• Do a two-dimensional analogue.

sin(x)
¢(x)f(x) + (1 一￠(z))-z一·

sin(x) =艺(-1)ji生!

This is a well-behaved convergent power series. One solution is therefore simply

to use this power series.

The main issue is that for x large, you may need a large number of terms
nd floating point round-off problems may destroy the accuracy of the answer.

A solution is to use the power series for Z small, for example for |z|less than
1e-4、 since powers beyond 4 will then be too small to contribute, and the usual
sin function from the standard libra巧， otherwise. The main issue is that then you
may get a discontinuity at the transition point: this will reflect the inaccuracies

inherent in any floating point implementation.

A standard way to transit between two functions is to use a bump function
仇This a smooth function which is 1 near some point (in this case zero), always
between zero and one, and zero more than some chosen di阳ce from 出at point.

Solution to Question 5.8. The issue here is that f has a removable singularity

at zero. In particular, we have

170



return static_cast<double>(numberSuccesses)
/NumberOfSimulations;

口

Here are some possible related questions:

1735.3. SOLUTIONS

double maximum = -1e100;
double left = 0;

• What do you think the computational complexity of this solution is?
• Can you find an algorithm with lower complexity?
• How would you assess how well converged your simulation is?
• How might you test the routine to be sure that it worked correctly?

Solution to Question 5.10. The key to this one is to observe that if you can
scan from the left and reach a cluster of numbers that makes the running sum
negative then that cluster will never be part of the maximal subarr可. This means
that you can start anew after it. So we can scan from the left, summing as we
go, keeping a note of the maximal sum so far and its location. If we ever go
negative, we start again.

This is called Kadane 's algorithm. If you are asked this question in an
interview and decide to admit to having seen it before, you will gain by being
able to name the algorithm.

We present C++ code using classes from the xlw project.

Note the extensive use of static_cast: if we divide integers fractional parts
will be discarded; we also do not want warnings about converting doubles
into integers.

The algorithm is pretty simple. We put passenger zero in a random seat. For
each subsequent passenger, we test to see if his seat is taken , if it is not we fill it,

otherwise, we draw a seat number at random from the number of vacant seats.
We then scan through until we have found the number of empty seats equal to
the random draw and then 岳11 it.

MyArray Kadane(const MyArray& input)

f

>

while (seatTaken[m]) ++m;

for (int 丑=0; n<seatNumber; 十+丑， ++m)

<

while (seatTaken[m])

int m=O;

+十日1 ;

seatTaken[m] = true;

f
else

if (!seatTaken[l])
seatTaken[l] = true;

int seatNumber = static_cast<int>(
(NumberOfPassengers-l)

*GetUniform()) ;

5. NUI\伍RICAL TECHNIQUES AND ALGORITHMS

if (!seatTaken[NumberOfPassengers-1])

十+numberSuccesses;

>
>

seatTaken[k] = false;

seatTaken[firstSeat] = true;

int firstSeat = static_cast<int>(GetUniform()
*NumberOfPassengers);

for (int 工=1; 1 < NumberOfPasse丑gers一 1; ++1)

<

>

>
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double right = 0;

double currentMax =0;
unsigned 10丑g currentLeft=O;

for (unsigned 10丑g currentRight = 0;
currentRight < i丑put.sizeO;

十十currentRight

f
currentMax 十= input[currentRight];

if (currentMax > maximum)

<
maximum = currentMax;
left = currentLeft;
right = currentRight;

>

if (currentMax < 0)

<
currentMax =0;
currentLeft = currentRight+1;

>
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return results;

>
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Here are some possible related questions:

• What will happen if all entries are negative?
• What do you think should happen if all entries are negative?

口

Solution to Question 5.11. There are two operations to consider: swapping
elements and comparing elements. We will show th瓜。(nlog叫 comparisons

are required.

The key is to observe how many different starting configurations are possible
and then look at how many of these can be eliminated by a single compar
ison. If we have elements that can be in any order then clearly there are n!
possible configurations.

Using a comparison on a set of k possible configurations can divide it into
two subsets one of which must have at least k/2 elements. This means after M
comparisons, there must always be one of at least

η!

2M

elements. We need this number to be less than or equal to 1. Taking logs

log(n!) - M log 2 三 log 1 = O.

Rearranging,
log(n!)

M> 一一一一.
一 log2

To finish we need an approximation to log(r川 The standard approximation is
Stirling's series:

logr例 ~;log间十 (Z-D10gZ-Z+O(Z一

The r function is related to factorial via

r(n 十 1) =η!

'口的iggest term in the 侃pansion for large n is clearly n榕 so an order n
algorithm cannot exist and we are done.



int k = rand() % (n+1);

int temp = data[丑] ;

whi工e (一卫> 0)

<

std: :飞rector<int> randomPermutation(int n)

f

1775.3. SOLUTIONS

return data;

data[n] = data[k];
data[k] = temp;

>

Note that we generate a random number in the range 0 to n by taking rand 0
modulo n 十 1. This is almost correct but not precisely so. The reason being that
unless RAND_民AX is divisible by n 十 1 ， the numbers in the range 0 to RAND_MAX

modulo n 十 1 will occur one more time than those which are not. For n small,
this is not really an issue but to be strictly correct, we should discard returns
from ra扭I丑1川de) which a缸Ie in the range RAND…_M阳4仙AX 一η附* RAN阳Dω幽m白幽幽幽

d函iv川is时ion时1) and r陀edraw.

The algorithm relies rather heavily on the fact that rand () is truly random
which is a dubious assumption for many implementations of C++. This is doubly
the case since it is the lowest bits, which we are using, that are often the most
unreliable.

We should really show that the algorithm is correct: it must generate all
possible permutations and they must all be equally likely. Recall that there are
n! possible permutations. It will therefore be enough to show that the algorithm
generates n! different permutations with equal likelihood.

To see this, observe that our 岳rst draw random draw is from the range 0 to
n - 1, the second from 0 to n - 2 and so on. The total vector of random draws
therefore has n! different values and they are all equal likely. We need to show
that each of these leads to a different permutation and we are done. Suppose
two sequences are equal for the first k draws and different in draw k 十 1. Draw
k 十 1 will determine the n - k element of the array and this will be fixed by
the remainder of the algorithm. Since the two sequences agree up to draw k and
differ in k 十 1 ， this means that the two permutations will differ in this entry, and

are distinct.

>

Here are some possible related questions:

@Do you know m C(nlog70 algofithm to do sorting?q
-What other algorithms can you prove lower bounds on complexity for?
-What is a heap?How would you represent it in memory?What do

heaps have to do with sor柱ng?

5. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND ALGORITHMS

口

#include <cstdlib>
#i丑clude <vector>
#include <ctime>

II initialize vector
std: :飞recto主<int> data(n);
for (int i=O; i <丑; 十十i)

data[i] = i;

Solution t05.12.There are multiple ways to do this-For example, one could
generate 1川stinct random num抽bers叫hen sω则叫Oω创川r此削t川t出hel川h凶川k阳问叫eω叫e叩咿p抖i阳n

of their original positions. However，出at would take 0 (n) extra memory and

O(n log n) extra time since 出瓜 is the complexity of sort.

In fact, it is possible to solve the problem without using any extra memory m
linear time.We present a simp1e solution sometimes called the "KIllIth shume,"

which has also been attributed to DurstGIltld and to Fisher and yates.We loop

;伽L旺}fO阴O
i恒s no bigger in initial index than i让t. We do allow exchange with itself, since a

permutation may fix some elements.
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>

>

return answer;

1795.3. SOLUTIONS

We therefore scan the top row from the top right to eliminate right hand
columns. We then proceed similarly for the bottom row, the right hand column
and the left hand column. We keep on going until there is only one element left.
Note that the algorithm is order n where n is the number of rows.

We present C++ code using classes from the xlw project.

口

Solution to 5.14. The key to this one is to note that if an element is bigger
than x , then all elements to the right or below are also bigger than x. Similarly,

if an element is less than x , all elements to the left or above are also smaller
than x.

• How would you compute binomial coefficients efficiently? (Pascal's
triangle)

• Do you prefer recursion or loops?
• Which would run faster?
• What is Stirling's formula?
• Suppose we want the answer exactly but it is bigger than the largest

int , what would you do?

民yArray FindNumber(const NEMatrix& input , double x)

f

Note that we have made the return type double rather than int: the largest
int is generally around 2E9, and it does not take a very large n for the factorial
function to be bigger than that.

If one wanted a truly fast factorial function , a good solution would be to
create a class that stored the values for n from 0 to say 69, and then simply
passed back the value requested. Note that 70 factorial is bigger than lE100 , so
it is a reasonable cut-off point, or one could compute the cached values up to
the largest number that does not give a float overflow for doubles.

Here are some possible related questions:

5. NUMERICALτ 'ECHNIQUES AND ALGORITHMS
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• How would you test correctness?
• How would we randomly arrange objects of an arbitrary type?

• Implement the method that uses sorting.
• Adapt the code so it works even when n is a large fraction of RAND_MAX.
• Suppose we had a random number generator that returned numbers in

the range [0,1) , what difference would 出at make?

Solution to Question 5.13. We present two solutions

Here are some possible related questions:

return n*FactorialRecursion(n-1);

if (n ==0)
return 1.0;

The first is a simple naive loop. The second uses recursion which is neat but not

necessarily fast.

178

double FactorialRecursion(int n)

<

double FactorialLoop(int 卫)

<
double answer =1.0;
for (int j=2; j <=n; 十十j)

answer*=J;
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unsigned long top =0;
unsigned long bottom = i丑put .rows 0 -1;

unsigned long left = 0;
U丑signed long right = input.co工urn丑sO-1;

while ( top != bottom I I left != right)

<
II first scan top row to see
II how many columns can be removed at right

while ( input(top ,right) > x)

一 -right;

II scan bottom row to see
II how many columns can be removed at left

while ( input(bottom ，工eft) < x)

++left;

II scan right column to see
II how many rows can be removed at top
while ( input(top ,right) < x)

十+top;

II scan left column to see
II many how rows can be removed at bottom

while ( input(bottom , left) > x)
--bottom;

>

MyArray result(2);
result[O] = top;
result [1] =工eft;

return result;

>
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Here are some possible related questions:

• What will your routine do if the number is not present? How would
you robustify?

• Do you think this algorithm is optimal?

口

Solution to Question 5.15. There are a number of ways to do this one. Each
solution will have different pros and cons. Generally, the question is whether to
optimize memory or speed, and also whether the solution is robust for large N.

The easiest way to do this is simply to sort the array and then check that the
element in place i is i. However, using a general sorting algorithm is overkill
since it does not use any of the special structure of the problem, and is of
O(N log N) complexity.

Another simple algorithm is to allocate a vector of booleans and set them
all to false. You then loop through setting the value for each number you 自nd to
true. If there are no duplicates every element will be true. This is O(N) in both
time and memory.

Here is a simple solution which is fast and uses no extra memory other
than a couple of ints. It does rely very heavily on the special structure of the
problem, however.

bool rearrange(std: :飞rector<int>& input)
{

for (size_t i=O; i< input.size(); ++i)
whi工e (input [i] != i)
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input[tmp]=tmp;

>

return true;

>

We loop through. If the element in place i is wrong, we swap it with the
element in the place where it should have been. If that element is already correct,
there is a duplicate and we are done. We keep on doing this until the element in
place i is correct. This algorithm is O(N) in terms of computational time. To
see this observe that after each swap operation carried out, another element is in
the correct place. 币lis means that only N of these operations can be carried out.
If there are no duplicates then at the end, the array will be sorted.

Since there are N elements in the array, it is impossible to do be仕er than
O(N) complexity in time.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What if the elements were in the range 0 to M with M > N?
• Do you think that time or memory is more important?

口

Solution to Question 5.16. We will assume that we are given two arrays
which tell us the value of a function f on a collection of points x. We shall
assume that the two arrays are of the same size and that the x coordinates are
strictly increasing. We also have to decide what to do if the desired point lies
outside the range; for our solution we extrapolate.

There are really two parts to the problem. We first need to identify which
two x values straddle the point. Second, we need to interpolate the values at
those two points. The standard way to find the appropriate x values is to use
binary search, since this has log complexity for a sorted 缸ray.
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double Interpolate(const std:: 飞rector<double>& xs ,

const std::vector<double>& fofx ,
double x)

f
std: :飞rector<double>::const_iterator it

= std::lower_bound(xs.begin()+1

,xs. endO ,x) ;
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--it;

std: :飞rector<double>::const_iterator

it2 = fofx.begin()+(it-xs.begin());

double xl = *it;
double fxl = *it2;
++it;
十+it2;

double xr = *it;
double fxr = *it2;

double theta = (x-xl)/(xr-xl);

double fx = (1.0-theta)*fxl+ theta*fxr;

return fx;
>
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Solution to Question 5.17. We first rephrase the question more mathematically.
For some pair of integers αand b, the position after n turns is

α 十 nb.

• How would you implement the lower bound algorithm yourself?
• If the x values were evenly spaced, could you do this faster?
• Do you think extrapolation is the right solution if x is outside the range?
• Do a bilinear interpolation algorithm.

口

Here are some possible related questions:

• What if 矶 b are allowed to be reals but the missile has a blast
of size ε> O?

口

• The code above assumes that the two robots have the same orientation ‘

that is th句 agree on the leftwards direction. Is the problem solvable if
they might not?

• What if the robot's parachute lands separately? You can assume that its
parachute is closer than the other robot and its parachute.

• Is the two-dimensional analogue of this problem solvable? What about
more than two dimensions?

• Relate this problem to testing a linked list to see if it contains any loops.

5.3. SOLUTIONS

-Solution to Question 5.18.There are many variants of this aoating around;
1t seems to ue more popular in coding interviews, for example at MicrosoiL than
at quant interviews. It叩

id叫倪 i扫s tωO move slowly until you realize the other robot is ahead ofyoi
and then move quickly.We can go slowly by taking one step back for every two
steps forward. We arbitrarily start by going left.

o left
1 right
2 left

3 if (parachute) goto 5
4 goto 0
5 left
6 goto 5

5. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND ALGORITl岳1S

The set of all possible pairs (α ， b) is Z x Z which is a countable set. We
can therefore find a 叫uence of pairs (αn ， bn ) which visit all the points on this
set. (For example, go clockwise around squares centred at the origin.)

Now suppose at time n , we lob a missile at

αη 十 nbn ·

E αη=αand bn = b, then this will hit the submarine. Since we are trying all
possible pairs, this will eventually happen.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What ifα ， b are required to be rationals but not integers?

184

The STL algorithm lower_bound returns an iterator pointing to the first element
of a sorted range which is greater than or equal to a given element. It uses binary
search. Since we want a pair of neighbouring elements, the first smaller than
x , and the second bigger than it, we start our search one past the beginning
and then decrement the answer. If x is bigger than the entire vector, we will
get the end of the vector, that is one after the last element, so we decrement an
extra time.

Once the two elements have been found, we compute the fractional distance,

(), and use this to interpolate the function values.

Here are some possible related questions:
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Solution to Question 5.19. The easiest way to do this is by recursion. Clearly,
the solution will depend on how we represent the tree. One simple solution is
that it is a collection of nodes which contain a piece of data, and pointers to two
other nodes. If a node is not present then the pointer points to zero instead.

Here is a typical header file for a tree node class

#ifndef TREE_NODE_H
#define TREE_NODE_H
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};

double GetSum(const TreeNode& top);

#endif

Note, however, that we would really need a lot of ancillary code to handle
creation and destruction of nodes, but here we present a minimalist solution that
would suffice for answering this question.

Our solution does not handle the null case that the tree is empty, but that
could be dealt with by having the tree live inside a class which takes care

of emptiness.

The e邵阳st way to traverse the entire tree is to use recursion. The sum will
be the value at the top plus the sum of the values for each of the two nodes
below it if they exist. A simple solution is therefore:
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double GetSum(const TreeNode& top)
<

double value = top.data;

if (top.Left !=O)
value += GetSum(*top.Left);

if (top.Right !=O)
value += GetSum(*top.Right);

return value;
>

Here are some possible related questions:

• Modify the solution so it handles the empty case.
• The solution above uses recursion, can you do it without?
• Write a full tree class that includes all the creation, destruction and
部signments.

• What is a red-black tree?

口

Solution to Question 5.20. The fundamental problem here is that virtually all
paths 自nish out of the money. The probability of a ten standard deviation move
is tiny; according to EXCEL, it is 7E - 24. The value of this option is therefore
almost zero, and run a naive Monte Carlo simulation for any reasonable number
of paths and you will get zero.

However, there are techniques to cope with such problems. The simplest is
importance sampling. We want to evaluate the integral

Jj(80十物)dz
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CHAPTER 6
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QUESTION 6.3. Find the closed-form solution of the Fibonacci sequence.

QUESTION 6.2. What is

lim (飞/x2 十 5x - x)?
x一→+00飞/

6.2.1. General.

Mathematics

6.1. Introduction

6.2. Questions

QUESTION 6.1. A lighthouse x miles off the coast of a straight, infinitely
long beach revolves at one revolution per minute. How fast is the beam moving
along the beach when the beam is y miles from the point on the beach nearest
the lighthouse?

Ultimately, a quant is an applied mathematician. It is therefore common to
ask general mathematics questions to test those skills. In this chapter, we present
such questions which do not fit naturally into the chapters on probability, option
pricing and numerical analysis. Often very basic high-school-type questions are
asked: if you get these wrong then the interview is over. Others are more subtle
and may require a trick or simply high level mathematics. You will certainly be
expected to be comfortable with complex analysis, including Fourier transforms,
and linear algebra.

We have divided the chapter into general questions and calculus questions.
We include detailed references for the tougher problems.

5. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES AND ALGORITHMS

with μ= 10.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Do you think μ= lOis optimal?
• Can you get an analytic formula for the price?

• Could you use stratified sampling here?

2z
e 2 坦二 _II 伊
一一一一一文-二二 e 2 r-

K二且三
已 2

¢(z)
ψ(z)

It is useful to compute the value of this:

and f is zero for z < 10. We therefore letφbe the density of a normal random

variable with mean 10, and write the integral as

j ￠(z)f(80 + z)一一ψ(z)dz.
ψ (z)

We now draw z from the distribution of N(10 ,1) , and multiply the pay-off on

each path by

188
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QUESTION 6.8. What is an inflection point? What is the coordinate of the
inflection point of the cumulative distribution function of a N(Jt,O") random

variable?

QUESTION 6.9. What is a positive-definite matrix? What properties does a
positive-definite matrix have?

QUESTION 6.10. Given the matrix

A=[~ 叮-3 5

find a matrix M , such that A = M 2• Now find a matrix C such that A = CTC.

QUESTION 6.1 1. Let AI ,A2,… ,An denote a permutation of 1,2，… ?η.

Show that the product (AI - 1)(A2 - 2) ... (An - n) is even when n is odd

QUESTION 6.12. Prove Liouville's theorem - that is that a function which is
differentiable and bounded on the whole complex plane is constant.

QUESTION 6.13. wl四 is the Fourier transform of sin(x) , co巾) ?

QUESTION 6.14. If f (z) is analytical and bounded, prove that f is constant

QUESTION 6.15. How do you approximate exp(x) and ln(x)? How big is
the error of the approximation?

QUESTION 6.16. Does 2:二汇1η-1 converge? Why not?

QUESTION 6.17. Transform the Black-Scholes equation into the heat equation.

6. MATHEMATICS
1916.2. QUESTIONS

f(1312)dz

21
1

/
2

叫;2
付

dy?

主(古-;r ，

6.2.2. Integration and differentiation.

司 1

QUESTION 6.18. wh况 is the derivative of f(x) = XX?

QUESTION 6.19. Compute

QUESTION 6.20. Derive, from first principles, the derivative of

g(x) = eCo巾)

QUESTION 6.23. Evaluate

QUESTION 6.21. Differentiate f(x) = xlog(x).

QUESTION 6.22. What is f log(x )dx?

QUESTION 6.24. What is

QUESTION 6.25. What is the value of f~oo e-x2 dx?

QUESTION 6.26. Evaluate

and

(Hint: use contour integration.)

旦土豆> e 2
2

2 十 2n?
2 十:三γ

'一一

已α 十 eb

QUESTION 6.6. What is greater: ♂ or 'ire? Prove it, mathematically.

QUESTION 6.7. What is

QUESTION 6.4. How would you determine 'ir by Monte Carlo simulation?

QUESTION 6.5. Show

190
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6.3. Solutions

6.3.1. General.

Solution to Question 6.1. Let y denote the position of the beam on the beach
from the point on the beach nearest the lighthouse. Let B denote the angle the
beam makes with the straight line connecting the lighthouse and the point on
the beach nearest it. The question asks usωfind y 工密， where t is time in
minutes. From ordinary calculus, we have

dy dy dB
dt dB dt

We are told the lighthouse does one revolution per minute, and can make the
obvious assumption that it is rotating at a constant speed. This gives

dB
dt = L/Tr.

From the description, it is clear we have y = x tan(B) and B = arctan(νIx).
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and hence 自nally

2= 2刊…S肥山e

=2贺刊xs优ec2 ( arctan ( 旦II
\\XII

n x2 十 y2
= L，Jr一一一一一，

Z

using sec2 (η) 工 1 十 ta丑2(η).

Here are some possible related questions:

• How fast is the velocity changing when the beam is y miles along the

beach?
• Assume now the light is on top of a ship moving parallel to the beach

at a constant speed s. How fast is the beam moving along the beach

now?

口
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Solution to Question 6.2. To solve this problem, we manipulate the limit
with the goal in mind of expanding the square root as a Taylor series:

』∞(v9十 5x -x) = 且∞ (xR-x)
工 X~oo(X(R-1))

=出 G(叮-1) )

f'(x) 工 jα(1 叫)一叫

which gives

f"(x) = 主α2(1 十 ω)…m

f(x) = 1 十 ;α叶。(泸)

as a Taylor expansion about x = O. Applying this to our limit we see that

A(Jhb-z)=Jh(j(1+;忻州-1))
:如G 十 O(y)) = ~

Here are some possible related questions:
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Solution to Ques柱on 6.3. The Fibonacci sequence, f(n) is defined by

11, for n = 1,
f (n) := <1, for n = 2,

I f(η-1) 十 f(n - 2) , for η 主 3.

As it stands, this is a tough question. You need tωo r，妃ec∞ognis臼et由hi扫s i扫s an example
of a linear r臼巳ωcu旧rren肌1比C巳叫ua剧挝ωon f(仰例η叫) 工 Af(仰n 一 1) + Bf(仰η 一 2勾)， n 三 2. These

equations have solutions of the form
~n ~n

f(n) = ?一.，/./27
Xl 一 :£2

where Xl and X2 solve x2 = Ax 十 B. Since in our case A = B = 1, we have

1 十V5. 1- V5
Z1=-3-mG Z2=-3一-

This gives the closed form of the sequence as

(1 + V5)η 一 (1- V5)n
f(n) = )g(均 -23)=2n 一

ηlis is known as Binet's formu缸， and the value Xl is sometimes referred to as

the golden ratio.

Fingers crossed you won't be asked this question directly, as it requires quite

specific knowledge about linear recurrence equations. If instead you are given

the closed form and asked to verify if satisfies the definition of the Fibonacci

sequence, how should you proceed? Induction is the easiest way. First verify

the base cases for n = 0 and n = 1. Now assume the relationship holds for all

n < k , does it hold for n = k?

f(k) = f(k - 1) 十 f(k - 2)

=在(z?-14-1) 十去(z?~2斗)

工为川十 Xl) 一去云护Z吨2忡一

= 去护护(归叫Z坷?卜一 Zd均矶2引弘),?

where the last equality is justified since Xl and X2 solve x2 工 Z 十 1 ， which can

easily be checked. This concludes the inductive proof.
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Here are some possible related questions:

• Show
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• The Lucas numbers satisfy the relationship
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for n 工 1 ，

for n = 2,
for n > 3.

Verify by induction that the closed form solution is given by

叶(平)\(平
)η
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Solution to Question 6.4. The general principle here is that we can 自nd the
area of any set by computing the expectation of the indicator function of the
set after enclosing it in a square (or cube). That is we find what proportion of
points drawn from the square at random lie in the set.

We compute the area of a circle with radius 1/2 centred at (1/2 ,1/2) and
multiply by 4, since the area is given by

A 工作γ2

To compute the area, repeatedly draw pairs of independent uniforms from
[0, 1] x 队 1] ， and measure what fraction land inside the circle (that is, if your
uniforms are Ul and U2, check that (Ul - 1/2)2 十 (U2 - 1/2)2 三 1). This will
converge to 作/4 瓜 a rate of n- l / 2 by the Central Limit theorem.
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7r log e ~三 e log 7r,

CD Are convex functions always differentiable?
CD Are convex functions always continuous?
CD If the mid-point of every chord is above the graph, does this make the

function convex?
CD Do the problem using the inequality of arithmetic and geometric means.

197

f (x) = (log x) /ι

6.3. SOLUTIONS

, 1 -lOll X
ff(z)=znb

y=2十一旦口?
2 十:三"2

'一一

CD What is e
'/，叫

CD What is the value of e?

then what we really have is

口

y=2 十?
y

Multiplying through by y gives the equation y2 - 2ν- 2 = 0, and applying the
quadratic formula gives the possible solutions y = 1 土-13. Clearly the original
equation has only one solution (think of the intersection of the graphs f(ν) 工 U
and g(ν)=2 十 力， which one do we choose? From the defi巾巾a缸缸n挝副1让i

see ν> 2, and so we conclude y = 1 + -13. The extra solution occurred because
we multiplied by y to create the quadratic form.

Solution to Question 6.7. This is an example of a continued fraction. The
key to this problem is to recognise the repetition in the equation. In other words,
if we set

or

This is equal to zero for x 工叭 and less than zero for x > ιSo f is a decreasing
function on (e ， ∞) and ♂ is bigger.

Here are some possible related questions:

We need to show that it is decreasing, so check its derivative:

It is now a statement about the function

6. MATHEMATICS

口

CD Do you think this a good way to numeric~~ly 叩proximate 何?

CD Prove that the rate of convergence is n-
lj 气

CD What is Monte Carlo good for?
CD How would you approximate 7r if you had to find it to 100 decimal

places?

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 6.6. This is a nasty transcendental equation. Our best
hope is to find a way of rearranging it so that e only appears on one side and
7r on the other.When confronted with nasty powers, taking logs to simplify is

often a good plan.

Taking logs and rearranging, e1f ~三7re if and only if

Solution to Question 6.5. The key to this question is to recognize that it is a
statement about convexity. A function is strictly convex if and only if the second
derivative is positive, equivalently if and only if the chord between two points
on the graph lies above the graph.We are asked to prove the latter condition for

the special case that the point is the midpoint of the interval.

We check the second derivative. Let f(x) = eX so f"(x) > 0 and the answer

is immediate.

Here are some possible related questions:

196
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咀lis gives

1996.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:

-M.

Most often in quantitative finance, we are only concerned with the case where the
matrix is a covariance matrix, in which case the matrix is real and symmetric.

A real symmetric matrix is a covariance matrix for some set of random
variables if and only if it is positive semi-d，φnite. The "semi" refers to the fact

z*Mz>O.

This is the most common definition of a positive definite matrix. However it
may be useful to use an alternative, equivalent, definition. If M is a Hermitian
matrix (a matrix is Hermitian if it is square and equal to its own conjugate
transpose - for a matrix with only real entries, this is equivalent to being square
and symmetric), then M is positive definite if and only if either

• Mh出 only positive eigenvalues; or
• All the following matrices have positive determinant:

- The upper-left l-by-l corner of M
… The upper-left 2-by-2 corner of M

• What are the inflection points of the N (μ?σ) density function (trick
question)?

• What are the inflecti∞ points of g(x) = sin(kx)?

口

Solution to Question 6.9. There are several equivalent definitions for a
positive-definite matrix, which must be a square matrix. We will state the most
common definition, and note a couple of useful equivalent properties. For a
matrix A , we will denote by AT its transpose and by A* its conjugate transpose.
Recall that if A has entries Aij , 1 <二 t 三 n， 1 三 j 三口， then its transpose
has entries AI; = Aji and the conjugate transpose is formed by first taking the
transpose and then the complex conjugate of each entry.

Let M be a n x n matrix. Then M is positive definite if for all non-zero
vectors z ε <en we have

口

6. MATHEMATICS

• What is

Here is a possible related question:

P"忡

(一与业) =0,

x= μ-

We need to check the second derivative changes sign at x = μ. The exponential
term is always positive, so the only term affecting the sign of the second derivative
is (x 一 μ). This is positive for x > μand negative for x < μ， so the second

derivative changes sign and we are done.

州:中expt(707

F(Z)=Ltxp(-V2)du

Solution to Question 6.8. An inflection point, or point of inflection, is a
point on a curve where the sign of the curvature (concavity)changes.To and

inflection points of a function j (吟， note th瓜 it is necessary to have j" (x) = 0
However this condition is not su面cient， and we must further check that the
second derivative has changed sign at this point, rather than just touching zero.

Recall the cumulative distribution function of the N(p" (}) random variable

is given by

198
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that zero eigenvalues are allowed, and thus there are vectors such that

xtMx = 0,

but non-negativity is still required.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Are the following positive definite matrices?

(a)

、
、
••,,

b
i
·
飞

(~ n

Solution to Question 6.10. Denote our matrix M by

M= (α: j
e d I

We then have that M 2 is given by

M2 一 [α2 + be αb 十可|
一 lαc 十 cd be 十 d~ J

Setting M 2 = A gives the four equations

α2 + be = 5 ， αb 十 bd = -3,

αc 十 cd = -3, be 十 d
2

= 5.

The second and third equations give -3 b(α 十 d) and -3 = e(α 十 d)
respectively, which gives b = e. This reduces the problem to the three equations

5=α2 十 b27-3=αb 十 bd， 5 = b
2 十 d

2
.

The first and third give a2 = d2 , so we take α =d= VS=-百. Inserting this

into the second gives

7
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so we see b must be negative. This is an important observation, since to solve
the above equation we will square both sides, creating a second positive solution.
Squaring the above and using the quadratic formula gives

b2 一旦生一

2

To kl叫 αand d r叫 we take b2 工 j ， so b= 一在 Thus the 时ution is

r 3 1 1

M= I 气产|
L v2 V豆 j

We now consider the second part of the problem, finding a matrix e such
that A = eTc. Let the matrix e be given by

c= L: ~]9 h I
The matrix eTc is then given by

r e2 十 f2 eg + fh 1eTc = I G T J__ G~ T
~ ':: I

I eg 十 fh g2 十 h2

This time setting eTc = A gives only the three unique equations

已2 十 f2 二二 5,
eg + fh = 一3 ，

g2 十 h2 = 5.

With three equations and four unknowns we clearly do not have a unique solution.
This means we will have one free variable, which the value of the others will be
expressed in terms of. However there is no need to go to this length of generality.
The question asks us to find a matrix e , so we can assign any value to one of
the variables and see if we can find an appropriate matrix.

Clearly the easiest way to do this is to set one of the variables equal to zero,
so we choose f = O. Immediately we have e =士V5， and again with the theme
of only n时ing one 时ution we take e = V5. The second equation then gives
g= 元， and 配 final 叩ation gives h = 土去 Thus 0川

[5;l



口

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 6.11. We begin by recalling some rules regarding

subtraction and multiplication of odd and even integers:

2036.3. SOLUTIONS

Solution to Question 6.12. The following is based on the proof in [17] , pp.
184-185.

口

Let I be the function in question, th瓜 is we assume I (z) is differentiable
on the whole complex plane and II(z)1 三 M for some constant M.

We then need Cauchy's estimate. Cauchy's estimate states that if f is

differentiable on the open disc Iz - zol < R , and II(z)1 ::; M for Iz 一句|与 γ，
0< r < R , then

II(n) (zo) I::;吧!?
r'b

• Define holomorphic and entire functions.

• What are the Cauchy-Riemann equations, and what is their significance?
• What is Cauchy's integral formula?

• Prove Cauchy's estimate (use a generalisation of Cauchy's integral
formula).

• State Cauchy's residue theorem.

for all integers n 三 O.

For us this gives, with r arbitrary,

If' (zo) I 三旦
T

However since I is differentiable on the whole plane and r is arbitrary, we can
let r →∞. With I' (zo) independent of r this gives

If' (zo) I= O.

This holds for all Zo and hence I' (z) = 0 on the complex plane - I is constant.

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 6.13. Taking the Fourier transform of a function is
essentially an exercise in integration, however this problem is not as easy as it
first seems. For a function I (吟， we define the Fourier transform, F(吟，卢

m)=vi言 I: e-i'x f(x)dx

even - even = even,

even x even = even.

odd - even = odd,

odd x even = even,

6. MATHEMATICS

口

• Is there more than one solution to the first part of this problem?
• How do you define the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix?
• There is a second, more elegant way to find the square root of a matrix

involving the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix. Look this up

and apply it to this example.

odd - odd = even,

odd x odd = odd,

Here are some possible related questions:

• What conclusions can you draw when n is even?

• Does the problem cha吨e if instead of writi吨 (Ai-i) we write (A汁。?

• If instead we look at the product of factors (Ai - 2i) the result is always
even, why is this?

When n is odd, we have (n十 1)/2 odd numbers and (n-1)/2 even numbers

amongst the Ai 's (and hence amongst the numbers 1,2,… ,n which we subtract
from them). However to avoid having any even numbers, we must subtract from
each odd number an even number (and from each even an odd, but we can ignore

this). This is clearly not possible since there are more odd Ai's than there are

even numbers in 1,2,..., n.

202

Observing this, we can see that the statement Bl x B 2 X … xBηis even is
equivalent to saying that at least one of the B i' s is even, 1 三 i 三 n. In other
words our task is to show that one of the terms (Ai - i) , 1 三 i 三饥， is even

when n is odd.
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since this definition is closely related to the characteristic户nction in probability
theory. Note that other definitions exist, however these only differ by constant
factors and so do not impose any real changes on what follows.

Hence our problem is to evaluate

1 1'00

凡(t) = 寸主= I e-itx sin(x)dx,
V L/Tr J 一∞

where we use the s subscript to denote the Fourier transform of the sin(x)
function. The key to proceeding from here is to write the sin(x) function as a

linear combination of complex exponentials:

sin(x) = e1,X _ e- 1,X •

This gives

Fs(t• 一L /f∞ (卡巳f川一斗叫t
乙μiy 马7贺r J一∞\/

To evaluate this expression, we need to step back a bit to some Fourier transforms

of simple functions. Firstly, the Fourier transform of 1 is

F1(t) = ~<5(t) ，

where <5(t) is the Dirac delta 户nctio凡 How do we know this? The defining
characteristic of the Dirac delta function is 出瓜 for a function f(吟，

ιη贝忡削州(μω附Z纣咐)沪川6

For a Fourier transform F(t) , the original function f(x) can be recovered by

InversIOn,

f(巾削(归ωZ叫)←= 」↓产 j仁∞飞已d俨川4仿伽t归叮川Z叩F
> 二三5何7何r J 一∞

Thus if we invert ~<5(t) to obtain the original function , we see

f(x) =↓ j∞ eitx .j2石<5 (t)dt
飞I L/Tr J 一α3

= 1,
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and hence V2ir<5 (t) is the Fourier transform of 1. The second property of Fourier
transforms we need is the shift operator. That is, suppose f (x) has Fourier
transform F (t). wi四 is the Fourier transform of ei叮(吟， G(t)?

创)=vizL叩X f(x)dx

=汇f♂产川4ω叫叫♂叫吨(t叫t

工 F可(t 一 α叫) .

When we write sin(x) ω a sum of叫O仰n阮e∞创n眈翩t

of the function f (x) = 1. Hence combining these results gives

凡(t) = i~<5(t 十 1) 丁 <5 (t - 1).

Proceeding in the same way gives

时)=而<5(t 一川<5(t 十 1)?

where Fc(t) denotes the Fourier transform of cos(x).

Here are some possible related questions:

• How is the Fourier transform related to the characteristic function in
probability theory?

• Show the Fourier transform of e一α22 ， α> 0, is

1
-而

• Under a couple of assumptions, if the Fourier transform of f (x) is
F(t) ， 而ow 削 the Fourier transform of茹f(x) is

、
、
i
/

ι
'
U

，
，
，E
‘
、
、

FnM
、
、
l
/

iL-nb
/
'
'
飞
飞

What are the assumptions?



二 f(η) (z)
f(x) rv ) ~一石厂(x -z)η7

Solution to Question 6.14. Just making sure you were paying attention! This

is just a re-wording of Liouville's theorem, see the solution to Question 6.1 2 for

the proof. 口

Solution to Question 6.1 5. In general, if you are asked to approximate a func
tion you should think of using the Taylor series expansion for the function. The
Taylor series of a function f (x) expresses the function as a sum of polynomials.

Technically, if the function f (x) is infinitely differentiable in a neighbourhood
of a real or complex number z , then we can approximate the function via

2076.3. SOLUTIONS

Usually we are interested in bounds on the error, and in this case we would take

IRNI 三 sup!川十叫lIx 一俨1
任何，z) (N 十 1)1

Let's look at applying 由is to the two given functions. For f(x) = exp(吟，

the easiest point to expand about is z = O. We have

f(η) (x) = exp(x)
for all n = 0,1,2,… and hence f(η) (0) = 1. This gives the Taylor series

00

但p(x) =汇护n
n=O

The error term after using N terms to approximate f (x) is

e(
一一一…_""N+1

(N 十 1)广 7

for ( between x and z. This will converge rapidly for x small but slowly for x
large. One solution is to write

eX = (ex/N) N,

where N is an integer larger than x.

For the function g(x) = ln(x) we can not expand about z = 0 as g(吟， and
its derivatives, are not defined there. Typically we would expand about z = 1.
The derivatives are given by

g(n)(x) =(_1)n+1(n一叭
Z

for n = 1,2, . . . hence

g(n)(1) = (-1)η十l(n - 1)!

This gives the Taylor series

ι(-1)η+1
ln(x) 工艺 … (x - 1)n ,

and the error term after N steps of

(_1)N+2 N牛1
(X-1) 1V十17

(N十l(N 十 1)

口

6. MATI亚MATIeS

• Let the Fourier transforms of f1 (x) and f2 (x) be F1 (t) and 巧。)

respectively. The convolution of f1 and f2 is defined by

仰)=川仰)=汇元刊岭州(怡例S吟)胁h

Show 出挝 the Fourier transform of 9 (x) is

G(t) = V2;F1(t)F2 (t).

To approximate the function , we want to use the first N terms. A natural
question is then what is the error of this approximation? The Lagrange form of
the remainder term RN, the error after taking the first N terms, states that there
exists a number ( between x and z such 出瓜

f(N十1) (()
N=!(z-z)lV十1

(N 十 1)!

where f(n)(z) is the nth derivative of the function evaluated 瓜 z. This sum may

or may not converge. If it converges to the function f (x) then the 臼nction is
said to be analytic. Whether or not the function is analytic, we always have

<Lf(n)(z)η
f(x) 一 χ丁~Nj (x _ z)n = 0 ((x _ z)N+1)

η=0

206
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g(x) = 土 1
LxJ'

In addition, 9(x) dominates the ft如1肌I

for x > 1. Hence we have

2096.3. SOLUTIONS

在 =:s(~~)= 元 (ZD

:去(~二 -Z)
Substituting this into the original equation gives

芸+(γ-i斗主才σ25 工 rC

and

Here are some possible related questions:

• Prove 2:二汇1 1/n 2 converges.
• What is the alternating series test for convergence? Use it to prove

:Z:=~二 1 (-1)吨/n converges. Does this series converge absolutely?
• wi四 is the ratio t创t for conv吨ence? Use it to prove 2:二汇1 条 con

verges.

口

Solution to Question 6.17. Let C denote the price of the call option on a
stock with current price 8 at time t , where the stock price satisfies the stochastic
differential equation

d8t = μ8tdt 十 σ8td~号Tt ，

for a Brownian motion Wt. If r is the constant interest rate, then the Black
Scholes equation is given by

θCθC 1 0_0δ2C
一一十 r8一一十一σL，8L，一一言=川、
δtδ8 . 2 - ,- 88'2 . - J

where it is understood that C and its partial derivatives are functions of 8 and t.
To transform this equation into the heat equation, we follow the method outlined
in[旬， p. 109. To begin, observe that the solution to the stochastic differential
equation for 8 t is an exponential function (it's a geometric Brownian motion).
This motivates writing 8 =♂， or Z = log(8). We then have

θCθCθZ

θSθZθS

θC 1
θZ 8'

6. MATHEMATICS

• What is the Taylor series for -IX? What is the error term?
• Use the above Taylor series to integrate -IX.
• What is a Maclaurin series?

I∞川z 三 fidz

proving that the original sum is unbounded (please note that we have been a

little sloppy on notation here, but the idea is solid.)

t" g(x)dx 工艺;

where LxJdenotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. The integral over

(1 ，∞) of this function clearly gives the desired sum,

Solution to Question 6.16. The short, and perhaps obvious answer from the
way the question is posed, is no. This is perhaps one of the most commonly used
examples of a divergent series and there's a good chance you know the answer

off the top of your head. Let's look at how to prove it.

First consider the function

for ( between x and z.

Here are some possible related questions:

208
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We now have a constant coefficient equation. The next step is to notice that it is
not really the current time, t , that is important in pricing the option, but rather
the time until expiry, T = T - t. Making this substitution gives

δo (__ 1_2\θo 1_2θ20 If
一十二川军一一一一一千

δγ 飞 2~ J δZ 2~δZ2 .~

Further, we know t妇at the call option is a discounted value of a possible future
cash flow. We call this cash flow D , and express this by writing 0 工 e-rTD.

This gives

δD (一 1 _2\δD 1_2 θ2D _ {\
川一-..一一一一…

θγ 飞 2~ J δZ 2~θZ2 ~

The final step is to note 出低 the mean value of Z at time t is Zo + (γ 一 i扣σd内2竹)

We shift coordinates to take this into account, by letting y = Z 十 (γ - ~(J2) T
Evaluating the new derivatives gives

θD 1_2 θ2D
一一一

θT - 2
v

δυ2 '

which is none other than the one-dimensional heat equation.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What are the boundary conditions for the original Black-Scholes equa
tion?

• Follow the transformations used in the above derivation to arrive at the
boundary conditions for the problem expressed as the heat equation.

• Solve the heat equation using the new boundary conditions, and then
reverse the transformations to obtain the solution to the Black-Scholes
equation.

口

6.3.2. Integration and differentiation.

Solution to Question 6.18. If you haven't seen this question before, it can
look a little daunting. We can't immediately apply any of the usual ‘ rules' for
differentiation. However, we do know how to differentiate eX , and this is in a

6.3. SOLUTIONS 211

similar form. In fact, the key to this question is to realise

f(z)=eziodm)?

which can easily be seen using log and index laws. From here we can apply the
product rule, giving

二f(x) = ex1og(x)王阳(x))

工 xX(log(x) 十 1).

Here are some possible related questions:

• Differ，臼ren臼'enti

• Differe凶ate g(x) with respect toα.

口

Solution to Question 6.1 9. Each of these is just a straightforward application
of the chain and product rule. For the 岳rst， we have
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Solution to Question 6.20. Deriving from first principles means that we must
use the definition of the derivative of a function f (x) as the limit

f(x 十 h) - f(x)
f'(x) = ~~

To begin with, it is good to have an idea of what we're aiming for. While the
question asks us to determine the derivative from first pr坦ciples ， evaluating it
by the standard methods 缸st might help by giving you some guidance, a way of
seeing the correct solution through whatever mess you create. So, applying the

standard chain rule we have

g'(x) = -sin(x)eCO巾)

Even if you have the impression that your interviewer would not be impressed if
you did this calculation first, it is a quick one line of mental mathematics that

can be done without pen and paper and may aid you.

Let's return to the original problem. Our task is to evaluate

- pCOS(X十h) _ eCos(x)

内)=;!Elh

Begin by re-writing the numerator as

eC俨俨C∞ωOω咐S

Then recall 由a瓜t 白e s优er拄ie创se侃xpansio∞n of e♂♂ i扭s given b均y

…2

eX = 1 十时主 +O(向

and the series expansion of cos(x) is given by
币2 回4

(x) 工 1 一二十斗 + O(x6
) ,

2! 哇:

Solution to Question 6.21. This is a straightforward application of the product
rule, and really the value of this question is as a warm-up for Question 6.22. We
have

df(x) d(x) dlog(x)
一一一~/log(x) 十 Zdx dx --0'-· / ,.. dx

工 log(x) + 1.

2136.3. SOLUTIONS

cos(x + h) - cos(x) = O(h) ,

x 2
;

/飞、b、/‘,

cos(x);

(c)
1

I-x

口

Here are some possible related questions:

• Give the series expansion for sin(x) and cos(x).
• Use this series expansion to prove ei fJ = cos(O) + i sin(O).
• Evaluate the derivative of the following , from first principles:

(a)

and thus

hence

eCO巾件)-CO巾) - 1 = cos(x 十 h) - cos(x) + O(h2 ).

This gives 仕le derivative as

g'(x) = e叫X) FIr! co巾十 h)-10巾)十 O(h
2

)
h• o h,

=俨(X) limωs(x 十叫一 ω(x)
h• o h,

Here you can either just say ‘ this is the derivative of the cos(x) function, which
is sin(x)" or proceed to de吐ve the derivative of the cos(x) function in the same
manner, using the series expansion for cos(x) given above. This gives the desi时

result.

6. MATHEMATICS

口

Here are some possible related questions:

• What financial interpretation do the two functions we are differentiating

have?
• How do you interpret the derivatives?

212



or re-arrangIng

Here are some possible related questions:

jμ10问O嗯g州Zιιι:二二二二:二二二:二:二:

2156.3. SOLDτIONS

Solution to Question 6.23. Motivated by Question 6.22 we will attempt
to solve this using an integration by parts approach. This suggests, since each
integration by P缸ts will reduce the power of the log by one, that the answer will
be obtained using induction.

We begin with our base cωe， that is

1logxdx =巾才

Again using integration by parts, we can consider the c恼。 n=2:

1产产画\卢10阶O

= xlog2 X 一 2xlogx 十 2x叽?

so the method seems to work. Now let's look at the more general question:

f阶dx=x附一千时 14
Z

工 Z附一- n1!ogn-l xdx

=刁斗Z扎1灿一η〈十(←Z时 1与」川Z卜川一寸(仰户川n-川一」斗1斗)1户时O♂俨俨一斗-2 xdx

=叫ηn x 一阳削10旷O

This motivates the assertion of a hypothesis,

f户介μ忖h问时川川O愣矿硝刷gn盯ω州川η叮咆啊(μ例(x)d功咐)d灿d伽Z…:刁Z告仰 (仰川η←川一才j+川乃

W帅h阮e盯r陀ew附ed岱e岳fineη... (n- j 十 1) = 1 for j = O. We have seen this holds for the
case n = 1. To prove that this is the solution we want, we need to use induction

• As an alternative method to evaluate the previous integral, write
cos(x) = Re (eix ) , where Re(z) denotes the real part of z , and proceed
with the integration. Additionally, without any further work, what does
this method tell you about JeX si丑(x)dx?

口

口

6. MATHEMATICS

• Differentiate g(x) = eX sin(x).

Here is a possible related problem:

• Use repeated integration by parts to verify

.I eX叫

log(x) = 二问(咿l

If we then integrate both sides with respect to x , we see

110川x=1(:X叫咿1) dx

= xlog(x) - x 十 C，

where C is a constant of integration. How can we solve this if we don't already
have a clue as to its form? The trick is to use integration by parts. This is the

analogue to the product rule for differentiation, and is given by

j户只仲(μZ圳

T布o solve Jlog(x)缸， we set f(x) = log(x) and g'(x) = 1 in the above expression.

This yields

Solution to Question 6.22. Hopefully solving Question 6.21 gave you an idea

as to how to go about this. From this question, we have

兰问例) = log(x) 十 1 ，

214
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to show it holds for general n. Assume it holds for n = k , t坦at is

Jlogk(x)dx =生叫川。logk-j x

Does it hold for n = k 十 1? We have seen

f户户μh问旷O何g俨k灿阳叫十礼1

Sωo using the assumption we have

f旷1(X

= xlogk十1 X 一 (k 十 l)x汇(-l)jk..· (k - j 十 1) logk- j x

= xlogk+1X 十 x L(-l)j十1(k+1)k..·(k-j 十 1)时-j x

k十1

=x汇(-l)j (k 十 1)..· (k 十 1-j 十 1) 时十1-j x ,

confirming the hypothesis.

Here are some possible related questions:

• How do you prove that induction works?

• Evaluate

f泸(logx阳

Solution to Question 6.24. Evaluating the inner integral (with respect to y)

gIVes

2
一
一

钊
U

VG
Z

十。血

/J2PI---

口
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This reduces the problem to evaluating

2 才1~z=[22];二;/2

= 1/4.

Alternatively, draw a picture of the domain of integration and the answer is then
obvious.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Show
(a)

f l"ll飞
、
‘
.
，
/

KU
/
·
飞

I 叫2dufM 工
• Let D be the region

{o 三 Z 三 1 ， y 主 227U 三 1};

evaluate

川(x十川ν

口

Solution to Question 6.25. This is a great integration question that, to solve
from scratch, involves a nice trick. First we will consider deducing the solution
by a less direct manner. If you have studied any probability theory at all, you
will have seen 由at the density of the N(O ,1) random variable is given by

仲削)←工 V左i七言仪仰p

for x εJR. You would also be aware that the integral of the density of a proper
random variable gives 1, so with a bit of manipulation we can use this to solve
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our problem:

1=ι川Z工汇左古e叫X

=去汇仰{一沂}dy ,

using the substitution y = x / 、12. Thus

汇e-x2dx = vir

The alternative method of solution is as follows. Denote by ] the integral in

question,

ZJume∞
∞

pi--r
一


ri

Then we have

ι汇巾汇e一句

工汇汇川)2dxdy

By considering this as an integral over the entire plane, we change to polar

coordinates setting x r cos(B) and y r sin(的， γ> 0， 0 三。三 21f.

Remembering to include the Jacobian, we then have

I2:fffT2(cod(OHid川dr

JfeWdT

=叫∞e T2TdT

= 1r1
00

e-

= 1f,

which gives] = V开 and confirms our previous conclusion.

6.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:

.. Use the first method to evaluate

f∞ 1

·一∞
1 + x2dx

.. What is the Jacobian in a change of variables?

口

Solution to Question 6.26. We initially treat the more general case of
1'00

I log(x)Q(x)dx ,
JO

where Q(x) is a rational function. To secure convergence of the integral, we
need to assume the denominator of Q(x) is of degree n， 放 leal♀t 2 greater than
由创 of the numerator m , and th剖 the denominator of Q(x) does not vanish for
any non-negative real x.

Consider the contour C formed by taking a loop around the branch cut on
the negative real axis and a larger circle, as in the Figure 6. 1.

FIGURE 6.1. Contour formed by taking a loop around the branch

cut on the negative real axis.



or

二。(Rm一叶110g2 R) as R →∞·

= 2Jri L Residues {(log z)2Q(-z)} ,

221

log(x)
n dx =0.

(1 十 Z 十 x2 )

6.3. SOLUTIONS

(log b)2 一一等
b 一αα- b'

α:j(1+dt)=λ

b=j(1 一V3i) = e-

(log(z))2
(log(z))2Q(-z) =

(z 一 α)(z - b)

三二b灿es {(log z)2Q(-z)} 工 0 ，

then the function

and a residue at b of

This function has singularities at z 工 q (1士V3i). Write

clearly has a residue at αof

and finally

Thus
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We're now ready to deal with our particular question. Here we are considering
the function

L 工 l
R

ρ仆飞飞L(O1hO吨og(tei

Lιιι材胁叫Jt切阳om = k阳斗卅叫叩贺勺吩γ)川))2户2句QαQ(-te

ιιιαd川l
儿Lιιgμ刊Cd4J 才

[n俨吁飞贺气(阳ei俨4创呐θ

Q(-z) = 一J 。
1-z十 z~

1
∞们logt十付)2 一问一付)2)仰)dt

f (logz)2Q叫z = lL;二'P + 1寸J儿LιιιOω耐伽叫t优加伽t扫阳JOm7

100

log咐)dt:jzbs阳{(l旷Q(-z)} ，

where the sum is taken over all singularities of Q (- z).

Observing that we have used a clockwise orientation for our contour, we have,
asε →° and R→∞ (since m - n 十 1 三 -1)，

The inner circle has radius ιthe outer radius R. We then consider the
integral

where ‘ top' and ‘bottom' refer to the lines above and below the branch cut.
Along the top we let z = te1

/
Jr , hence t goes from εto R. Similarly, along the

bottom we make the substitution z = te 付. For the inner circle, define z 工臼册，

-Jr三 e -:.二Jr and for the outer circle z = Reiθ. This gives
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Here are some possible related questions:

.. Prove the following, using contour integration (note the contours could
vary from that used in the above derivation. Think about the location
of the singularities):

(1)
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一
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·
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7
α

1-lT
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fl

(2) For t > 0,

f:1Idz:t
(3) For 0 < Re(s) < 1,

汇IIdz=48)
(4)
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CHAPTER 7

Coding in C++

7.1. Introduction

The language of choice in banks for implementing financial models is C++.
It is 。在en interfaced with EXCEL; one easy way to do that is to use the xlw open
source software package. This can be downloaded from xlw. sourceforge .net.

Let me stress at this point that I have no opinions on whether C++ should be
the language for quants; it is merely the language for getting a job. Developing
some familiarity for the language is a must before going for interviews. The most
important thing, howev町， is not to overstate your ability. C++ is a big language
that takes a long time to master and there are many subtleties. In particular, to use
it properly requires a firm understanding of object-oriented programming, generic
programming, and memory allocation, as well as straightforward functional
programming. It therefore makes much more sense to say that you have "basic
C十十" or a "working knowledge of C十十" unless you truly are expert in it. A
thorough understanding of classes and virtual functions is a must before claiming
any competence in the language.

There are by now various books on how to use C++ in quantitative finance
including one by the first author of this book:

"C++ Design Patterns and Derivatives Pricing" by Mark Joshi.

All these books are not aimed at the truly ignorant. They require the reader
to have learnt the basics of C++ and quantitative analysis elsewhere. We list a
few books.

"C十十 How to Program" by Harvey M. Deitel, Paul J. Deitel. This is an
introductory textbook for American undergraduates. This means it goes slow, is
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comprehensive, uses lots of colour and is easy to read. This book is good if you
have not done much computing in other languages.

"C++ Primer" by Stanley B. Lippman, Josee Lajoie, Barbara Moo. This is
an introduction to C++ but it is really suited to someone who is very competent
坠 other programming languages. So if you are au fait with programming and
want something that will get you going quickly buy this. It is a classic and has
sold over half a million copies.

"Thinking in C+十" by Bruce Eckel. This two-volume set is about how to use
the C++ language properly and aims to teach you the right way to think about
C++. In this it succeeds. It is, however, hard going for those who do not know
C, as the author assumes some knowledge of that language. It is long and a lot
of hard work but if you work through it, you will really know how to program
in C++. There is a free downloadable edition at

Once you've got the basics, there are a number of books that aim to get you
from the novice level to the intermediate level. These generally discuss small
topics one by one rather than trying to be comprehensive.

"Effective C++ ," ‘ 'More Effective C++" and "Effective SIT' by Scott Meyers.
Effective C++ was one of the first books to really discuss how to use C++ as a
language rather than focusing on the syntax. Meyers' style is to give you lots of
informal advice about the right way to do things and in my experience, if Scott
gives you a guideline you really ought to follow it.

"Exceptional C++ ," "More Exceptional C十十，" and "Exceptional C++ style"
by Herb Sutter. The author presents problems, invites the reader to solve them,

and then generally demonstrates that the reader does not understand C++ nearly
as well as he thought. There is a particular focus on writing exception-safe code 
hence the title. Whilst the presentation can be irritating at times, and I do not buy
some of his advice, Sutter will definitely improve your understanding of C++.

"Large-Scale C++ Software Design" by John Lakos. Ever had a large project
that turned into spaghetti, or had a project where you were afraid to change
certain files because of the time it would take to rebuild the project. This book
is on how to avoid such problems by organizing your code correctly from the

2257. 1. INTRODUCTION

"The C++ Programming Language" by Bjarne Stroustrup. This is the de
finitive guide to the language from the guy who invented it. Very useful but
pedagogy is not Bjarne's strength. If you find it readable then do read it all.

"The C++ Standard: Incorporating Technical Corrigendum No.1" by British
Standards Institute. This has to be one of the driest books ever written, but
sometimes you really want to know what the "legal" rule is for some piece of
C++ and this book is then great. It is also really good for getting the definitive
answer to silly interview questions.

The most effective way to really learn a language is to use it. So read an
introductory book and "C++ Design patterns and Derivatives Pricing," and then
work through the computer projects at the end of "The Concepts and Practice of
Mathematical Finance." You can then discuss with your interviewer what you
have coded and how you did it.

Most of the questions in this chapter would be regarded as basic C++ by a
C++ expert. If you have di俑culty with the majority of them, you really need to
brush up on your C++ skills.

start. Whilst the book is a little dated, and there is a certain amount of overlap
with Sutter's books, it is still a good read.

"The C++ Standard Library: A Tutorial and Reference" by Nicolai M. Josuttis.
C++ ships with a lot of classes and algorithms; these are called the Standard
Library. Learning to use them properly will make your code quicker to develop,

more robust and more e面cient. Reading Josuttis is a great way to do the learning.

"C十十 Templates: The Complete Guide" by David Vandevoorde, and Nicolai
M. Josuttis. Everything you ever wanted to know about templates and quite a
few things you did not. Templates in C++ have gone way beyond their designers'
original intention of providing a way of doing generic programming to being a
method of doing computations at compile time. This is the definitive book on
the topic.

There are certain books that you should own and consult but should not try
to read from cover to cover.

7. CODING IN C++224



QUESTION 7.6. How would you copy a polymorphic object of unknown type?

QUESTION 7.7. In C+今， if a base class has a user-defined assignment operator,
is one needed for an inherited class?

QUESTION 7.4. It is permissible to throw in a constructor in C++? Justify

your answer.

QUESTION 7.5. Is it permissible to throw in a destructor in C++? Justify your

answer.

QUESTION 7. 1. What compilers have you used?

QUESTION 7.2. What C++ design patterns have you used?

QUESTION 7.3. What is the difference between an inline function and a macro

in C十十?

2277.2. QUESTIONS

Do you agree with the student that for integers there is no difference?

QUESTION 7.24. We present C++ code that gives draws from a standard
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Estimate the number
of uniform draws for each Gaussian draw.

QUESTION 7.18. Computer problem: If x is of type int , keep increasing x
and plot. What is the graph like? If x is of type float?

QUESTION 7 .1 9. Where are "static" variables stored?

QUESTION 7.20. How is virtuality implemented in C++ ?

QUESTION 7.21. What is the problem with virtualization from the point of
view of optimization? What can a comp丑。r do when a function is not virtualized?

QUESTION 7.22. What is the difference between delete and delete [] ?
What happens if you use one where the other was expected?

QUESTION 7.23. A student claims that the?: construct in C++ is redundant
since it can be implemented in terms of other language features. He suggests
replacing it with the following function

if (condition)

return i;
else

return j;

#include <cmath>

II this gives one uniform and updates seed
double drawUniform(long& seed);

}

int condif(bool conditio丑， int i , int j)

<

7.2. Questions
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QUESTION 7.8. What is the C忡 syntax to declare a function pointer?

QUESTION 7.9. What do you know about C++ programming and finance?

QUESTION 7.10. What is a virtual function?

QUESTION 7.11. Implement strcmp.

QUESTION 7.12. What is a virtual destructor and when is it needed?

QUESTION 7.13. If a class B is derived from class A and contains an object
of class C, in which order are the constructors/destructors called for an object

of type B.

QUESTION 7.14. What does every class come equipped with?

QUESTION 7.15. In what two ways can an object of type A be automatically

converted into an object of type B in C++?

QUESTION 7.16. Why does a class that uses memory allocation need a
properly written copy constructor and assignment operator?

QUESTION 7.17. Write the code for a sorting algorithm. Discuss the speed

and memory of your program. How can you improve it?
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II draws a standard Gaussian

double drawGaussian(long& seed)

f
static bool drawNotDone=true;

static double otherDraw;

double factor , rSquared , x , y;

if (drawNotDone)

f
do

f
x = 2.0 * drawUniform(seed) - 1.0;

y = 2.0 * drawUniform(seed) - 1.0;

rSquared = x * x + Y * y;

>
while (rSquared >= 1.0 I I rSquared == 0.0);

factor = sqrt(-2.0 * log(rSquared) I rSquared);

otherDraw = x * factor;
drawNotDone=false;

return y * factor;

>
else

f
drawNotDone=true;

return otherDraw;

>
>

QUESTION 7.25. Write a C++ function that takes as input a character string

and returns a new string that is the reverse of its input. Write another variant

that performs the reversal in place without doing any memory allocation.

QUESTION 7.26. What is the difference between passing parameters by value,

by reference and by pointer?

7.2. QUESTIONS 229

QUESTION 7.27. Consider the following code:

#include <iostream>

#include <memory>

using namespace std;

class Alpha

f
pUblic:

Alp且a() : ptrAlpha(new i丑t)

f
>

-AlphaO

f
delete ptrAlpha;

>

virtual void MyFunction()

f
cout « "In Alpha" « endl;

>
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class Beta : public Alpha

f
public:

Beta() : ptrBeta(new i丑t) {}

-BetaO

f
delete ptrBeta;

>
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cout « "工丑 Beta" « e丑dl;
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class Gamma : public Alpha

f
public:

Gamma 0 : ptrG臼nma(卫ew int)

f
>

-GammaO

f
delete ptrGamma;

>
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cout « "In Gamma" « endl;

>
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int maine)

f
f
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auto_ptr<Alpha> alpha1(丑ew BetaO);
Gamma gamma;

Alpha& alpha2 = gamma;

alpha1->MyFunction();

alpha2.MyFunction();

>

char d;

std: : cin » d;

return 0;

>

What will the output of this program be? Do you think this program is correct?

If not, how would you fix it?

QUESTION 7.28. Consider the following piece of code.

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

ak
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cout « "Creating Alpha" « endl;
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』 cout « "Destroying Alpha" « e丑dl;

>
};

class Beta
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cout « "Creating Beta" « endl;

>
-BetaO

f
cout « "Destroying Beta" « end工;

>
};

class Gamma : public Alpha

f
public:

GammaO

f
cout « "Creating Gamma" « e卫dl;

>
-GammaO

f
cout « "Destroying Gamma" « e丑dl;

'D

etaatve

lJiB

r·'DAlJ

int mainO

f
f

Gamma c;

>

char d;
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cin » d;
return 0;

>

What does it output?

QUESTION 7.29. Write a C++ function to compute square roots without using
the standard library. Wrap your function in a main program so that it can be
called from the command line.

QUESTION 7.30. Implement in C十+ a data structure to represent a binary tree
which contains one integer at each node. Discuss the empty tree. Write a function
that takes a tree and returns the tree depth, with an empty tree having depth zero.
Write a function that returns the maximum element in a non-empty tree.

QUESTION 7.31. What do you know about const?

QUESTION 7.32. Give all the places where you could use the keyword static.

QUESTION 7.33. Define the following terms

• What is polymorphism?
• What is an abstract class?

• What is a pointer?
• What is a reference?

QUESTION 7.34. How would you write code to catch all exceptions thrown
in a piece of code?

QUESTION 7.35. What is the syntax for making a C十十 function have C linkage?

7.3. Solutions

Solution to Question 7.1. The answer to this one can only be the truth.
However, it is worth adopting some defensive behaviour to make sure that your
answer is not boring.
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Solution to Question 7.2. Here again, the answer can only be what you have
used. However, as usual, you want to be in the position of having a good answer.
A good starting point is to read [7]. For each pattern have an example in mind
to discuss with the interviewer. Work through the projects in [6] using patterns

• Microsoft Visual Studio 8.0 supports range checking in debug mode
for the SIL.

• The debugger in Visual Studio is much easier to use than GDB which
is the open source alternative.

• The only compiler that implements the "export" keyword (and therefore
is the only compliant one) is the Comeau compile丑

• The g++ compiler has the "electric fence" option which is useful for
岳nding memory leaks and out of range errors.

• The g++ compiler with the "-Wall" option gives a wider range of
warnings such as telling you to make destructors virtual and to reorder
class member initializers to match declarations.

• Visual Studio 8.0 gives silly warning messages when you use STL
algorithms unless you switch them off.

2357.3. SOLUTIONS

• strategy;
• template;
• bridge;
• virtual construction;
• decoration;
• singleton;
• factory.

• it is a suggestion to the compiler not a command to the compiler;
• the code may be longer because the de岳nition of the function is repeated

many times;
• the code must be included in the header file so as to be available to

clients, so changing it will cause a lot to recompile, and any compile
time dependencies it has, will also be dependencies for clients;

• and on the plus side, the fact that the code is available to the compiler
in context of use may allow the compiler to use extra optimizations;

• adding or removing inline should never affect anything other than the
efficiency of your program.

We first discuss the keyword inline. Placing this in front of a function
declaration tells the compiler that you would like it to replace each call to the
function with the code inside the function. This then eliminates the overhead of
making a call to the function.

There are subtleties, however:

Solution to Question 7.3. This question is a little strange in that there is
an implication that the two are similar, whereas they actually have very little
III com日lOn.

Make sure that you can explain why you used that pattern and not a different
one. If there are multiple choices, you should be ready to explain the pros and
cons of each. 口

so as to have plenty of good examples. In particular, be able to explain and give
an example of when you have used each of the following:
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In particular, it is good to have used one Microsoft compiler and one non
Microsoft one. At the time of writing, Visual Studio 8.0 Express is available as
a free download from the Microsoft website. DevCpp is a good open source IDE
(integrated development environment) available for free which is a front end for
the g++ compiler. Another open source option is Eclipse with the C十十 toolbox.

This is harder to use than DevCpp but much more sophisticated and with the
same compiler. The only truly compliant compiler is the Comeau computing one
which is cheap but not free.

Running your code under more than one compiler is a good habit to get into.
Each compiler has its own peculiarities and the process of eliminating all errors,

warnings and bugs under each can teach you a lot.

Once you have mentioned more than one compiler or IDE, you are likely to
be asked about the differences between them. Some points to make are:
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A macro is not actually anything to do with the compiler. Instead, it is an
instruction to C-preprocessor or Cpp. The Cpp reorganizes a file before the
compiler starts work by including all files specified, and by expanding macros.
A macro is therefore a direct text to text substitution which takes places before
the compiler does its job. As such it is a much more error prone tool and should
generally be avoided.

The main thing the two approaches have in common is that they allow the
coding of simple functions in such a way that they can be used without the
run-time overhead of a function call, and without duplicating code.

Here are some possible related questions:

• When are macros really needed?
• When would you inline a function or method?
• What are the dangers when using macros?

• In what order are the destructors for data members and base classes
called? Why is it done this way?

• What does it mean for code to be exception safe?

Here are some possible related questions:

口

• In what order are the data members and bωes of a class constructed?
• What happens if you attempt to allocate an array bigger than there is

memory available for?

7.3. SOLUTIONS

口

Solution to Question 7.5. This is less controversial than the analagous question
for a constructor, though you do get the odd contrarian. There are good reasons
to never do this.

The fundamental problem is that if two unhandled exceptions exist simul
taneously then the C+十 standard says that the application will terminate. If
destructors are allowed to throw then it is very hard to avoid two happening at
once: when an exception is thrown all automatic (i.e. ordinary) objects declared
in the current scope are destroyed before the catch is executed. If any of their
destructors can throw, you get two at once and a crash.

So never ever throw in a destructor.

smart pointers as data members instead of raw pointers.τhese will
on exit and will automatically carry out the required deallocations.

If you make the rule of no throws in constructor, the problem is
do if some aspect of construction fails? Constructors do not have
so you cannot return a failure code. You could create an extra
class that says whether construction was successful. Every time you construct
an object, a test for success would then be required together with necessary
remedial action. This would be rather painful.

Here are some possible related questions:

7. CODING IN C++

Solution to Question 7.4. This is a tricky one in that the community seems
to be split between those who think it is wrong to throw in a constructor, and
those who think it is silly not to.τhe best response is therefore to say that you
know that there are varying opinions on this, and list the pros and cons, and
then finish up with your opinion.

The crucial fact to know is that if you throw in a constructor then the
destructor for the object is not called. And it will never be called since the object
will not exist after a throw during its construction. However, the destructor for
each fully-constructed data member is called. If you are in the main part of the
constructor that is within the curly brackets, then all the data members are fully
constructed and therefore destroyed.

The main argument against throwing in a constructor is that the destructor
will not be called, and therefore it will not do the clean-up that is usually
done when the object is destroyed. For example, any memory allocated in the
constructor will not be released.

It is therefore OK to throw in a constructor provided you ensure that every
thing is properly destroyed and deallocated. The easiest way to do this is to use

236
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>

and in each inherited class

239
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• Same question for copy constructor.
• Suppose a data-member has a user-defined assignment operator, does

this mean that the class needs one ωwell?

Here are some possible related questions:

Note the crucial parentheses around the name of the pointer and the "*了， If we
want to 出sign the pointer to a function "MyFunction" then we might have

A (*MyPointer)(B);

A MyFunction(B);

Solution to Question 7.8. To declare a pointer called "MyPointer" to a
function returning an object of type A and taking in an object of type B , the
syntax is

7.3. SOLUTIONS

If I have a clωs X inherited from Y and I code

a = b;

without defining an assignment operator for X then the compiler uses the
compiler-generated one. This calls the assignment operator for each base and
member of X so whether Y has a user-defined operator or an implicit one does
not matter. It would actually be a big flaw in the language if it did - changing an
implementation detail of the base cl部s should not require recoding of inherited
classes.

X a;

X b;

7. CODING 卧~ C++

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 7.7. The short answer is no! Unfortunately, the inter
viewer may be under the delusion that the answer is yes, so we need to be able
to justify the answer.

• Would you use a smart pointer or a raw pointer as return type?
• How would you manage the new object's life time?
• Why not use the stack for the new object?

return new Inherited(*this);

Solution to Question 7.6. This is a standard problem and it is discussed at
great length in [7]. The standard way to do this is by using a virtual constructor.
Note that it is not possible to declare a standard constructor virtual but we can
achieve the same effects by making a class method virtual.

We therefore define in the base class

virtual Base* clone() const =0;

238

The crucial point here is that the inherited clωs knows its own type and so can
copy itself without any problems. The return type is a pointer to an object of
the class allocated on the heap since the type is unknown to the calling code.

Note also that the return type is a pointer to the inherited class not the base
class; this changing of return types is allowed when overriding in an inherited
class.

virtual Inherited* clone() const

f
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A (*MyPointer) (B);
MyPointer = &MyFunction;

241
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7.3. SOLUTIONS

• What were you results for project Y?
• How did doing the projects affect you understanding of C++?

• How do compilers implement virtual functions?
• Do you think virtual functions cause much run-time overhead?

• How do templates compare to virtual functions?
• What does the C++ standard say about how virtual functions are

implemented? (The answer is a little surprising!)

int strcmp( const char *str1 , const char *str2 );

口

Solution to Question 7.11. The function strcmp compares two C-style strings
and returns less than a negative number if the first is less than the second, zero

if they agree and a positive number if the second is bigger.

We define "less than" in a lexicographic sense, i.e. which one would be first

in a dictionary?

The function signature is therefore

Solution to Question 7 .1 0. Virtual functions are an important aspect of C++.

They allow us to defer the implementation of a function declared in a base class

to an inherited class. For example, suppose we have a vanilla option class, we
can make the PayOff method virtual. We then inherit calls and puts from the
option class.

The PayOff method is then de岳ned differently for calls and puts. The user of
an option object may, however, not know which sort of option it is, and does not
need to since the virtual function for the right sort of option is called automatically.

Here are some possible related questions:

7. CODING IN C++

For further discussion, see Stroustrup Section 7.7, [18].

Here are some possible related questions:

• What did you find hard?
• What did you find easy?
• What was your class design for project X?

• If "MyFunction" takes in a constant reference to a B , can 1 do the
assignment above?

• What is the syntax if the function is a class data member?

• Do you think function pointers are useful in C++?

void f 0
f

240

Solution to Question 7.9. Well, clearly there is no single right answer to this

question. However, there is a clear wrong answer: "nothing."

The worst mistake to make, however, is to claim that you know a lot on this
topic when you don't. For example, one candidate on interview stated that he had
implemented BGM in C++ but was unable to write a for loop when asked. An
honest "I don't know any C++ but can program in another language and am keen
to learn" is much better than pretending you know more than you do. However,

you would do better to wait until you can honestly say that you know something.

The best way to reach that point is to read books on C++ and finance (e.g.
"C++ Design Patterns and Derivatives Pricing"), and to implement some models
yourself. At the end of [6] , there is a list of computer projects which you can

work through. If you can go into an interview and say that you have done these
in C++ and are able to discuss them, this will count for a lot. Be prepared for
questions such as:
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return 0;

2437.3. SOLUTIONS

Solution to Question 7.12. If one hωan object of some inherited class 也at

has been dynamically allocated (i.e. created using new, ) then when it is deleted
via a pointer to a base class object, one has the issue that the correct destructor
needs to be called. If the destructor of the base class is virtual, then the inherited
class one is called d让ectly and there is no problem.

If it is not virtual, then the base class destructor is called and the object may
not be properly deleted. This generally causes a memory leak and may cause
worse problems.

As a general rule, always declare destructors virtual if any method is pure
abstract, i.e. not defined in the base class. Some compilers , e.g. g十十， generate
a warning if you do not declare the destructor virtual in this case. Generally
declare them virtual if any method is virtual. If no method is virtual it pr。也ably
is not necessary.

Solution to Question 7.1 3. The basic rule is the more fundamental something
毡， the sooner it is constructed and the later it is destructed. The reason for this is
that an inherited class may want to use the base class during either construction
or destruction, but the converse will never be true. NB if you attempt to use the
inherited class via a virtual function during base class construction you will come
to grief. If the function is pure virtual you will get a run-time error saying you
called a pure virtual function. If it is not, the base class version will be called.

So in this particular case, A is constructed then C then B. And for destruction,
B then C then A. Note that this means the class data members are available in
the constructor and destructor of B.

口

Here are some possible related questions:

• What are the disadvantages if any of declaring a destructor virtual?
• Do you thi时( that C++ should simply default to making all destructors

virtual?
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+十str1;

++str2;

• How would you implement a case-insensitive comparison operator?
• How do you convert a C++ string into a C-style string? What are the

dangers in doing so?

Note that although the pointers point to const they are not const themselves.
We can therefore increment them. We keep doing so until one string end is
reached or a letter differs. We use pre-increment rather than post-increment since
it is supposed to be faster.

Here are some possible related questions:

>
if (*str1 < * str2)

return -1;
if (*str1 > * str2)

return 1;

The correct way to do this problem is, of course, to use the implementation
from the C standard library in "String.h". However, the interviewer is probably
not looking for that solution and one should always give interviewers what they
want, no matter how silly.

The crucial fact here is that that C-style strings are zero terminated. Here's
a simple implementation:

int mystrcmp( canst char *str1 , canst char *str2 )

f
whi工e (*str1 != ,\0' && *str2 != ,\0' && *str1 == *str2)

f
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Here are some possible related questions:

• In a class with several data members, in what order are they constructed?
• In a class with several data members, in what order are they destroyed?

Solution to Question 7.14. The compiler will always provide a copy con
structor, an assignment operator and a destructor. It is important to realize that
these are trivial in the sense that they do the simplest thing they can.

The copy constructor therefore calls the copy constructor of each data member
to make a copy. This is called making a shallow copy. The assignment operator
calls the assignment operator of each data member.

It is OK to use the shallow copy if every data member has a copy constructor
that does the right thing. This is generally not the case if data members are
pointers, since both old and new objects will point to the same data. This can
result in crashes when the pointed-to object is deleted twice. The same issues
apply with assignment operators.

A non-trivial destructor is needed if and only if the class needs to free
resources when the object dies. This is typically deleting allocated memory. A
trivial destructor should be declared virtual if the object is likely to be deleted
via a pointer to a base class.

The best way to get round declaring non-trivial copy constructors, destructors
and assignment operators is to use smart pointers that do all the correct things
when the default behaviour is used. This has been dubbed (by Mark Joshi) "the
rule of almost zero."

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is "the rule of three"?
• What smart pointers have you used?
• What would you do if you wanted it to be impossible to copy 0歧jects

from a class?

口

口
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Solution to Question 7.15. The first and best-known method relies on the
fact that if a class has a single argument constructor then the compiler will treat
it as a conversion operator. So the class declaration for B contains the line

B( const A& myObject);

or

B(myObject);

either is sufficient for automatic conversion.

Another method is needed if we wish to be able to convert into objects of
type B when the cl创s declaration is not accessible, for example, suppose B was
the type double: we cannot write a new constructor for doubles. This is done
by defining an operator in the class A whose name is B so we include the line

operator B0 co丑st;

in the class declaration for A. When we define the operator, we code it as

+US
丑。

C、
、
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、
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II create object of type B and return it

>

In both cases, we do NOT specify the operator's return type at the start of
the line. For further discussion, see Section 11 .4 of [18].



Solution to Question 7.16. If a class uses memory allocation then it will use
the new command. This returns a pointer to a piece of dynamically allocated mem
ory. If we make the pointer a class data member, then the operations of copying
and assignment will cause issues if we use the compiler's default operators.

In particular, the copy constructor supplied by the compiler will be a "shallow"
copy constructor, that is it will simply make a copy of the pointer. The e百ect

of this is that the original object and the copy will point to the same piece
of allocated memory. This will cause many problems. For example, a properly
written object should delete the pointed-to memory in its destructor if not
before. A shallow copy will cause this to happen twice, and a crash will result.

More generally, even if the deletion is handled correctly in some other way,

the two objects will be strongly tied together and the behaviour will not be that
of a copying an ordinary object. The issues with assignment are similar, plus
there is an additional complication that the object being overwritten will lose its
pointer to the memory it had previously allocated. This means that that memory
will never be deallocated and a memory leak occurs.

Some additional points to note on this problem are that the class will also
need a properly written destructor and that many of the problems can be avoided
by using smart pointers. It is also worth mentioning at this point "the rule
of three": if a class has one of a destructor, copy constructor and assignment
operator, it generally needs all three.

Personally, I prefer the "rule of almost zero": a class should have none of
the three except an empty virtual destructor when it has abstract methods. The
reason for this is that memory allocation and deallocation is much better handled

>

口
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MyArray tmp(i且put);

std: :sort(tmp.begin() , tmp.end());
return tmp;

Solution to Question 7.17. 丁he optimal solution to sort an array is to use
the Standard Library:

MyArray II uses STL sort algorithm to sort input
STLSort(const MyArray& input II array to sort

#include <algorithm>

by smart pointers. Write (or find in Boost) once a smart pointer class that has
the desired behaviours, and then use and reuse that. This is a lot less bug prone
and takes a lot less time when writing new classes. For more on the rule of
almost zero see the second edition of [7].

Here are some possible related questions:

• What smart pointers do you know?
• Why do abstract classes need virtual destructors?

This will not do it in place. If you want to do it without copying the array, then
don't copy the array, change the input to non-const and the return type to void.

It is unlikely that the interviewer will be satisfied with this response, however,
since they are probably trying to test your skill with algorithms. It is also worth
knowing that the STL sort algorithm is not guaranteed to be a stable sort, that
is it can change the order of equivalent elements (i.e. neither α < b not b> α.)

If they ask you for a stable algorithm use stable_sort instead.

f

口
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• What does the explicit keyword do?
• Do you think that constructors should be explicit by default? Why

do you think the standard does it the way it does?
• Can you give a non-trivial example where the second methodology is

useful?

Here are some possible related questions:

246
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The type T is an iterator (or pointer). This allows the code to be generic and
applied to a vector of any type with comparison operators. Insert sort is simple
but not particularly fast. It works as follows:

template<class T>
void InsertSort(T start , Tend)

f
for(T i=start; i<end; ++i)

f
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• Do you think it is worth hand-coding STL algorithms?
• Implement merge sort.
• How would you sort a list? (Lists are non-contiguous in memory so

random access iterators cannot be used.)
• If objects were expensive to copy and assign, how would this affect

choice and implementation of a sort routine?
• Why would you want a stable sort?

Solution to Question 7.1 8. In C++ the maximum value of an int is typically
231 _1. If we add one to that we get the largest negative number: 一231 . Repeating
therefore gives us a saw-tooth type wave.

If we take a float or double then eventually adding one has no effect
because the value 1 as a fraction of the number is too small to show up in the
significant digits which are stored as the value of the number.

口

• It is order n2 in complexity.
• The speed depends on how sorted the array already is. If the array is

sorted then the speed is order n.
• It can be used incrementally. i.e. sort a stream of numbers as they arrive

rather than having to see them all before starting.

There exist faster algorithms which are order n log n. One easy such algorithm
is merge sort. With merge sort, one sorts the top half and bottom, and then
merges the two. To sort each half, we can recursively call merge until the array
is of length one. The main downside of this algorithm is that it is really fiddly to
implement without extra temporary memory. Note that one could shift to using
another algorithm once the array got small, e.g. use insert sort if length is less
than 20.

Other algorithms that are popular are heap sort and quick sort. There is
extensive discussion on Wikipedia of the pros and cons of various choices.

Here are some possible related questions:
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• Sort 岳rst j elements.
• Take element j 十 1 and sift upwards until you find the place where it

fits in.
• Insert element j 十 1 in the correct position and shuffle the elements

downwards to get the first j 十 1 elements to be sorted.
• Keep on going until j reaches the end.

*dec=value;

• It is stable.
• It is in-place and requires no extra memory.

while(dec > start && *(dec-1»=value)
<

T: :value_type value = *i;
T dec = i;

*dec=*(dec-1);
一 -dec;

>

Here is a simple implementation of the insert sort algorithm:

Important points to know about it are:

>
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Solution to Question 7.19. There are three main storage areas for variables
in C++:

• When are static variables destroyed?
• Give an example of when a static variable would be useful.

2517.3. SOLUTIONS

Solution to Question 7.21. There are a number of issues with virtual functions
and optimization. The first is that they are typically called using pointer indirection,
that is the processor has to jump to a location contained in a pointer rather than
a pre-determined location. This results in a few extra instructions.

The second is more serious: if the compiler and linker do not know what is
contained in the function call they cannot perform any optimizations based on
its contents. In particular, virtual functions cannot be inlined.

In addition, a virtual function table will be created for the class and every
object from the class will need to contain a pointer to it. For large numbers of
small objects, this can be a real issue.

• Are static virtual functions possible in C++? Should they be?
• It is possible to call a pure virtual function?

口

in the header file for your class, then a copy of the virtual function table was
put in the object file for every source file that directly or indirectly included it.
For this reason, it is sometimes recommended to always define the destructor in
the source file. Most modern compilers should be smarter than this, however.

Here are some possible related questions:

virtual ~MyClass(){}

class. Each object from a class with virtual functions will contain a pointer to
the table for its class.

Note that every object is slightly larger if virtual methods are declared. There
is also an issue with some compilers as to how many copies of the virtual
function table there are. One solution adopted by some older compilers wωto
place the table in the same translation unit as the definition of the destructor.
This meant that if you declared

口
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• What is the largest value that can be represented by a double in C++?
• What is the smallest value that can be represented by a double in C++?
• What strategies would you use to minimize floating point round off

error in C十十?

• How do you access the constant for the largest number in C++?

Here are some possible related questions:

250

• the heap;
• the stack;
• the data segment.

Solution to Question 7.20. This is arguably a trick question in that the C+十

Standard says nothing about how virtual functions are implemented. So the
correct answer is "However the compiler writer felt like doing it."

Nevertheless there is a standard approach which most if not all compilers
use. This is to have table called the "virtual function table" where pointers to
all the virtual functions are stored. There will be one copy of the table for each

Static variables are stored in the data segment, all the memory and locations for
each variable are assigned before the program starts. They are not necessarily
initialized, however, until their declaration is reached in the code.

The heap is used for dynamically allocated memo巧， e.g. anything allocated
using new or malloe. The stack is used for ordinary (automatic) variables.

Here are some possible related questions:



口

口

• If we replaced a virtual function with a function pointer would that
help optimization?

• If we used templates instead would that help?
• Do you think t扫at virtual functions are worth the overhead?

2537.3. SOLUTIONS

Solution to Question 7.24. The code describes an algorithm for turning pairs
of independent uniforms into two pairs of independent Gaussian N(O ,1) draws.
The crucial point is that an acceptance-rejection method is being used which
means that if the pair of uniform draws lies outside a circle of radius 0.5 centred
at (0.5 ,0.5) , then they are discarded and another pair is drawn.

The probability of a pair being used is therefore the area of that circle, since
the area of the square from which the uniforms are drawn is 1. The area of the
circle is

口

• How would you write code that correctly simulates the behaviour of ? :

for integers?
• Extend this code to work for a general type.

何 Gr= 汀- .
2J 4

The average number of draws per Gaussian draw is therefore

4
一 rv 1.27.
1r

Solution to Question 7.23. The C十+ standard states 白at for the ?: operator
only one of the two final expressions is evaluated. If one used the function
condif , they would both be evaluated. This has two consequences: speed and
side-effects.

In particular, if the expressions are expensive to evaluate then computing
both of them will slow the code down. It is also important to realize that in
C++ there is little difference between an expression and an operation so the
expressions can do things other than return a value. The use of condif will
result in any changes that these operations cause occurring for both of them
rather than just one.

A secondary speed issue is that a function call would take more time than
calling an inbuilt operator.

Here are some possible related questions:
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• What happens if you delete a null pointer?
• It is possible to redefine the new and delete commands. How would

you redefine them so that they work seamlessly when the wrong operator
is called?

• Why do you think the language has the two commands rather than
just one?

Solution to Question to 7.22. The delete command is used to deallocate
memory that was allocated using the new command, t捡破 is the memory for a
single object. The delete 口 command performs the corresponding task when
memory was allocated using new 口， that is an array of objects.

TheC十+ standard states if you call the wrong operator then you get undφned

behaviour. In practice, if you are lucky then you get a memory leak and if you
are unlucky you get a crash. (Some people would prefer a crash since it is easier

to spot!)

Here are some possible related questions:

252

One should realize that these are not huge issues unless the code contained
in the function is very short. Thus it makes sense when a method is complicated
for it to be virtual but for accessor functions there can be a real performance h让.

A further possible issue is that the virtual function tables for different classes
can be in quite different parts of memory, this can result in the memory cached
in the processor having to change which results in further slow-downs.

Here are some possible related questions:
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return output;

void reverse_string_inplace(std: :string& input)

f

255

c = input[i];
i丑put[i] = input[input.size()-1-i];
input[i丑put.size()-1-i]= c;

f

7.3. SOLUTIONS

char c;

for (size_t i=O;
2*i < input.size();

++i)

>

• How would the code vary if you were working with C-style arrays?
• Which of the two routines do you prefer?
• If we were working with a vector of expensive to copy objects, how

might the routine be coded to work e岱ciently?

口

Solution 7.26. In terms of syntax, if we use an & then we are passing by
reference, if we use a * we get passing by pointer, and in other cases, we are
passing by value.

Passing by value copies the parameter passed in. This means that time can
be spent on the copying and that changes to the parameter inside the function
do not have any effect outside the function.

Passing by reference means that the object used inside the function is the
same as the one used outside. This is fast in that no copying occurs. However,
changes to the 0均ect do have an effect outside the function, this makes parameters
passed by reference useful for returning information. If one does not wish to pass
back information in a parameter passed in by reference it is normal to declare

Note the crucial -1 as the last element is the size of the string minus one.

Here are some possible related questions:

>

口
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• How would you draw points in the unit circle using precisely two
uniforms? (and so not using an acceptance rejection method.)

• Would this methodology work with low-discrepancy numbers?
• What other methods of generating Gaussian draws do you know?
• Which method would you use?

Solution to Question 7.25. We first give a solution using reverse iterators:

Here are some possible related questions:

std: :string output;
output.reserve(input.size());

for (std::string: :const_reverse_iterator
it = input.rbegin();

it != input.re丑dO; ++it)
output.push_back(*it);

The use of reverse iterators allows us to count back from the end without doing
any subtractions. Note also that we reserve the size of the output string to be
correct to avoid doing more than one memory allocation.

Reversing in place is slightly trickier in that we have to swap pairs of
elements. We give a straightforward simply coded algorithm:

254

std: :string reverse_string(const std::string& input)

f
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让 const; this ensures that the function does not change it, and signals to the
caller that this is the case.

Passing by pointer is similar to passing by reference. A pointer to the object
is passed by value. The cost of passing in is small as we are only copying a
pointer not a complicated object. We have ωdereference the pointer each time
we access the object. Pointers have two concepts of const: whether the location
of the thing pointed to can change, and whether the pointed to thing can change.
This can make them more useful than references: for example, we can swap two
pointers without changing the objects pointed to.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Why bother with references when pointers are available?
• If a parameter is called as a const reference, it is possible for the

function to change it?

口

Solution to Question 7.27. This is a question about virtual functions and
virtual destruction. The first part to note is that the method MyFunction is
declared virtual in the base class. Once a method is virtual it is always virtual
so it will be virtual in the inherited classes too. The pointer alpha1 is a pointer
to an object of type Beta so the invocation of the method will yield "In Beta."
Similarly with the reference alpha2, the object pointed to is of type Gamma so
we get "In Gamma."

The correctness of the program is more subtle. A important rule to follow
is that a function containing virtual functions should always have a virtual
destructor, and this program does not. We should therefore be suspicious.

In fact, there is a memory leak caused by this omission. When the auto_ptr
goes out of scope, the pointed to-object is deleted but the destructor of the base
class is called, not that of the inherited class. This can be fixed simply by putting
virtual in front of the base class destructor.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Why do you think destructors are not always virtual in C++?
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• What are the pros and cons of using auto_ptrs?
• What is your favourite smart pointer?

口

Solution to Question 7.28. This is a question about order of creation and
destruction: if we have a class Gamma inherited from Alpha and containing a
data member of type Beta in what order are they created and destroyed?

The general rule is most primitive first for construction and last for destruction.
A base class is more primitive than a class inherited from it, and data members
are more primitive than the class they are members of. The bases of a class are
more primitive than its data members.

In this case, this means we get the output
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Here are some possible related questions:

• What other possible orderings could you use, and would they be as
good?

• Why are there curly brackets around the declaration of the object c?
How would the output change if they were deleted?

• What happens if a class has multiple data members?

口

Solution to Question 7.29. The first thing we need is an algorithm to compute
square roots. We use a simple one, believed to have been used by the Babylonians.
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This is based on the observation that

y< vi
if and only if

xlυ > Vi·

We therefore progress from a guess y to the average of it and x Iy. Thus we

have a sequence
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and hence
2ν2 = y2 十 x ，

so
y2 = x.

Strictly speaking we need to show that the sequence converges. Let

f(y) = ν 十 77

and so

f' (y) 工 1 一言

For x and y positive, this will be between °and 1, and as long as y lies in an
interval (0, B) this will be bounded by M < 1. This means 由况 forα ， b ε (0 ， B)

If(α) - f(b)1 三 Mla-bl·

This implies that applying f is a contraction mapping. In particular, if our 自rst

two points are in an interval of length l then the second and third points will be
in an interval of length lM. Each 叩p1ic创ion of f will multiply the length of the
interval by M and so the length will go to zero and the sequence will converge.
Alternatively, the result follows from the Contraction Mapping Theorem which
can be found in just about any book on analysis, e.g. [15].
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We present C++ code to implement this method:

#include <iostream>

double absval(double z)
f

return z >= 0 ? z :>z;
>

double squareroot(double x , double tol)
f

double guess = x/2.0;

while (absval(x-guess*guess) > tol*x)
f

guess = O.5*(x/guess+guess);
>

return guess;
>

int mai卫( int argc , char* argv[] )
f

if (argc ! = 2)

f
std: :cout « "Precisely one argument"

"must be given for square-rooting";
return 1;

>

double x= atof(argv[1]);
double tol = 1丑-8;

double y = squareroot(x , tol);
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std: : cout «y «"\丑";

return 0;

>

Note we have not used the function f abs since we were told to not use the
standard library.

The main program takes two arguments, the first is the number of arguments
passed at the command line. The second is a vector of char* arrays. The zeroth
element of the array is the name of the executable which is not useful. The first
element is the argument we want. We want a double and we have a char*; the
function atof converts between them.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is the rate of convergence of your algorithm?
• What is the highest possible accuracy?
• What other methods do you know for computing square roots?
• Implement the Newton-Raphson method for this problem.

Solution to Question 7.30. A binary tree is a data structure consisting of a
collection of nodes. Each node contains a piece of data and has zero, one or two
nodes below it. Every node except the head node must be below precisely one
other node. No loops are allowed, so each node has a well-defined distance from
the top of the tree, and its daughter nodes are one further from the top.

There are a lot of ways to represent a tree in C+十. One standard way to do
this is have each be represented by a piece of data and pointers to two daughter
nodes. If the daughter node does not exist then the pointer is null. This approach
gives a tree that is quite easy to use but adding data, copying, assignment,
destruction and creating the tree involve a lot of fiddly memory handling. One
can also find that the nodes are scattered through memory.

口
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We therefore present a method that uses a vector to store all the nodes.
The relationships between nodes are represented by indices in the vector. We
also include an auxiliary iterator class for traversing the tree.

#ifndef BINARY TR丑丑 H

#define BINARY TRE丑丑

#include <vector>
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bool IsNull() canst;
bool LeftExists() canst;
bool RightExists() canst;

prl飞rate:

int Location;
BinaryTree& OwningTree;



};

prl飞rate:

};
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int MaxElement(BinaryTree& tree);
int MaxElement(BinaryTree::工terator iter);

int TreeDepth(BinaryTree& tree);
int TreeDepth(BinaryTree: :Iterator iter);

As well as our main tree class, we have auxiliary classes: the iterator class
and the node class. Note that since the iterator allows modification of the tree, it

can only be invoked for trees that are not constant objects. If we wished to be

able to work with const trees, we would need to· define a second iterator class,
which is typical in the standard library for template container classes.

Note the use of friend to allow the iterator class to access the private

data in the tree, and also to allow the tree to create iterator objects. We represent
the empty tree by a vector containing one node which contains all zeros. We
make iterators and nodes point to this node when pointing to non-existent nodes.

The implementation is straightforward, once the structure has been decided:

#include "BinaryTree.h"

#endif

>

int BinaryTree::Iterator::operator*() const

f
return OwningTree.Nodes[Location] .value;

int& BinaryTree: :Iterator::operator*()

f
return OwningTree.Nodes[Location] .value;

>

bool IsEmpty() const;

void InsertOrSetTreeTop(int x);

Iterator(BinaryTree& tree , i丑t location);

friend class Bi丑aryTree;

Iterator GetHead();
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public:
int above;

int left;
int right;

int value;

工terator InsertOrOverwriteLeft(Iterator locatio丑，

int va工ue);

工terator InsertOrOverwriteRight(Iterator location ,
int value);

friend class Iterator;

};

std: :飞rector<TreeNode> Nodes;

class TreeNode

f

262
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>
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return Iterator(*this , Nodes[iter.Location] .left);

else

Nodes[ Nodes[iter.Location] .left] .value = value;

>

int newLocation = Nodes[iter.Location] .left;

if (iter.IsNull())

throw("can't insert at null location");

#endif

TreeNode NewNode = { iter.Location , 0 , 0 , value};

Nodes[iter.Location] .left = Nodes.size();

Nodes.push_back(NewNode);

if (newLocation ==0)

f

7.3. SOLUTIONS

BinaryTree: :Iterator

BinaryTree::lnsertOrOverwriteLeft(BinaryTree: :Iterator iter ,
int value)

BinaryTree: :Iterator::lterator(BinaryTree& tree ,
int 工ocation)

OwningTree(tree) , Location(location)

f
#ifdef …DEBUG

if (&iter.OwningTree != this)

throw("bad iterator");

f
>
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bool BinaryTree::lterator::RightExists() const

f
return OwningTree.Nodes[Location] .right !=O;

bool BinaryTree::工terator::IsNull() const

f
return Location ==0;

>
bool BinaryTree::lterator::LeftExists() const

f
return OwningTree.Nodes[Location] .left !=O;

BinaryTree::lterator& BinaryTree: :Iterator::Right()

f
Location = OwningTree.Nodes[Location] .right;

return *this;

>

BinaryTree: :工terator& BinaryTree: :Iterator: :Left()

f
Location = OwningTree.Nodes[Location] .left;

return *this;
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>

BinaryTree: :Iterator& BinaryTree: :工terator: :Up 0
f

Location = OwningTree.Nodes[Location] .above;

return *th工s;



>

>

return 工terator(*this ， Nodes[iter.LocationJ .right);

2677.3. SOLUTIONS

return Nodes.size() <=1;

>

TreeNode node = {O , O, O,x};

Nodes.push_back(node);

f

TreeNode node = {O , O,O, O};

Nodes.push_back(node);

if (Nodes.size() >1)

Nodes[1J .value=x;
else

The iterator stores a reference to the tree so it is wholly associated with this

particular tree. Note that since the iterator class's constructor is private, it can

only be created by a tree. We have not made the copy constructor private so

iterators can be copied, however.

We uses lists to specify nodes, this can be done for trivial classes that have no

user-defined constructors. When we add a node, we use the push_back method

of the vector clωs and so do not have to worry about memory allocation. We

also do not need to define copy constructors and destructors for the tree.

>

void BinaryTree::工丑sertOrSetTreeTop(intx)

f

BinaryTree: :BinaryTree()

f

>

bool BinaryTree: :IsEmpty() const

f

>

>
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TreeNode NewNode = { iter.Location , 0 , 0 , value};

Nodes[iter.LocationJ .right = Nodes.size();

Nodes.push_back(New茹ode);

if (newLocation ==0)

f

else
Nodes[ Nodes[iter.LocationJ .rightJ .value = value;

BinaryTree: :Iterator BinaryTree::GetHead()

f
#ifdef _DEBUG

if (Nodes.size() <=1)

throw("empty tree");

#e丑dif

return Iterator(*this , 1);

if (iter.IsNull())
throw(气an't insert at null location");

#endif
int newLocation = Nodes[iter.LocationJ .right;

BinaryTree::lterator
BinaryTree: :InsertOrOverwriteRight(BinaryTree::lterator iter ,

int value)
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f
#ifdef _DEBUG

if (&iter.OwningTree != this)

throw("bad iterator");

>



>

>

return TreeDepth(tree.GetHead());
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return MaxElement(tree.GetHead());

if (tmp.RightExists())

value = std::max(value ， Max巴lement(tmp.Right()));

7.3. SOLUTIONS

if (iter.LeftExists())

va工ue = std: :max(value ,MaxElement(iter.Left()));

return value;

BinaryTree::lterator tmp(iter);

口

Here are some possible related questions:

• Add in an iterator class 白at works with const objects.
• Write a general class that works with data of an arbitrary type.
• Do the tree the conventional way using nodes and pointers.

The only real subtlety here is that at points we copy the iterators. This is a very

fast operation since they only contain a reference and an integer; this would be
true even if the tree contained a more complicated data type. This is necessary

because the Left 0 and Right 0 operations modify the iterator, and it is the
unmodified iterator 由at we want.

>

int Max卫工ement(BinaryTree& tree)

f
#ifdef DEBUG

if (tree.IsEmpty())

throw("attempt to take max of empty tree");
#endif

>

7. CODING IN C++

BinaryTree: :Iterator tmp(iter);

iter. Left 0 ;
int leftDepth = TreeDepth(iter);

tmp .Right 0 ;
i丑t rightDepth = TreeDepth(tmp);

if (iter.IsNull())

return 0;

return 1十std: :max(leftDepth ,rightDepth);

if (tree.IsEmpty())

return 0;

int TreeDepth(BinaryTree& tree)

f
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For the final two problems, these are naturally done via recursion. For each,

we define a function for the tree which calls another function for iterators since

the real issue is how to traverse the tree:

int MaxElement(Bi丑aryTree::lterator iter)

<
#ifdef _DEBUG

if (iter.IsNull())
throw("attempt to take max from null iterator");

#endif
int value = *iter;

i卫t TreeDepth(BinaryTree: :Iterator iter)

<



Solution to Question 7.31. The keyword const indicates that something is
constant, that is it cannot be changed. However, there are many subtleties to its

use. Here are some of the places it can be used:

• on a variable declaration;
• on an argument of a function or method;

• on a method of a class;
• on a class data member;
• in the declaration of a pointer.

When it is used on a variable declaration, the variable's value cannot be changed
after the variable is created so its value must be assigned at that time.

Often arguments to function are passed by reference rather than by value to
avoid the overhead of making a copy. If an argument is passed by reference then
its value can be changed within the routine and the changes propagate outside.
Putting a const stops it changing, and makes it clear to the caller that there is

no intention to change it.

When we place a const on a method of a class, it indicates that the class
will not change the class's internal state. In particular, inside the method the
class's data members cannot be changed easily. However, it is possible to do so
if the coder really desires. The easiest way is to declare data members mutable.
The const keyword then has no effect on them. This technique can be useful
as a method of caching data inside const methods to avoid recomputations.
It is, however, very poor practice to use mutable to allow const methods to
make essential changes to the class's behaviour. Calling a const method before
another method should not affect the result of the second (and any subsequent)
method. Once again here the use of const clarifies for the caller what behaviour

to expect.

Placing const on a class data member means that the data member must
be initialized in the constructor's initialization list, and it cannot be changed
thereafter. A nasty side effect of this is that the class cannot have an assignment
operator, since such an operator would change the data member's value. It is
therefore advisable not to do this, unless you are happy to have classes that

cannot be assigned.

2717.3. SOLUTIONS

Such a variable is initialized the first time it is encountered, but does not
go out of scope when the function exits, instead the value persists until the
next time the function is called and it is then reused. This had the advantage of
mimicking class-like behaviour in C but is less useful in C++. It can be used
in C++ to reduce the time spent on creating objects. Note, however, that this
use is incompatible with multi-threaded programming since the function could
be entered by two different threads both wanting to access the same data. It is
used in the singleton pattern to allow one instance of a class to exist which is a
static variable member inside a static member function.

口

• Repeat this question for volatile.
• Do you think const adds to the C++ language?
• Is it possible to have two versions of the same function which are the

same except for return type and constness? Would this be useful?

Solution to Question 7.32. The keyword static has many uses in C++. The
first and most common one is a static variable in a function.

Here are some possible related questions:

Being keen on the use of const suggests that you are a responsible pro
grammer, being unkeen suggests that you are not, so best to be keen on it at
an interview!

Pointers can be const in two ways: the object pointed to can be const, and
the location of the pointer can be const. This is distinct from references which
can only be const in one way.

It is also important to be aware of const一cast . This can remove constness
from pointers. However, if an 0均ect was originally declared const , an attempt
to modify it using const_cast will result in undefined behaviour. These casts
are really only useful when interacting with legacy code which has not been
written with const in mind.
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rather than

MyClass::MyMethod();

2737.3. SOLUTIONS

Solution to Question 7.34. We place the code for which we wish to catch
exceptions inside curly brackets with a try at the front. At the end, we put
catch ( . . . ). This then catches exceptions of all types.

Here are some possible related questions:

口

• Do you think that references add anything to the language?
• What is a smart pointer?
• Calling pure virtual methods: is it possible to call a pure virtual method

that has not been defined? Discuss.
• Calling pure virtual methods: is it possible to call a pure virtual method

that has been de岳ned? Discuss.

• What is exception safety?
• How do you rethrow an object?

into a routine that treats all pay-oft's the same. For further discussion of this
example, see [7]. Other standard examples are "a car is a vehicle" with a "drive"
method and "a circle is a shape" with a "draw" method.

An αbstract class is a class than contains a pure virtual method. A method
is pure virtual if it is virtual and has the specifier =0 at the end. A class is also
pure virtual if it is inherited from a pure virtual class and does not override
the pure virtual with a non-pure one. An abstract class cannot be instantiated.
This means that such a class can only be used via an inherited class which is
concrete that is not pure virtual. Note that a pure virtual method need not be
defined anywhere but it can be if so desired.

A pointer is a variable that contains the address of another object. A rl写作renee

is also such a variable. The principal difference is that a reference can only
refer to one object which is determined when the reference is created, whereas a
pointer can be reassigned to refer to another object. Pointers can also point to
nothing and are then called NULL pointers and have the value zero.

Here are some possible related questions:

7. COD剧G 剧 C++

The third use of static is to specify a function which has no linkage outside
the translation unit. In other words, if we declare a function static, we cannot
call it from another file. This usage is archaic, since it has been replaced by the
concept of an anonymous namespace. It is has now been officially deprecated.

The fourth use of static is to denote class data members for which there
is only one copy for the entire class rather than one for each object in the class.

Once again there are issues with thread safety.

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 7.33. Polymorphism means "many shapes." It used in
C++ to describe the process of having a 恒ase class with virtual functions that
are defined in inherited classes. Thus client code treats an 0均ect as if it is a
base class object but elements of its behaviour will vary according to which

inherited class it is from.

A good example of this is a Payoff class for which the main pay-off is only
defined in an inherited class. Thus either a call or a put pay叩off could be passed

• What does it mean for a feature of C++ to be deprecated?
• Give a non-trivial use of static member data.
• How would you make static objects thread-safe?

MyObject.MyMet且ode) ;

This brings us on to static member functions , such a function is a method
of a class which is not associated with an object of the class. It is therefore

invoked via
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>

extern "C"
f
II the functions to have the linkage

8.1. Introduction

CHAPTER 8

Logic/Brainteasers

275

(1) Avoid the junk. A lot of these types of questions are presented in a
story-telling kind of way. Look through all the fluff that surrounds the
important details and focus on the main problem.

(2) Reduce the problem to a simple case and see what happens. If you're
asked how to solve the problem for a group of objects, what happens
with one object? Two? Three? Can you see a pattern developing?

。) Work backwards. If you're asked to solve the problem over a number
of steps, how would you proceed if you were close to your goal? And
a little further...?

(4) Perhaps most importantly, think carefully! A lot of these problems are
written to trick you, so it is worth taking the extra thirty seconds to
consider them carefully.

This chapter covers a range of cunning, tricky and devious questions. There is
little (if any) mathematics involved in solving the questions, instead they usually
require you to look at the question from the correct perspective. The keys to
success are therefore persistence and practice: there are only so many different
sorts of brainteasers and classifying the questions helps a lot.

Most of these problems are easily solved once you know the trick, so it is
particularly important you attempt them before checking the solution.

Due to the varied nature of the problems, there is no one ‘rule' we can
suggest for tackling them. Here are some general pointers, however:

7. CODING IN C++
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口

• What else can the extern keyword be used for?
• Why is extern 吨" needed at all?

• If I catch an object of type X and throw an object of type Y under
what circumstances is Y caught by the catch?

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 7.35. We code as follows
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QUESTION 8.1. At 3.15pm, how many degrees separate the hour and minute

hand of a clock?

QUESTION 8.2. What's 15 cubed?

QUESTION 8.3. A 4 x 4 x 4 cube is made up of 1 x 1 x 1 cubes. If I paint

the outside of the cube, how many 1 x 1 x 1 cubes have paint on them?

QUESTION 8.4. An ant wants to get from one corner of a cube of volume 1m3

to the opposite corner. How far will the ant travel if it takes the shortest distance?

QUESTION 8.5. A lily-pad doubles in area every second. After one minute, it

fills the pond. How long would it take to quarter fill the pond?

QUESTION 8.6. One lap of a racetrack is a mile long. A car drives round it

with an average speed of 30 mph. How fast would it have to go on a second lap

to have an average speed for the two laps of 60 mph?

QUESTION 8.7. We have a glass of white wine and a glass of red wine. Each

has 100mls initially. We have 5mls from the red glass and put it in the white
glass and make the mixture homogeneous. We then take 5ml from the white
glass and put it in the red. Is there more white in the red or red in the white?

QUESTION 8.8. Imagine a chocolate bar consisting of n squares. How many

times do you have to break the chocolate bar to get n individual squares? Does

the result depend on the shape of the chocolate bar? Prove it.

Additional question: Suppose you can stack the pieces on top of each other

so that you can break several at once. How many breaks then?

QUESTION 8.9. Suppose the two of us go into a pub and order a pint of beer.
I drink half the pint. You drink half of the remainder. I drink half of what's left

after this , and we continue. How much of the pint do I drink, and how much

do you?

QUESTION 8.10. A rabbit has N steps to climb. It can either jump one step

or two steps at a time. How many distinct ways are there to the top?

QUESTION 8.11. Snow starts falling sometime before midday. A snow clearing

car begins work at midday, and the car's speed is in reverse proportion to the

QUESTION 8.16. Suppose there are nine marbles in a jar, one heavier than the
rest. You have a set of scales and can weigh as many as you want a maximum of
three times to ascertain which marble is the heaviest. How do you achieve this?

QUESTION 8.1 4. How many ways can you tile dominoes (2 by 1) on a 2 by
n grid without gaps?

QUESTION 8.1 5. You have four cards, displaying 7, 6, A , C. The claim is: if
there is a vowel on one side of a card, then there must be an even number on
the other. You may now turn some cards over to test this claim. Which cards
would you turn over and why?

2778.2. QUESTIONS

QUESTION 8.17. There are n lions in a cage. A piece of meat is thrown
into the cage. A lion can either eat the whole piece of meat or none of it. If
it eats the meat, it falls asleep and becomes to the other lions a piece of meat.
What happens?

QUESTION 8.18. You are sitting in a boat in a swimming pool, you throw
the anchor over the side. What happens to the level of the water in the pool?

QUESTION 8.19. Let's playa game with 100 balls: 50 white and 50 black

and two sacks. You can arrange the balls within the two sacks in any way you
want. I then come into the room and pick a ball from one of the sacks. If I pick
a black, I win; a white, you win. How do you arrange the balls such that you

have the highest chance of winning?

QUESTION 8.20. 50 smart, logical people are on an island. The people either
have blue or brown eyes. The island has a certain set of rules. If you can work

out that you definitely have blue eyes, then you have to commit suicide at 12
midnight. But you have to be 100% certain - i.e. you have to deduce logically

time since the snow began falling. The distance covered by the snow car from
midday until 1pm is double that from 1pm to 2pm. When does the snow start?

QUESTION 8.1 2. What is the smallest number of integer weights required to
exactly balance every integer between 1 and 40. Prove it.

QUESTION 8.13. Find the smallest subset of integers that you can use to

produce 1,2,…, 40 by only using "+" or "-" (each number in the subset can be
used at most one time) .

8.2. Questions
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QUESTION 8.26. How many piano tuners are there in Oxford?

QUESTION 8.25. How many petrol stations are there in the UK (or whichever
country/city you are currently in)?

QUESTION 8.22. Given a small rectangle completely contained in a large
rectangle and a straight edge, draw a straight line dividing the area contained in
the big rectangle but not the small rectangle in half.

2798.3. SOLUTIONS

8.3. Solutions

• How many degrees at a quarter to four?

• What is the 岳rst time before quarter past three when the two hands lie
on top of each other?

• What is the first time after quarter past three when the two hands lie
on top of each other?

Solution to Question 8.1. There are 12 hours on a clock and hence 30 degrees
between each hour. Obviously it takes one hour for the hour hand to move from
the 3 to the 4. Since it is one quarter past 3 (i.e. the minute hand will be exactly
on 匀， there will be 30/4 = 7.5 degrees between the two hands.

Here are some possible related questions:

口

Solution to Question 8.2. Well, clearly we can plug this in our calculator and
read the display. However, in an interview that will not be an option. Instead, you
will probably be expected to do it in your head. (If you think that' s unreasonable,
do not tell them so.)

The correct answer is 3375.

To do this sort of problem, you need to brush up on your mental arithmetic.
The 且rst thing is to simply do a few sums in your head and see how they go.

You can also practice estimating the magnitude of solutions. 15 is about
half-way between 10 and 20. These cube to 1000 and 8000. Cubing is convex
so the answer will be less than the average of these. So guessing that it's not too
far from, but less than, 4000 is a place to start.

If you feel that your arithmetic skills need brushing up, then you need to
get a book on the topic. One nice book is "Speed Mathematics Using the Vedic
System" by VaH Nasser, [10].

One way to get better at cubes is to memorise squares. Thus work out the
squares of all numbers below, for example 32, and memorise them. You then
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QUESTION 8.24. Coins on a round table game: we take turns placing coins
on a round table, no coins can overlap another coin or the edge of the table. If
the player who can't place a coin loses and you can choose whether to play first
or second, devise a winning strategy.

that you have blue eyes.τhere are no mirrors and nobody can tell you what
colour your eyes are. First, what happens? Then, one day a man from outside
the village comes along and tells everybody on the island that there is at least
one person that has blue eyes on the island. What happens?

QUESTION 8.21. There is a prison of 22 prisoners in 22 cells. The warden
says to them he will take them into a room with two light switches, which will
each begin in the down position, and the prisoner may use a switch. However he
will take them randomly, one a day. The warden says 出at as soon as anyone can
tell him that all the prisoners have been into the room he will let them free, but
if they get it wrong they hang. He gives them one hour to discuss their strategy,
and after that there will be no communication. How do the prisoners guarantee

their freedom?

QUESTION 8.23. You are asked to play NIM, with the last one to pick up a
stick losing. What's the optimal strategy?

There are various versions of the game of NTh在 but let's consider a simple
one. There are n matches, for example 10, on the table. Each turn you can take
1,2 or 3 matches. The person who takes the last stick loses.



口

口

64 - 8 = 56

2818.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:

口

口

• Two trains start 60 miles apart. They head toward each other on the
same track at 30 miles per hour. A fly starts in front of one train and
flies at 45 mph until it meets the other. It then reverses direction. It
does this until it gets squωhed. How far does the fly fly?

• What is the formula for the sum of N terms in a geometric series?

60 - 2 = 58

• If the ant can only go on edges, what is the distance?
• If the ant goes along one edge and then cuts across the face, what is

the distance?
• If the ant can burrow through the cube, what is the distance?

Solution to Question 8.6. This is a trick question. The obvious answer of
averaging the speeds is incorrect.

Instead, we compute the times needed. Two laps means 2 miles. To travel 2
miles at 60 mph takes 2 minutes.

To travel 1 mile at 30 mph also takes 2 minutes. We therefore have no time
left to go round the second time. The car would have to travel infinitely fast.

seconds. Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 8.5. The key to this sort of question is to spot the trick
and not to attempt to solve equations. If it doubles in size every second, then it
takes two seconds to quadruple in size.

So the answer is
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cubes with paint.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What is 16 cubed? (Express as a power of 2.)
• Estimate the cube root of 5000.

• What about with a 5 x 5 x 5 cube?
• How many cubes will have paint on more than one face?
• How many cubes will have paint on more than two faces?
• What will happen to the fraction of cubes with paint as the number of

small cubes goes to infinity?

v1+22工v5

Solution to Question 8.4 The key to this is to unfold the cube. The problem
is the same as asking the distance to go from one corner of a rectangle of size

1 x 2 to the opposite comer.

This is clearly

Solution to Question 8.3. As usual, there are two approaches: one is tedious
and error prone, the other easy. The bad approach is to count the number of
cubes on each face and then subtract duplicates.

The easy approach is to count the number of cubes with no paint. These
simply constitute a 2 x 2 x 2 cube. So there are 8 cubes without paint. We

therefore have

which is not too hard.

Here are some possible related questions:
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only have to do the squ缸e by the number in your head. In this case, it would be

15 * 225 = 10 * 225 十 0.5 * 10 * 225
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100- y

100 - y 十 x = 100

2838.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:

口

Solution to Question 8.9. To solve this problem we just need to identify the
in岳nite sums that describe how much each person drinks. The sums themselves
will not need to be computed, as we shall see.

Initially I drink 1/2, leaving 1/2 in the glass. You drink half of this, or 1/4,
leaving 1/4 in the glass. Thus my next drink is 1月 of a pint, then 1/32 and so
on, while you drink the sequence 1/4, 1/16, . . . In other words,

(xl ~

Amount I drink 工艺卢?
k=O

兰 1 1 尘 l
Amount you drink = ) ，一一一:一)，一一一

ι..J 22k十2 2 LJ 22k十1

k二o k=O

• Does the shape of the small pieces matter?
• Discuss the 3 dimensional analogue of the two problems.
• What is a toblerone?

Solution to Question 8.8. The key to the 岳rst part is to notice that if you
have k pieces and break one then you have k + 1 pieces. This means that to get
from 1 piece to n pieces takes n - 1 breaks. This clearly does not depend on
the shape of the bar.

For the second part, if we break all the pieces we have, then we can double
the number of pieces with one break and we can do no better. This means that
we need at least k breaks where k is the smallest number such that

2k > η.

In this case, dependence on shape is trickier: if any of our pieces only ever has
one square in it, then clearly we cannot break it again.

For example, a 2 x 2 square can be done with two breaks. However, if we
take 3 squares in a row with an extra square below the centre one, then any
initial break will detach precisely one piece, and we will need at Ieωt 3 breaks
in total.

8. LOGICIBRAINTEASERS
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• If the car has a top speed of 120 mph, what's the fastest average speed
that can be attained?

• Why doesn't averaging the speeds work?

Here are some possible related questions:

• Compute the position after the first pouring and then compute again
after the second one.

• Use conservation of mass.

• Suppose we pour 6mls on the second pour. What then?
• Suppose we pour 6mls on the first pour. What then?
• What colour will the wine in the white wine glass be after the procedure?

mls of red since the other y is white. But there are only x mls more so

since we started with 100.

Here are some possible related questions:

We will do the second one, since it is easier and whether you spot this is the
test of how smart you are (or how experienced...)

The crucial point is that there is 100 mIs of wine in each glass at the end.
This can only be the case if the two amounts are the same.

Not convinced? Well here's the proof in equations. Suppose there are x mls

of red in the white and y of white in the red.

Then the red glass contains

Solution to Question 8.7. This is a very old one but still seems to come up.

There are two main approaches:
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p(k) = p(k • 1)+p(k-2).

We have our recursive case, now we need an initial (base) case. From a distance
of 1 step, there is clearly only one way to the top. We can define the number of
unique ways when we are at the top to be 1, or by considering the number from

2858.3. SOLUTIONS

Integrating gives

1"十1;dt=21:2;"
or

口

叫x: 1)=叫ff)?

斗斗~ = (;号:)?

Solution to Question 8.11. This problem is quite simple if we break it into a
couple of steps. The second sentence says the speed is in reverse proportion to
the time since the snow began falling, or

s(• ;7
where s(t) is the car's speed， αis the constant of proportionality and t is the
time elapsed since the snow began. Our goal is to determine how long before
midday the snow began falling. If the distance covered from time tl to t2 is
denoted d(tl' t2) , then we have

川)=f28(忡f;dt7
since speed denotes the rate of change (derivative) of distance. Let x denote the
amount of time it's been snowing for at midday. Then the question states

d(x ， x 十 1) 工 2d(x 十 1 ， x 十 2) ，

a distance of 2 we see p(2) = 2. Either way, we have the base cases

p(O) = 1, p(1) = 1, p(2) = 2,

which we require two of. Along with our recursive case, this gives the Fibonacci
sequence. See Question 6.3 for further details on this sequence.

Here are some possible related questions:

@呐That if it can move 3 steps as well?
• Formulate and solve a two-dimensional analogue to the problem.
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• If instead I drink 1/3, then you drink 1/3 of the remainder, and so on,
how much more do I drink now? Will the entire pint be consumed?
Generalise to a fraction 1/n of a pint 旧 each step.

• Take the original question and add a third person, so I drink half, you
drink half of what's left before they drink half of the remainder after
that and so on. What amount do each of us drink?

• Say I'm a bit thirstier than you, and drink 1/2 of what's left each time
while you only drink 1/3. Now how much more do I drink?

Solution to Question 8.10. This question screams to 七e solved backwards,

that is starting from a position one step away from the top and working our way
back to N steps. This is because it is immediately apparent that the number of
distinct ways to the top from a position k from the top will be the sum of the
number of distinct ways from each possible next position.

To state this mathematically, let p(k) be the number of distinct ways to the
top from a distance of k. From this position, we can move either one or two
steps, so

This shows that if we let the amount I drink be x , then the amount you drink is
x /2: I drink twice as much as you. For completeness we should check th况 the

entire pint is drunk. Adding the above two series gives

00 ~

To创 drunk 汇去
k=l

and using summation of a geometric series we see the total proportion drunk is
1. Given I drink twice as much as you, I must have drunk 2/3 of the pint, while
you drink 1/3.

Here are some possible related questions:
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口

1,2,4,8,16, and 32.

2878.3. SOLUTIONS

To make numbers 1 through N, we must therefore have

3k > 2N 十1.

For the case we are interested in, we need

3k 二三 81 ,

F(n) = F(n - 1) 十 F(n - 2).

口

F(O) = 1 and F(l) 工 2.

Here are some possible related questions:

• What if we need to construct 1 through 50?
• What if we can use each number twice?
• Can you think of a physical application?

so k> 4.

To see that it can be done with 4, we work explicitly. If we start with 1 then
we can get -1 ,0,1. To be able to get 2, we must add in 3, we can then get

-4,-3,-2,-1 ,0,1,2,3,4.

To obtain 5 without any overlaps, we can use 9. We can then get

-13, -12,-11，一10，…， 10 ， 11 ， 12 ， 13.

Clearly, the next choice will be 27, and with it we can get all numbers from 1
to 40.

Solution to Question 8.14. Each domino either lies horizontally across, or is
vertical and another vertical domino lies next to it. This means that slicing into
two 1 x n grids, these will have the same tilings, and the problem is equivalent
to how many ways can you tile a 1 xηgrid with squares and dominoes?

Let F(叫 be the number of tilings. The first tile is either a squ盯e or a
domino. If it is a squ盯e then the number of possible such tilings is F (n - 1). If
it is a domino then the number of tilings is F(n - 2).

So

We have

8. LOGICIBRAINτ 'EASERS

• What if I want to balance every number between 1 and 64? Show me
how to balance 64 with your chosen weights.

• Write an algorithm to find the weights needed to balance a number in
the range.

• Suppose you can put weights on either scale, so that a number can be
used positively or negatively. How many then?

• Repeat the question if the car's acceleration is proportional to the
amount of time since it began snowing.

different numbers. However, note that one of the numbers must be zero, and for
every positive number we can also create its negative.

Solution to Question 8.13. First, we derive a lower bound on how many
numbers we need. If we have k numbers, we can use each of them in three
different ways. We can therefore create

k3

Solution to Question 8.12. Each weight can either be used or not used. Thus
this is really a problem about binary arithmetic. We should therefore use

How do we prove that it is impossible with 5? There are only 25 = 32 possible
combinations so you cannot balance 40 different numbers.

Here are some possible related questions:

and solving for x gives x = ~ (-1 士V5). Since x is the time since the snow
began at midday, we need a positive answer and we conclude the snow began
~(-1 十V5) hours before midday

Here are some possible related questions:

286
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Here are some possible related questions:

This means that F (n) is the (n 十 1 )th Fibonacci number!

Here are some possible related questions:

2898.3. SOLUTIONS

• Can you do this in two weighings?
• What is the solution to this problem if there are eleven marbles?
• What is the maximum number of marbles this problem can be solved

for with only three weighings? (Hint: Start with the maximum for two
weighings)

口

• Same four cards. The claim is: each card has precisely one of a vowel
and an even number. How many cards to test the claim?

• How would you express the relation "implies" in terms of elementary
logical operations?

• What if a card could have two numbers or two letters?

口

Solution to Question 8.16. On each weighing, we can split the marbles in
half and eliminate one half as not containing the heaviest. This would indicate
that with one weighing we could compare two marbles, with two weighings four
marbles and with three weighings eight marbles. So how do we find the heaviest
from a group of nine?

The above reasoning only uses two possible outcomes: if all marbles are
weighed then either the first group is heavier or· the second group is heavier.
However, if we leave some marbles out we introduce a third possibility: that the
third group is the one containing the heavier marble. This will be obvious if the
two groups weighed have an equal weight.

With this in mind, how do we solve our problem? On our first weighing,

compare two groups of four marbles, leaving the ninth marble out. If the two
groups of four are of equal weight, the ninth must be the heaviest and we are
done. If one of the groups is heavier, we are in the situation of having two
weighings remaining with four marbles. The problem is easily solved by weighing
two groups of two to find the heaviest pair, and then using your last weighing to
find which of the pair is the heaviest.

Here are some possible related questions:

8. LOGICIBRAINTEASERS

The first card "7" is odd so we should check the back. If the back has a
vowel, then the claim is false.

The second card "6" is even so the statement does not say anything about
this card. The other side may have a vowel, or it may not.

The third card ''J\.' is a vowel, so we must check that the back is even.

The fourth card
not look at the back.

• Same four cards. The claim is: each card has either a vowel or an even
number. How many cards to test the claim?

• Same four cards. The claim is: each card has a vowel and an even
number. How many cards to test the claim?

• Why does F(O) = 1?
• How would you compute F(10000) quickly?
• How many ways can you tile a 3 x n rectangle with dominoes?
• A polyomino of size k can be obtained from one of size k - 1 by

sticking a square to its side. When k = 2, we have dominoes and there
is only 1 configuration. How many are there with k = 3 and k = 4?

Solution to Question 8.15. This is a test of basic deductive logic. We are
testing the truth of a statement of the form "P implies Q." This means that if P
holds then Q must also hold. 古lis is logically equivalent to "not Q implies not
P" so Q not holding means that P does not hold either.

It does not say anything about what is on the back of odd-numbered cards.
The question is ambiguous in that it is not clear whether a card must have a
letter on one side and a number on the other. We proceed as if this were the

case.
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Solution to Question 8.17. We have to assume the following:

• the lions are very intelligent;
• one lion is closest to the meat;
• the lions prefer to eat;
• the lions prefer to be hungry and alive over being eaten.

It is unwise to argue with the interviewer over how silly this problem is. (It is,

of course, very silly!)

This sort of problem should always be done by induction. You start with no

lions and work up.

If no lions, nothing happens.

If one lion, he eats the meat.

If two lions, no one eats the meat since if they do we will be back to one
lion, and the lion who ate the meat will be eaten by the above rule.

If three lions, the closest lion eats the meat since they know two lions will

not eat the meat.

If four lions, don't eat.

If five lions, do eat.

In conclusion, if the number of lions is even no one eats. If the number of

lions is odd, one eats it.

Here are some possible related questions:

• 6 pirates discover a treasure chest filled with 1000 gold coins. After
rolling dice to decide the overall order, each pirate will have a chance
to explain how he thinks the wealth should be divided up. Following
each proposal, all the pirates will vote on it. If a majority agrees then
the proposal is adopted. (The majority must be strict.) Otherwise, the
pirate walks the plank. What happens assuming a pirate will vote down
a division if and only if he thinks he will get more by doing so?

• What if a tie results in the proposal passing?

口
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Solution to Question 8.18. We have to consider two effects:

• throwing the anchor into the pool will raise the water level, since it
will displace water equal to its volume;

• removing the anchor from the boat will lower the water in the pool,
since it will displace water according to its weight when inside the boat.

An anchor will be denser than water so its weight is greater than that of the
volume of water equal to its volume. It therefore displaces more water when
inside the boat than outside.

The level goes down.

Here are some possible related questions:

• An iceberg floating in the ocean melts. What happens to the sea level?
• Why do you think this question is phrased for a swimming pool and

not a lake?

口

Solution to Question 8.19. The first point to note is that it does make a
difference how the balls are arranged for which sack is selected. For example,

if one of the sacks has only 1 ball in it, then there is a 0.5 chance that it will
be drawn.

This suggests the solution. We place a single white ball in one of the sacks.
All the other balls are placed in the other sack. Our chance of winning is then
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To show optimality, we really need to show that this is the best strategy. One
solution is to compute the probability of that you succeed in the general case
and then to differentiate.



• I have brown eyes in which case the blue-eyed person will kill themselves
on the first day after doing the analysis above.

• I have blue eyes in which case they will not.

• If there were 9 people with blue eyes initially, then everyone already
knew that someone had blue eyes so why does the stranger saying that
someone has blue eyes make a difference?

• What if the stranger lied (but was 忧lieved)?

When the other blue-eyed person does not commit suicide they conclude it is
because they both have blue eyes and both commit suicide at midnight on the

second day.

Following this to its logical conclusion, if n people have blue eyes they all
commit suicide on the nth day.

Here are some possible related questions:

2938.3. SOLUTIONS

• Suppose you have to commit suicide if you are p% sure that you have
blue eyes. What difference would this make to the problem, if everyone
starts with a prior belief that they are equally likely to have blue or
brown eyes?

(i) When they visit the room, if one or more switches are down they move
one switch up. However they only ever move a switch once, if they
have moved one in the past and one or more are down, they leave them.

(ii) If both switches are up, they leave them alone. This is regardless of if
they have moved a switch before in the past or not.

口

• What is the expected number of days until the prisoners are free?
Calculate this by simulation.

• How can they make better use of the two switches to optimise the above
algorithm? (Hint: How can you count to 31 on one hand?)

The captain however, must tally the number of unique prisoners who have
been to the room. He does this by counting the number of switches in the up
position each time they visit, and then moving any switches in the up position to
the down position. When their tally reaches 21 , they know every prisoner has
been to the room and may tell the warden.

Here are some possible related questions:

口

Solution to Question 8.21. The prisoners must elect one prisoner to be the
‘captain'. This prisoner will keep count of how many other prisoners he knows
have visited the room, and can then tell the warden when they all have. To do
this, the other 21 prisoners and the captain have two different strategies they
employ upon visiting the room.

For the 21 other prisoners, their strategy is as follows:

8. LOGICIBRAINTEASERS

口

• What if there are 3 sacks?
• What if you win only if the first two independent draws are white?
• What if you win only if the first two draws from a single sack chosen

at random are white?

Here are some possible related questions:

Solution to Question 8.20. We have to work up from the zero case.

If there was no one with blue eyes then the stranger would not have said

someone did. So at least one person does.

Suppose precisely one person has blue eyes. That person knows that the 49
other people have brown eyes and they know that someone has blue eyes. That
person then knows they are the one with blue eyes. So they commit suicide at

12 midnight.

Suppose precisely two people have blue eyes. Each of the two blue-eyed
people analyses the situation and sees that there are two possibilities:
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sticks instead.

4j

2958.3. SOLUTIONS

Here are some possible related questions:

Here 缸'e some possible related questions:

口

• If the number of matches were random, would you play first or second?
• If there were several piles, and you could only take from one pile,

what's the winning strategy in both variants?

口

• What if the table were square and so were the coins?
• What about other shapes?

Solution to Question 8.25. Initially this seems like an impossible question. It
is unlikely that the interviewer will know the answer, so why have they asked
the question? What they want to test is how the answer is structured and which
assumptions are used to get there.

One approach to this question is breaking it down to how many petrol stations
there are in a town/suburb. So for example there are 3 petrol stations in a town
of 10,000 people. This town has a large amount of tourists, and hence more
cars than one would expect for 10,000 people. Taking this into consideration we
could say there is 1 petrol station for 5,000 people. The population of the UK is
roughly 60 million, so the number of petrol stations would be close to 12,000.

In fact, one can check the number at the National Audit 。而ce and it is
around 12,000.

Solution to Question 8.24. Play 且rst. Place the coin in the centre of the table.
Each subsequent move, place your coin in the reflection of their move in the
centre of the table.

8. LOGICIBRAINTEASERS

• Do you think that your solution to the problem is unique?
• Given a rectangular cake with a rectangular piece missing, find a way

to split the remaining cake in two with a single cut. (Give at least

two solutions.)

4j + 1

matches on the table for some j. If we cannot do this then we must lose if our

opponent plays optimally.

If it is "last player to pick up wins," we aim for

Solution to Question 8.23. Since a player will take the last stick if and only
if there is one left, our objective is to leave only one stick on the table. This
shows that the game where the last person to take loses is the same as the game

where the last person to take wins with one less stick.

Suppose there are 5 matches on the table and it is our opponent's turn to
play. After he plays there will be 2,3 or 4 matches left so we can take 1, 2 or 3
matches, respectively, to make him lose.So if there are 1or5matches on the

table he loses.

We can play the same way if he has to play with 9 to get him to 5. More
generally, we always play in such a way as to ensure that there are

294

Solution to Question 8.22. If a single line divides both rectangles in half it
will inevitably divide the difference in half as well. Observe that any line through

the centre of a rectangle will divide it in half.

We therefore draw a line through the centre of both rectangles, and we are
done. Of course, this requires us to be able to find the centre of a rectangle,

however, the centre is at the intersection of the diagonals so that is easy.

Here are some possible related questions:



口

Solution to 8.26. This is similar to Question 8.25 since the interviewer is

mainly is interested in how the answer is structured.

First, we need to assume a population for Oxford, say 100,000. Since people
who live in Oxford like playing the piano, we'll assume there is one piano for
every 4 people, so 万，000 pianos. To keep these pianos playing beautiful notes
the diligent owners like to tune them twice a year, 50,000 tunings per year. A
good piano tuner can take care of 4 pianos per day and assuming he works 200
days per year he can tune 800 pianos. There is therefore approximately 60 piano

tuners in Oxford.

The numbers used in this example are very approximate (and probably wrong)
and aren't as important as the way in which the problem is broken down.

Here are some possible related questions:

• Do you think the number will increase or decrease over time?
• How would you get a more accurate number?

296 8. LOGICIBRAINTEASERS

Here are some possible related questions:

• How many pairs of shoes are bought each year in the UK?
• What is the real estate value of Central Park in New York?

口

CHAPTER 9

The soft interview

9.1. Introduction

The good news is that quant teams tend to interview technically and Human
Resources are an afterthought. If this does not sound like good news to you,
then you would do well to reconsider your career choice. The bad news is that
"soft" questions are sometimes asked, and for fresh graduate jobs this sort of
thing can be important.

In this chapter, we therefore go through some of the questions that might
be asked and discuss how to handle them. Having prepared answers for all of
these will greatly help if the soft interview occurs. We then follow up with some
general finance questions that test your general awareness of finance.

9.2. Soft questions and answers

QUESTION 9. 1. Why do you want to work in banking?

Solution to Question 9.1. Well , the truth is generally "I got fnistrated with
an academic career and I want more money." However, it is considered bad form
to say this, and if this is really the only reason you may not do well in banking.
Work out what the real reason is for you and how to present it. Some points to
consider mentioning:

• Dynamism: fast moving, I want to see the real results of my work in a
short time frame.

• Teamwork: I want to work with other people rather than on my own.
This tends to go down well, although a lot of quants do not have the
easiest personalities.
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QUESTION 9.3. Can you cope with the people around you swearing?

QUESTION 9.2. Tell me about X where X is a random phrase from your CV.

2999.2. SOFf QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION 9.4. Why don't you want to do X anymore?

口

• Make them think something wωtheir idea so they back it.
• Work round them where possible.
• Butter them up.
• Try to understand what personality traits make them difficult and how

you can exploit them.
• Use extreme clarity when dealing with them to avoid misunderstanding

and arguments about what was said.
• Be extra polite with them.

QUESTION 9.5. How would you deal with a difficult person?

QUESTION 9.6. What are your weaknesses?

Solution to 9.6. This is a tricky one, in that who wants to admit all their bad
ωpeets? The standard response is "I don't suffer fools gladly." However, this is
so hackneyed that you might just come across as glib.

It is probably better to do some self-examination and then think about how
to present honestly some of your true weaknesses. If you really think you do not
have any, your weakness is certainly poor self-knowledge. 口

Solution to Question 9.5. This one is annoying in that the solution would
vary so much according to circumstances. However, the important thing is to
demonstrate some ability to take a non-straightforward approach rather than
getting into confrontations with them, e.g. ,

Solution to Question 9.4. It is better to try and accentuate the positive aspects
of the new job rather than the negative aspects of the old. This should therefore
be turned into praise for banking as much as possible. I want to work in teams, I
want to do something dynamic, I want to work in a more energetic atmosphere,
I want to make more impact.口
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• ethics,
• reasonableness,

Solution to Question 9.2. The important point here is that for everything
you write on the CV, have a prepared speech. If you do not want to discuss
something, consider whether it has to be on your CV.

In your speech, consider how to market 白is particular point:

• Can you explain what you did?
• Why it is relevant to banking, and in particular, how is it relevant to

the job you are applying for?

• What you learnt from it.

Solution to Question 9.3. Once again the answer had better be "yes." A lot
of people in banking are rough around the edges and do not like smoothy types.

If swearing truly bothers you, consider another profession or at least stay
well away from the traders. 口

so best not to mention these as reasons to work in banking.

Bankers tend to get upset if you describe their role in negative terms. They
provide financial products that other people want to buy and no one's forcing
those people. The job of a quant is to help to produce those products, and if the
products were not worthwhile no one would buy them. 口

• Transparency: I want to do something where my contribution is clear
and recognized.

• Ability to leverage existing skill set.

Do not give negative reasons , i.e. , don't say that I didn't like what I was doing
before. Banks are not strong on
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QUESTION 9.11. Explain your thesis.

QUESTION 9.10. Where do you want to be five years from now?

QUESTION 9.8. What was our share price at closing last night?

301

口

9.2. SOFf QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

QUESTION 9.1 2. Do you own any shares?

In particular, you should prepare answers for

• the arts graduate;
• an expert in another technical field;
• an expert in your own field.

口

QUESTION 9.13. What qualities do you offer, apart from being smart?

QUESTION 9 .14. What do your friends think of you?

• presentation skills,
• ability to get along with others,
• delivering work on time.

Solution to Question 9 .1 4. This is a strange question in some ways as your
friends presumably think highly of you, and they so would say lots of positive
things: that is why they are your friends. Try, however, to think of something
they would say that makes you perfectly suited for the job you are applying for.
For example, they might say you are easy to get along with and will therefore fit
perfectly into the team. 口

Solution to Question 9.13. Make sure to be able to think of some good
qualities and also how to demonstrate that you have them. For example,

Solution to 9.12. This question is often used to gauge your interest in finance.
Someone who does not own shares, and doesn't even know a little about the
top 10 stocks, probably isn't all that interested in finance. When answering the
question you have to tell the truth, but you can turn it into a discussion of which
shares you might buy and why. 口

9. THE SOFf INTERVIEW

QUESTION 9.7. Are you comfortable working to deadlines?

Solution to Question 9.11. This question is about your ability to explain
technical material rather than about how bright you are. To answer it well, the
best approach to prepare answers for various sorts of people. You also need to try
to assess what the interviewer's background is and what he/she will understand.
You can always ask what their own degree/doctorate is in.

Solution to Question 9.1 0. Once again, the answer is up to you. The important
things are to have one, and to make sure it is compatible with the role that you
are going for. You should be careful to avoid the impression that you will be
trying to leave as quickly as possible. 口

Solution to Question 9.9. Again always check before going to the interview.
People really do ask this. The easiest solution is to look them up on google news
beforehand. In general, read the financial press aVidly for months so you have a
good general knowledge of what's happening. 口

QUESTION 9.9. What big deals have we closed lately?

Solution to Question 9.8. Always check before going to the interview. People
really do ask this. 口
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Solution to Question 9.7. The answer had better be "yes." That alone is not
enough, you need to show that you have successfully met deadlines in the past
and are able to talk about them. This could be as simple as talking about always
getting your assignments done early, or talk about how deadlines were involved
in previous employment.口



QUESTION 9.17. What have you done that shows that you have star quality?

QUESTION 9.18. What do you know about finance? What books have you

read on the topic?

QUESTION 9.16. What is the first thing you would do when you arrive at

work on your first day?

3039.3. FINANCE DATA QUESTIONS

The following sorts of questions really are asked so look them up in the
Financial Times, the Wall Street Journal or the web before turning up to the
interview. Clearly, one should be most on top of the local financial indicators. For
longer term understanding of the global economic situation, one good solution
is to read the Economist every week.

9.3. Finance data questions

QUESTION 9.21. Tell me about an occasion on which you demonstrated
leadership skills.

QUESTION 9.22. Are you comfortable working with our in-house computer
language instead of C++?

QUESTION 9.20. Do you prefer working with others or solo?

Solution to Question 9.20. Saying "solo" is dangerous since it indicates that
you are not a "team player." On the other hand, a given role may require a lot of
solo work. A balanced response leading toward the truth is therefore required. 口

and talk about those. For example, they may have a reputation in certain areas,
or they may be known as a kind employer. 口

Solution to Question 9.21. This sort of question is where having outside
interests and work experience comes in useful. If you do have work experience
then pick an aspect from there, thinking about what you did and what it achieved.
If you do not have any work experience, then you could use an instance where
you were a captain of a sporting team or other club. 口

Solution to Question 9.22. If you want the job, the answer had better be
"yes." But bear in mind that a job where you do C++ gives you a transferable
skill and ability to leverage off many existing libraries, so do you really want
the job? Goldman Sachs is particularly notorious for having its own in-house
programming language. 口

9. Tl亚 SOFf INTERVIEW

QUESTION 9.15. Do you like French food?

Solution to Question 9.18. Make sure you have something to say. The most
important thing is to be able to discuss anything you say you have read. It is
much worse to say you have read something and then demonstrate that you know
nothing about it, than to not have read it. This goes doubly when the interviewer

wrote the book.口

Solution to Question 9.17. Try to think of something impressive that you
have done, and how you can market what you have done as such. Also, how do

they relate to this role? 口

Solution to Question 9.19. Try to think of something other than because I

am desperate. Try to find out in advance some complimentary aspects of them,

QUESTION 9.1 9. Why do you want to work for Megabank? (or whoever they

to happen to be.)

Solution to Question 9.16. This one is infuriating. It turned out that the
answer that the interviewer wanted was that you would ask to see how all the
hedging of derivative products was carried out in practice. Perhaps, the point
was to see how a candidate reacted to infuriating questions: don't show that you

are infuriated. 口

Solution to Question 9.1 5. The answer had better be "yes." Once again have
something to say beyond that. Perhaps you could even mention that French food
is much better with French wine, such as a glass of Chateau Petrus. 口
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QUESTION 9.23. What is the current level of the FTSE?

QUESTION 9.24. What is the current price of oil?

QUESTION 9.25. Sketch the current UK yield curve and discuss its shape.

QUESTION 9.26. What is the current Fed funds rate? (And what does that

mean anyway?)

QUESTION 9.27. What is the Bank of England base rate? (And what does

that mean anyway?)

QUESTION 9.28. What is the Euro b部e rate?

QUESTION 9.29. Explain the sub-prime crisis.

QUESTION 9.30. What's the dollar-yen exchange rate?

QUESTION 9.3 1. Which ED countries have the highest unemployment rates?

Why do you think this is?

QUESTION 9.32. Who is the chairman of the Fed?

QUESTION 9.33. Who is the governor of the Bank of England?

QUESTION 9.34. What is the FSA and how is it related to the Bank of

England? What happened historically?

304 9. THE SOFf INTERVIEW

CHAPTER 10

Top ten questions

10.1. Introduction

Most interviewers are not very original, and they tend to ask questions that

they were asked. Certain questions come up again and again, year after year.

Some that were popular in 1999 were still being commonly asked in 2007. For

many of them, it is because they are good questions in that they test understanding

of key concepts indirectly. Some test it directly. Here we list the ten most popular

questions from our experience and that of our question gatherers. Do not go to

an interview unless you are totally on top of all of these. Most times you will

get ωked at least one of them.

10.2. Questions

QUESTION 2.1. Derive the Black-Scholes equation. What boundary conditions

are satisfied at S = 0 and S = ∞?

For the solution see page 22.

QUESTION 2.4. Suppose two assets in a Black-Scholes world have the same

volatility but different drifts. How will the price of call options on them compare?

See page 27.

QUESTION 2.9. Is it ever optimal to early exercise an American call option?

What about a put option?

See page 34.

QUESTION 2 .1 3. What is meant by put-call parity?

See page 38.
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QUESTION 2.34. Team A plays team B, in a series of 7 games, whoever wins
4 games first wins. You want to bet 100 that your team wins the series, in which
case you receive 200, or 0 if they lose. However the broker only allows bets
on individual games. You can bet X on any individual game the day before it
occurs to receive 2X if it wins and 0 if it loses. How do you achieve the desired
pay-out? In particular, what do you bet on the first match?

See page 52.

QUESTION 2.37. Suppose an option pays 1 if the spot is between 100 and 110
at expiry and zero otherwise. Synthesize the option from vanilla call options.

See page 53.

QUESTION 2.50. A stock is worth 100 today. There are zero interest rates.
The stock can be worth 90 or 110 tomorrow. It moves to 110 with probability p.

Price a call option struck at 100.

See page 65.

QUESTION 3.2. Suppose we playa game. I roll a die up to three times. Each
time I roll you can either take the number showing as dollars or roll again. What

is your expected winnings?

See page 86.

QUESTION 5.1. Write an algorithm to carry out numerical integration. How

might you optimize the algorithm?

See page 159.

QUESTION 7.10. What is a virtual function?

See page 241.
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